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GENERAL INTRODUCEION.

All known hemoglobins of amphibians, reptiles, fishes,

birds and higher vertebrates have molecular weights in

the range 51,000 to 72,000 (Gratzer and Allison, 1950)
and consist of four polypeptide chain subunits, to each

of which is bound one molecule of the heme prosthetic

group. The gross amino acid composition of hemoglobin

from several species has been determined: these

include human (Hill, Konigsberg, Guidotti and Craig,

1952), bovine (Timmer, Van der Helm and Huisman, 1957),

horse (Habeeb and Smith, 1950) and chicken (Van der

Helm and Huisman, 1953; Saha 1954). In addition,

mapping of the tryptic peptides of rabbit hemoglobin

has been reported (Naughton and lintzis, 1952;

Diamond and Eraunitzer, 1952 ( oc chain only)). The

complete amino acid sequence of the # and jb chains
of adult human hemoglobin is known with a high degree

*1

of certainty (Eraunitzer, Gehring-Muller, Hilschmann,

Ililse, Hobom, Kudloff and Wittman-Liebold, 1951;

Konigsberg and Hill, 1952; Schroeder, Chelton,

Shelton and Oormick, 1962). The three dimensional

structure of horse hemoglobin nas been the subject of

extensive study and the spatial arrangement of the

constituent polypeptide chains is now almost completely

elucidated. (Eraunitzer, Hilse, Kudloff and ililschmann,

1954). The internal structure of human hemoglobin is

1.



believed to resemble closely that of the horse protein

(Perutz, Trotter, Howells and Green, 1955? Muirhead and

Perutz, 1953).

Hemoglobin is present in very high concentration in

circulating red blood cells (approximately 35$ by weight)
and is much the most abundant single protein species in

such cells. The mature non-nucleated erythrocyte is

incapable of synthesising protein, but the more immature

reticulocyte still retains this capability, although it

too is non-nucleated. In the rabbit reticulocyte, under

experimental conditions, the synthesis of hemoglobin

probably accounts for up to 90$ of the total protein

synthesis. (Sargent, 1955). Since rabbit hemoglobin is

homogeneous (Giri and Pillai, 1956; Saha, Datta and

Ghosh, 1957), such cells may be thought of as synthesising

almost exclusively one single, well-defined protein.

Although the hemoglobin of the rabbit is homogeneous,

several mammalian species have been shown to possess two

or more hemoglobin components on electrophoresis or

chromatography (Gratzer et al., I960). In some cases,

eg. the horse, this situation is one of heterogeneity,

all individuals of this species having the same two

hemoglobins in the same relative proportions (Rodnan and

mbaugh, 1957; Bangham and Lehmann, 1953). Other species

have polymorphisms, in which case various hemoglobin

components may be present in some, bufc not all,

individuals of trie species, bush is the situation in

2.



cattle (Bangham, 19)7) and sheep, (Bvans, Harris and

"arren, 1956). In addition to tiiese adult hemoglobins,

embryonic or foetal hemoglobins have been discovered in

many species. These proteins usually differ in many of

their properties from those of the adult stage.

(Gratzer et al., I960). Polymorphism is a reflection

of allelic genes segregating in a particular population.

Thus in the case of the sheep, hemoglobin A or hemoglobin

B may be present in individuals homozygous for each gene.

In heterozygous individuals both hemoglobins are present

(^vans et al., 1956). In heterogeneity, as opposed to

polymorphism, the genes responsible for the hemoglobin

components are independent of one another, although in

certain species, e.g. the norse, the two hemoglobin

components appear to nave a common polypeptide chain.

(Haug and Smith, 1957; Smith, Haug and Wilson, 1957).
All individuals of the species are then homozygous for

the genes concerned. In all known hemoglobins, the

prosthetic aeme groups are identical, the differences

in properties of the various hemoglobins being

attributable to differences, large or small, in the

globin polypeptide chains.

In birds heterogeneity has been observed in many

species (Saha et al., 1957; Rodnan and hbaugh, 1956;

Dunlap, Jonnson and Farmer, 1956). No well

substantiated example of polymorphism has been reported

in birds, but this may reflect the lack of sufficient

3.



investigation. Faper electrophoresis of chicken

hemoglobin shows either two components (Saha et al.,

1957; Kabat and Attardi,1967? Johnson and Dunlap, 1955)
or three (Roanan et al., 1955). The flve hem0giotins

reported to be in chicken blood cells (Hashimoto and

Wilt, 1966; Schall and Turba, 1963; Marchis-Mouren

and Lipinann, 1965) may be ascribed to experimental

artefacts. one report ('Jchall et al., 1963)
the cells were lysed by alternate freezing and thawing.

This method has apparently been shown to produce

additional electrophoretic components in chicken

hemoglobin (R. 3anders personal communication in Kabat

et aU, 1967). The two main hemoglobin components of

chicken blood can be separated quantitatively by ion-

exchange chromatography (Huisman, Van Veen, Dozy and

Nechtmann, 1964; Van der Helm et al., 1958; Matsuda and

Takei, 1963). Electrophoresis of the contents of chicken

embryo blood cells has suggested the existence of an

enbryonic hemoglobin with different properties to the

two adult components (Manwell, Baker, Roslansky and

Foght, 1963; Fraser, 1954). Polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis at low pH and high urea concentration

suggests that the adult and embryonic hemoglobins of the

chicken contain only three electrophoretically distinct

polypeptide chains (Fraser, 1966). The alkali

denaturaticn kinetics of hemoglobin in single

erythrocytes show that the two hemoglobin components of

the adult chicken co-exist in the same cell (Matioli

4.



and Thorell, 1963).
Avian red blood cells differ from their mammalian

counterparts in retaining the nucleus throughout all

stages of red cell maturation. Isolated nuclei

prepared from freeze-dried chicken erythrocytes ground

in non-aqueous media have been shown to contain hemoglobin

(Allfrey, Stern, Mirsky and Saetren, 1932). The

possibility that the hemoglobin had been ground into the

nuclei from the cytoplasm was partially eliminated by

preparing calf-thymus nuclei, free of hemoglobin, from

a mixture of calf-thymus cells and chicken erythrocyte

cytoplasmic debris. Observations based on tne

histochemical localisation of hemoglobin by its oxidation

of o-dianisidine have demonstrated the presence of

hemoglobin in the nuclei of embryonic chick erytnroblasts

(O'Brien, I960). Finally, electron microscopy of chicken

erythrocytes, correlated with the distribution of

hemoglobin determined by heme absorption, has confirmed

the presence of hemoglobin in the nuclei (Cavies, 1961).
Tne nuclei were shown to contain pores in the

encircling double membrane, through which the hemoglobin

of the cytoplasm is continuous with that of the nucleus.

If the rabbit reticulocyte is an important

experimental system, in which to study the biosyntnesis

of a single, well defined protein, the avian

reticulocyte is probably just as important for the study

of the co-ordinated biosynthesis of two closely

5.



related proteins and the various control mechanisms

entailed therein. The reticulocytes of species having

polymorphic hemoglobins are also clearly of great

importance in this respect.

Hemoglobin biosynthesis in the intact non-nucleated

reticulocyte.

Borsook, Beasy, Haagen-bmit, Keignley and Lowy

(1952) showed that rabbit reticulocytes, taken from

animals treated with phenylhydrazine to induce anaemia,

incorporated G"^ amino acids into hemoglobin if the cells

were incubated in plasma or in saline. The plasma,

however, apparently contained some stimulating factor,

which could not be identified with any known amino acids

or cofactors. Apart from plasma, or plasma filtrate,

the incorporation of amino acids into hemoglobin could

be stimulated by iron or an amino acid mixture of

particular composition (Kruh and Borsook, 1956).
irv ihciA-ba tti

Protein synthesis in saline was found to be maximal when
A

the complete amino acid mixture was added together with

iron and glucose. Certain of the amino acids in the

mixture, notably leucine, were found to be limiting,

in that if any one of them were withheld from the
14

reaction mixture, the rate of incorporation of C amino

acids was at a sub-optimal level throughout an incubation

(Borsook, Fisher and Keighley, 1957).



Comparison of the rates of synthesis of substances

having a common precursor.

An important aspect of the study of hemoglobin

biosynthesis in the intact cell is the comparison of the

rate3 at which globin and neme are synthesised from a

common precursor, e.g. 2*0 ^"-glycine. It might be

appropriate, at this point, to show how such rates of

synthesis may be calculated and compared, since this will

be relevant not only to the study of globin and heme

synthesis but also to the study of the synthesis of two

hemoglobins or globins by nucleated red cells.

To calculate tne rate of synthesis of a substance,

Y, from a C^-labelled precursor, p, let the specific

activity of p be x C. ?.M./m2J., let the number of moles

of p per mole of Y be b and let the total weight of Y
r-\. (v\oV*_s (

in the experimental system be c. For the purposes of ■ V1-' ,t\\. i'Hc :> '
A I

the following argument it will be assumed that there
CK fWOvAA L

is no loss of Y and that the weight'of Y synthesised /

during any experiment is negligible in comparison

with c.

In a typical experiment, samples are removed from

the incubation after intervals of time; so "let d m.mole

of Y, analysed after time t minutes, give w C.P.M..

From the above it follows that when 1 mM of Y

is synthesised b mJd of p are incorporated into Y. If

the specific activity of p is x C.P.Y./mM., then the

7.



C.P M.

total oount3 incorporated when ImM of Y is synthesised

are equal to b.x.

At time t, d m.mole of Y gave w C.P.M., and
C\ r*\ ©

therefore the total woi -hi; of Y in the system, c, would

give (w.c/oL) 0.P.M.

The total amount of Y synthesised is then equal to

(the total counts incorporated / counts / m"»1. Y), which

is w.c . 1

-jsr sr
ie. Amount of Y synthesised is equal to:

Observed specific activity x we-i—-t in mM (A)
specific activity of precursor x b.

where b is the number of moles of the precursor

molecule per mole of the product.

The mean rate during time t is obtained by dividing

expression (a) by t. If the incorporation of

radioactivity is linear during this period, then A/t will

be tne rate of synthesis of Y at any time during the

period.

Many workers (such as Kruh et al., 1955; Kassenaar,

Morell and London, 1957; Bianco and Lazzarini, 1952)

express the amount of Y synthesised in time t as a
QL CA O va. V\ Vi

fraction of the weight of Y present in the system.
(a)

Thus, the amount of Y synthesised^per mM of Y
present, in time t, is given by: ( A )

*&-» Y(ml.7
ttlM. t ,

Observed specific activity (E)
~

precursor specific activity x-b.

8.



The mean rate of synthesis of Y per mi. of Y present,

which may conveniently be termed the fractional rate of

synthesis, is given by:

Observed specific activity (C)
precursor~specific activity x b~x t

In a system, such as the reticulocyte, where two

or more substances are being synthesised from a common

precursor, it is possible to compare their absolute (A)
'

t

or fractional (0) rates of synthesis if the specific

activity of the common precursor is known or if it is

reasonable to assume that the syntheses being compared

draw the common precursor from pools of the same

specific activity.

In comparing the fractional or absolute rates of

synthesis of two substances X and Y, which could be

globin and heme in the rabbit reticulocyte or globins I

and II in the chicken reticulocyte, the ratio of the

fractional rates reduces to expression D below and tnat

of the absolute rates to 1. In both cases "t" and the

"precursor specific activity" are constants and equal.

EFx/y = Specific activity X . bY (D)
Specific activity Y . b3T.

*W/v = Specific activity X. Wt. of X . bY (^)
Specific activity Y. V.'t. of if . bX

In practice it may be difficult to evaluate

accurately the weights of substances present in the

system, and for this reason the ratio of the fractional

9.



F
rates is normally quoted. If R = 1, then X and Y

are being synthesised at rates which will maintain their
F

original proportions in the system. If R j/y > 1
proportion of X is increasing, and vice versa. If

F
bY = bX then R = Specific activity X . 1

Specific activity Y

ie. the fractional rates of synthesis of X and Y are

proportional to the rates of change of the specific

activities of X and Y.

Kruh et al. (1955) compared t m (fractional) rates of

synthesis of heme and globin in rabbit reticulocytes and
(S.fc.)

found them to be almost e^ual (a ratio of 1 - -157,was
A

F
obtained for R globinsheme). The incorporation of

glycine into both heme and globin was stimulated by amino

acids and iron. These findings were considered strong

presumptive evidence for the processes of heme and globin

synthesis being closely linked.

That a close inter-relationship exists between heme

and globin synthesis is confirmed by the finding that in

reticulocytes from rabbits maintained on a low-iron diet

the addition of hemin to the incubation mixture results

in an increase in the incorporation of C amino acids

into newly formed hemoglobin (Bruns and London, 1955).

It has since been demonstrated that in such reticulocytes

the presence of added hemin in the incubation mixture

causes an increase in the size and proportion of

13.



polysomes, in the specific activity of polypeptide chains

attached to them and in the specific activity of the

soluble hemoglobin, as previously reported (Grayzel,
T7orchner and London, 1955). Further studies on the

relation between heme and globin synthesis in rabbit

reticulocytes have shown that when protein synthesis is

inhibited, by puromycin or cycloheximide, the utilization

of glycine for heme synthesis is markedly reduced, whereas

utilization of delta-aminolaevulinic acid is only slightly

reduced (Grayzel, Fuhr and London, 1957). One possible

explanation of this result would be that the lack of

globin "acceptor" molecules would lead to a build-up of

heme molecules, which would in turn inhibit the formation

of delta-aminolaevulinic acid. This explanation is very

similar to the result obtained by Karibian and London

(1955), on the effect of added hemin upon heme synthesis

in reticulocytes from iron-deficient rabbits. It has

further been claimed that the combination of globin and

heme must be integrated with tne process of peptide

bond formation in the intact reticulocyte (Waxman and

Babinovitz, 1965). An earlier report implicated the

microsomes in the process of insertion of Fe into

hemoglobin (Rabinovitz and Olson, 1958), although this

seems unlikely because ferrochelatase, the enzyme

responsible for inserting iron into protoporphyrin, has

been shown to be localised in the mitochondria

(Nishida and Labbe, 1959).

11.



Studies carried out in intact rabbit reticulocytes

by Pishop, Leahy and Schweet (1961) suggested that the

synthesis of both polypeptide chains of hemoglobin

commenced at the amino-terminus of each chain, since

both ct and p chains of rabbit hemoglobin have valine as

their amino-terminal acid residue, these workers

incubated intact reticulocytes with C ^-valine and

measured the radioactivity found in the N-terminal valine,

as a fraction of the total radioactivity incorporated

into the whole globin. In these experiments a low

percentage of radioactivity was found in the N-terminal

valine after very short incubations, whereas after

longer incubations the percentage corresponded closely

to that expected for complete labellin : of the N-terminal

residue. In comparative experiments with cell-free

systems, very low N-terminal C^-valine was found,

virtually all the radioactivity being found in the

non-terminal valine residues. It was proposed that the

ribosomes in these cell-free experiments carried partially

complete chains and that once these had been completed,

little chain initiation was evident.

That chain synthesis was in fact initiated at the

amino terminus 'was elegantly confirmed by the double-

labelling experiments of Dintzis (1961) and Naughton and

Lintzis (1962). In these experiments intact rabbit

reticulocytes were incubated fox- verv short periods of

time witn H^-leucine at 15°C. The H^-labelled soluble

12.



hemoglobin, as distinct from incomplete ribosome-bound

protein, was then mixed with uniformly-labelled C *-
hemoglobin, obtained by incubating other reticulocytes

1 A
for very long periods with G - leucine. The mixture of

hemoglobin, now for all practical purposes doubly-labelled,

was then subjected to tryptic hydrolysis and the peptides

so formed were separated by a two-dimensional paper

electrophoresis and chromatography method. The
L

ra#io was determined for eacn peptide, thus providing a

measure of the specific activity of the H^- hemoglobin,

in no way dependent on the yield given by the method.

The initial results showed that at very short incubation

times only one or two leucine-containing peptides nad

acquired radioactivity. With increasing incubation times,

more peptides acquired radioactivity until eventually all

peptides were labelled, but to markedly different degrees.

The later experiments showed that the peptides which

first acquired radioactivity were in fact those near

the carboxyl terminus of the chain, while the last to

acquire radioactivity were those very close to the

amino terminus.

The theoretical implications of these experiments

have been the subject of a more recent analysis

(Englander and Page, 1965). In addition to confirming

that polypeptide cnain synthesis proceeds sequentially

from the amino terminus to the carboxyl-terminus of

the chain, their analysis provides important and

13.



interesting information concerning the kinetics of chain

growth in the reticulocyte. If the rate of growth of

the polypeptide chain were constant throughout its

length, then a graph relating the position of leucine-

containing peptides to their tritium content,relative

to the "hottest" peptide, should "be linear. However,

the graphs obtained by Naughton and Dintzis were not

linear; rather they showed that the peptides in the

second naif of the cnain, ie. those nearer the carboxyl-

terminus, contained relatively more radioactivity than

would have been the case if the growth rate had been

linear throughout the entire length of the chain,

x^nglander and Page pointed out that this result implies

that the rate of growth of the chain is considerably

slower through trie second half of its length tnan* through

the first. An important consequence of this is that the

distribution of nascent chains on the ribosomes at any

particular time will be heavily in favour of chains

already more than half completed.

The state and function of polyribosomes or polysomes

in protein synthesis in the reticulocyte have been

investigated in some depth. The studies carried out by

Marks, Burka and Schlessinger (1962), using the in vitro

system of Borsook et al., (1967) suggested that the small

fraction of ribosomes active in protein synthesis has a

sedimentation coefficient of over 110 S, in contrast to

the 78 3 of monomer ribosomes. Tae existence of a

pentamer ribosomal structure during protein synthesis
14.



was later demonstrated by Warner, Knopf and Rich (1963).

The evidence for this structure was based on electron

microscopy and density-gradient sedimentation of red

cell lysates. Since ribonuclease destroyed the peak

of pentamer material, converting it to material

sedimenting with single ribosomes, it was concluded that

the constituent ribosomes of the complex were in some

way held together by ERA. According to the studies

of Burka and Marks (1964) the initiation and growth of

polypeptide chains occurs mainly on the polysomes.

Inhibition of protein synthesis in these experiments by

puromycin was shown not only to release nascent,

lartially complete, peptide chains from the polysomes,

but also to cause a rapid breakdown of the polysome

structure. Since it is now known that puromycin becomes

attached to the growing peptide chain at its site of

attachment to transfer ERA, thus removing tne chain

from the messenger ERA on the ribosome (Hultin, Leon

and derasi, 1961), it is likely that t-ENA with its

attached peptide chain, is important in stabilising the

polysome structure. The breakdown of the polysome

structure, with a concomitant 79/ increase in the 89 S

ribosome pool was noted when intact rabbit reticulocytes

were incubated in bufferred saline for one hour

(Babinovitz and Waxman, 1965). This was confirmed by

independent studies which showed that initially 89 S

ribosomes were transferred to the polysome pool, but

that after one hour polysome breakdown became the



predominant event, accompanied "by a decrease in the

rate of protein synthesis (Knopf and Lamfrom, 1965).
The "breakdown of the polysome structure does not appear

to "be accompanied "by breakdown of the m-F.NA. "-hen

polysome breakdown was stimulated by the presence of

sodium fluoride, protein synthesis was inhibited.

However, when the reticulocytes were removed from the

presence of the sodium fluoride, protein synthetic

ability was restored (Marks, Burka, Conconi, Perl and

Rifkind, 1955).

In relatively immature rabbit reticulocytes, up to

30/o or 9Ofo of tne ribosomes appear as polysomes under the

electron microscope (Marks, Rifkind and Banon, 1953).

By centrifugation of rabbit red blood cells through a

density gradient of bovine serum albumin it is possible

to separate cells of different bouyant density and

consequently of different age, since the most immature

reticulocytes of the circulating blood have a

significantly lower density than that of the most

mature erythrocytes. Using this procedure Blowacki

and Millette (1955) nave shown that the in vivo

maturation of reticulocytes,.to erythrocytes is

accompanied by a loss of total ribosomal material, rather

than by a simple conversion of polysomes to ribosomes.

A similar conclusion was reacned by Burka and Be Bellis

(1957). Glowacki and Millette also demonstrated that

the ability of cells to synthesise protein decreased very

16.



markedly with the density (and hence age) of the cell.

Furthermore, the amount of soluble protein s.ynthesised by

the cell was found bo be directly proportional to the

amount of nascent, growing polypeptide chains

associated with the polysomes rather than to the total

amount of polysome material present. Almost exactly

similar results were obtained independently by Rowley

(1965).

The regulation of hemoglobin synthesis is probably

partly genetic and partly metabolic, at least in man.

Normal human red blood cells contain hemoglobin A

( ), hemoglobin A2 ( ) and in the early

stages of development, hemoglobin F ( <*xA X* ).

Abnormalities affecting the production of (/-chains, such

as are found in the heritable disease (/-thalassemia,

result in the appearance of at least two abnormal

hemoglobins in the red cells of homozygotes: hemoglobin
jT

Barts ( ) and hemoglobin H ( ^ ). The reverse
however is not the case, for in ^-thalassemia no
tetramers are found when ^-chain production is impaired.
(Baglioni, 1963). Baglioni concluded that the synthesis

of fl-type chains is independent of the synthesis of
(/-chains, and he suggested that a regulatory mechanism

might be active in normal red cells whereby the rate of

</-chain production is synchronised to the rate of

^3-chain production.
It has since been found that if normal human

reticulocytes or rabbit reticulocytes are incubated in
17.



vitro for periods of more than 15 minutes with C ^ amino

acids, the ctfand /3-chains of pure hemoglobin A or pure

rabbit hemoglobin have the same specific activity. At

shorter incubation times, however, the specific activity

of the <x-chain is lower than that of the yS-chain
( eatherall, Clegg and Naughton, 1955; Heywood et al.,

1956). T.iis finding was interpreted as indicating the

existence of a pool of o<.-chains in the cell, larger

than the pool of yS-chains, if any. examination of the
chains attached to the ribosomes, at the end of such

incubations, always showed that the radioactivity in the

o^-chain fraction, after the addition of whole carrier

globin, was greater than in the ji-chain fraction
(Veatherall et al., 1955; Baglioni and Golombo, 1964).

It has since been found that a significant number of

complete oc-chains are present on the polysomes of

rabbit reticulocytes, whereas very few or no y#-ehains
are present in a completed state (Colombo and Baglioni,

1966). It seems likely from these findings that the

/3-chain is normally required to remove <*-c mains from

the polysomes.

Hemoglobin synthesis in cell-free systems from non-

nucleated reticulocytes.

Cell-free systems derived from non-nucleated

reticulocytes have been described by several groups

of workers (liabinovitz and Olson, 1955; ochweet,

18.



Lamfrom and Allen, 1958; Lamfrom and Knopf, 1954; Bank

and Harks, 1955).

Using the conditions described originally by

Schweet et al. (1958), or in a modified form by Allen

and Schweet (1952), it has been demonstrated that most

of the stages of protein biosynthesis elucidated in

bacterial systems (Gilbert, 1953; Gchweet and Heintz,

1955) also operate in the reticulocyte system (Hardesty,

Arlinghaus, Uchaeffer and ^chweet, 1963; Gchweet,

Arlinghaus, Schaeffer and Williamson, 1954).

J?he cell-free incubation mixture usually contains

washed ribosomes, soluble enzyme fractions, transfer-

RNA,;ATP, creatine phosphate, creatine kinase, GSH,

GTP, a complete amino acid mixture (Borsook et al.,

1957) and one or more radioactive amino acids. Allen

et al. (1962) found that incorporation of radioactive

amino acids into soluble protein was stimulated by the

addition of transfer PITA, which was shown to act

catalytically. As a result of adding t-ENA, amino-

acyl-BNA compounds were found as free soluble

intermediates in the mixture. Stimulation of amino acid

incorporation by the complete amino acid mixture nad been

demonstrated previously by Schweet et al. (1953). As

with other cell-free systems, that derived from the

reticulocyte shows complete dependence on the presence of

an energy-generating system (eg. ATP, creatine phosphate

and creatine kinase). The specificity of the system for

19.



hemoglobin synthesis has been found to reside solely in

the ribosomal fraction, since rabbit hemoglobin is

synthesised when all soluble components of the system are

replaced with the corresponding components from other

organisms (Lamfrom, 1961).

The chief disadvantage of this and other cell-free

systems for studying protein biosynthesis lies in the

fact that although labelled soluble protein is released

from the ribosomes, very few or no new polypeptide

chains are initiated even during long incubations. This

was first pointed out by Bishop et al. (1963), who

found that if valine was added to the incubation

mixture, almost no radioactivity was found in tne

N-terminal valine residue of the hemoglobin produced,

despite the fact that the latter contained quite

significant amounts of radioactivity, in other valine-

containing peptides. Knopf and Bintzis (1965) -ere

able to confirm this finding when they examined the

labelling pattern of tr,rptic peptides of hemoglobin

produced by the cell-free system. Even after 63

minutes of incubation with HJ- leucine, the leucine-

containing peptides nearest the N-terminus of the

polypeptide chain contained almost no radioactivity.

Although no new chains are initiated, Knopf et al.

(1965) were able to show tnat the completion of

nascent ribosome-bound polypeptide chains proceeds in

the same sequential manner as in the intact cell.



The inability of most ceil-free systems to initiate

the synthesis of new polypeptide cuains is apparently

overcome in the partially fractionated system described

by Lamfrom et al. (1964). In this system the

reticulocyte lysate is not fractionated to separate

ribosomes and soluble components, but is incubated

intact together with an energy-generating system, a

complete amino acid mixture and other cell-free system

co-factors. Using these incubation conditions, 0^
amino acids were shown to be realily incorporated into

soluble hemoglobin at up to 25;t of the corresponding

whole cell rate. It was snown later taat if H^-
leucine was added to the incubation mixture, a

significant amount of radioactivity was located in

the N-terminal, leucine-contalning peptide of the -

chain of soluble hemoglobin produced during incubation.

(Lamfrom and Knopf, 1955). As in the intact reticulocyte

system described by Knopf et al. (1955), protein synthesis

in the lysate cell-free system is accompanied by 83 h

ribosomes initially joining the polysome pool, and then

later by a breakdown of the polysomes. Polysome

breakdown, however, begins much sooner in the cell-free

system than in the intact cells. The results

presented bv Lamfrom et al. (1964) indicate taat in

this cell-free system, the fi -chain of rabbit hemoglobin
is synthesised at a linear rate over its entire length,

in marked contrast to the results of Uintzis (1961),



which however related to the intact reticulocyte.

It has recently been found, by Zucker and

Schulmann (1957, a), that the soluble product of this

reticulocyte lysate cell-free system is not complete

hemoglobin. The product was found to be more basic

than rabbit hemoglobin on ion-exchange chromatography.

Gel-filtration and sucrose-density-gradient centrifugation

showed its molecular weight to be about 32,000. These

data suggested very strongly that the product was a

dimer. It could apparently be converted, at least in

part, to true hemoglobin by addition of exogenous hemin

to the incubation mixture. The precise composition of

the dimer is not deducible from these data, although

the authors suggest that an dfi structure is most
likely; this being in agreement with the hypothesis

put forward by Colombo et al. (1966) regarding the

release of globln chains from the polysome.

It was suggested by Morris and Schweet (1961) that

the release of polypeptide chains from the ribosomes or

polysomes requires a specific enzyme mecnanism. More

detailed information concerning the chain release

process has emerged from the studies of Morris (1964).
Chain release was assayed by incubating ribosomes,

with their nascent polypeptide chains previously labelled

with C"1"^ amino acids in intact reticulocyte incubations,

in a cell-free system similar to that described by

Allen et al., (1962). After incubation the radioactivity



found in tne soluble protein was determined. This was

compared, in parallel incubations, with C^" amino acid

incorporation into ribosome-bound polypeptide chains.

Morris found that certain concentrations of ribonuclease

were effective in almost completely inhibiting the

incorporation of amino acids into protein (ie. chain

formation). The same concentrations of ribonuclease

were almost ineffective in inhibiting the release of

polypeptide cnains from the ribosomes. Since the

release of polypeptide chains was absolutely dependent

on 3-TP, it seemed likely that the processes of cnain

completion and chain release were, to some degree,

independent of one another. Morris (1956) showed that

the first product of the chain release process was free

globin, unattached to t.ENA, according to sedimentation

studies. He proposed tnat chain release mignt involve

the formation of a complex between completed

polype,tide chains and a t.LNA-like molecule. A

cleavage enzyme would then detach the free globin.

The conversion of free globin chains or free

globin dimers to hemoglobin tetramers proceeds by

mechanisms as yet not elucidated. It has been shown,

however, that heme may in some way be implicated in

the process of polypeptide chain release from the

polysomes (Zucker and hchulmann, 1957 b).
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Biosynthesis of hemoglobin in avian reticulocytes.

Unlike the mammalian red blood cells, the

circulating erythrocytes and reticulocytes of birds and

amphibians contain a nucleus and are capable of

synthesising protein, although in the avian erythrocyte
\ O CO

this is at a minimal level compared with the

reticulocyte (Allfrey and Mirsky, 1952). Lven this

minimal level of activity is eventually lost as the

erythrocyte ages (Cameron and Prescott, 1953).
Kruh et al. (1956) found that in rabbit

reticulocytes the rates of synthesis of heme and globin

were approximately the same. These findings were

substantially confirmed in studies on the incorporation

of 2'C1^ - glycine by duck erythrocytes (Breccia, Pantola,

Giuatina and Lazzarini,19595 Breccia, Fantola,

Giustina and Lazzarini, 1951; Bianco and Lazzarini, 1952).
Buck erythrocytes were incubated either in their own

plasma or in saline to which was added ferric chloride

and a complete amino acid mixture. In either case

glucose and antibiotics were also added to the

incubation mixture. In either medium tne ratios of

heme and globin specific activities were constant with

incubation time, which was interpreted as indicating

that glycine i3 incorporated into heme and globin at

the same rate, assuming a common pool for this amino

acid (see also P.7 - 11). Furthermore, Bianco,

Giustina and Lazzarini (1951) reported that if duck
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erythrocytes were incubated for 30 minutes with 2*0

glycine and then, after washing, re-incubated in a

medium containing no radioactivity, the specific

activities of both globin and heme increased at an

inverse exponential rate for several hours. These

authors suggested that such results could be explained

in part by the existence of & free peptldespoo-1 within

the cells, acting as a- precursorsof globin. An increase

in the specific activity of globin following incubation

of duck erythrocytes with G^-leucine and subsequent
12

re-incubation in saline containing G -leucine was

also observed by liggans, Burr and Bumsfield (i960).

This phenomenon was characterised by a lack of

inhibition by anoxia. The effect of anoxia on the

re-incubation behaviour of heme has not so far been

reported.

The parallelism between heme synthesis and the

incorporation of 2 »C "^-glycine into globin observed

by Kruh et al. (1956) and Bianco et al. (1962), in

rabbit and duck red cells respectively, contrasts

markedly with the findings reported by Kassenaar,

Morell and London (1957). In the latter study, normal

duck erythrocytes were incubated with 2 *C "^-glycine
in isotonic phosphate buffer pH 7*4, supplemented with

glucose and the same amino acid mixture as used by

the other two groups. The rate of incorporation of

glycine into globin was found to be less than the
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rate of synthesis of heme from glycine. It was also

reported that the two processes could "be differentially

affected by various metabolic factors, including

inhibition of heme synthesis by cobalt salts and

inhibition of globin synthesis by lead salts. Iron

salts were found to stimulate heme synthesis without

affecting the synthesis of globin.

Tne differences between the results of Bianco et.al.

(1962) and Kassenaar et al. (1957) are not easy to explain.

Both groups made use of normal duck erythrocytes or

reticulocytes and although the incubation media were

somewhat different, the fact that Bianco et al.

obtained similar results from incubations in plasma and

in a simple synthetic medium makes it unlikely tnat this

is an important factor in explaining the differences.

Of potentially more significance is the atmosphere in

which the calls were incubated: Bianco et al. incubated

cells in an atmosphere of 0£ : COg (95$ : 5$) whereas
Kassenaar at al. incubated in air (ie. approximately

20$ Og). It has been shown that several steps in the
biosynthesis of heme are susceptible to changes in

oxygen concentration (Balk, Dresel and Bimington, 1953;

Lresel and Balk, 1956). These studies however were

carried out on red cell hemolysates and extrapolation

of the resuit3 to intact cells may not be valid.

Furthermore the difference in effect between oxygen

concentrations of 20$ and 95$ is not great, even in
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hemolysates.

The procedures Tor calculating and comparing the

rates of synthesis of glohin and heme were similar

in both cases to those described on PP, 7 - 10.

If the differences in the results of the two groups

of workers are attributable to the techniques used, and

not to some unsuspected metabolic factor, it appears

likely that the source of discrepancy lies in the

methods used for the purification of aerne and Olobin.

In fact, the method used for the preparation of heme

was the same for both groups. Of the two methods used

for preparing globin, that used by Tassenaar et al.

(1957) seems to be the better, "'rotein was recipitated

from the cell lysate by acetone: 1IJ1, dissolved in

distilled water and reprecipitated until no trace of

hemin remained. The final "globin" solution was

precipitated with 14/- TOA, washed with 7,' TJA and

water, and then dissolved in N sodium hydroxide. The

TCA precipitations and washings were reseated and

the final precipitate was washed with acetone and then

ether.

Tne procedure used by Bianco et al. (1962) was

simply to precipitate "globin" from hemoglobin solution

by acetone: IIC1, after which the protein was dissolved

and reprecipitated until no trace of hemin remained.

The "globin" was finally washed with ethanol and

ether. In both preparations the "globin" was claimed
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to have a constant specific activity when it was

redissolved and taken tnrough the respective process

of "purification". On this basis neither procedure

can be considered really satisfactory, because even if

the preparation contains only material of constant

specific activity, this does not exclude the strong

possibility that the globin is contaminated by otner

proteins and also perhaps otner organic materials.

Tne method used by Kassenaar et al. (1957) is probably

the better, since these authors showed that tbeir

globin had a constant specific activity after treatment

with hot l/o TJA, which appears to suggest that it

was free from nucleic acids. The results obtained by

this group are therefore slightly more likely to be

reliable tuan are taose of Bianco et al. (1962).

Neither Kassenaar et al. (1957) nor Bianco et al.

(1962) made any attempt to fractionate the two avian

hemoglobins and their results apply therefore to the

mixed nemoglobins of the cells. The rates of synthesis

of the two hemoglobins have been compared in in vitro

incubations of chicken reticulocytes by baha and

Ghosh (I960). These workers claimed that, after any

given time up to 4 hours, the rate of incorporation of

amino acids was higher into hemoglobin I than into

hemoglobin II. (^ee also TP. 7-13). If birds were

injected with 0^ amino acids, it was found tnat the

in vivo rate of incorporation of amino acids was



higher into hemoglobin II than into hemoglobin I.

(Saha et al. 1950). In a more recent study, Xabat

et al. (1957) claimed that the rates of synthesis of

the two chicken hemoglobins were equal. In this

report, it was found that the synthesis of hemoglobin

was unaffected by actinomyein 1, even after 24 hours

of incubation. This is contrary to the findings of

Matsuda et al. (1965), who claimed to have demonstrated

a substantial inhibition of hemoglobin synthesis, by

this antibiotic, in chicken reticulocytes incubated

in vitro. Matsuda et al. (1966) also found that

puromycin completely inhibited the synthesis of

hemoglobin in intact chicken reticulocytes, even after

very short incubations.

Many of the studies reviewed so far have been

concerned with protein synthesis in avian reticulocytes,

trie formation of which is usually induced in the bird

either by injection of phenyl-hydrazine or by

repeated massive bleeding of the bird. Bertles and

Borgese (1958) have very recently claimed that duck

reticulocytes, produced by birds treated in either of

these ways, contain relatively more hemoglobin II than

do normal mature erythrocytes. They further claimed

that in such cells the relative rates of synthesis of

the two hemoglobins are proportional to their

altered concentrations. If this were to be

substantiated, the results would clearly be of great



significance, in the study of globin synthesis in the

intact avian reticulocyte.

It has already "been noted that the nuclei of

avian red cells are believed to contain hemoglobin. In

a series of reports (Bessman and Hammel, 1952; Hammel

and Bessman, 1964; 1965? 1955), it has been claimed

that the nuclei of pigeon red cells are responsible for

the synthesis of the greater part, if not all, of tne

hemoglobin contained in the cell. These claims rest

mainly on tne finding that wnen intact cells were

incubated with J ^ amino acids, the pellet remaining

after cell lysis contained hemoglobin whioa nad a

higner specific activity than the rest of the hemoglobin

released by cell lysis. It was al.,o claimed that the

isolated pellet could incorporate amino acids into

hemoglobin more efficiently than most other cell-

free systems. The techniques used by Ilammel and

Bessman during tneir investigations are criticised

later in this tnesis (see 134-135 ) on experimental

grounds, but in view of tne many reports of protein

syntnesis by the nuclei of calf thymus cells ( ang,

1951a; 1951b; 1951c; 1933a; 1953b; ITaora, 195o) and

rat liver cells (Bees, Boss and Rowland, 1951), the

possibility of genuine protein synthesis by nuclei

muuc clearly be carefully examined.

^ome evidence which conflicts with the claims of

lammel and Bessman nas come from autoradiographic
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studias on chicken erythrocytes (Kabat st al., 1967;

Kabat, 1968). After a short pulse of radioactive amino

aoid, most of the silver grains on the autoradiographs

occur over the area of the cell cytoplasm. This has

been interpreted as indicating that the hemoglobin

is synthesised in the cytoplasm.

Further investigations which make it unlikely that

the nucleus is the sole site of protein synthesis in

avian red cells are concerned with the incorporation of

amino acids into hemoglobin by sub-cellular systems

prepared from such cells. Thus Matsuda and Ogata

(1936) prepared ribosom.es from lysates of chicken

reticulocytes after first centrifuging down the nuclei

and ceil debris. "ueh ribosomes from the lysate

supernatant were able to incorporate amino acid3 into

protein, if provided with an energy-generating svstem,

together with other co-factors. This activity was

completely abolished by puromycln. similar studies,

using a sub-cellular system from duck erythrocytes, have

been carried out by Eumsfield, Burr and 'Vi .gans (1961).

Outline of tne ..resent problem.

It is clear, from the foregoing review of the

literature, that many of the processes involved in the

biosynthesis of hemoglobin by non-nucleated

reticulocytes have now been described, either in intact

cells or in cell-free systems. Most non-nucleated
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reticulocytes synthesise predominantly one protein,

hemoglobin and few points of controversy concerning its

biosynthesis now remain. In nucleated reticulocytes,

uwo or more hemoglobins may be synthesised in comparable

amounts. There is considerably more controversy and

uncertainty concerning the synthesis of hemoglobins

in such cells, particularly from the point of view of

the intact cell. The comparatively small amount of

work published on sub-cellular systems from such

cells suggests that the mechanisms of incorporation of

amino acids into protein are similar to those studied

in other cells.

The first points of difference to arise are

concerned with the relative rates of incorporation of

2*0^ - glycine into heme and globin in intact duck

erythrocytes. It was suggested by Kruh et al. (1956)
that in rabbit reticulocytes the rates of synthesis of

globin and heme 'were equal within admittedly wide

experimental limits of error (- 20%), It was argued

that this finding meant that an intimate connection

must exist between the two apparently very different

processes of heme and protein synthesis. Working with

duck erythrocytes, Bianco et al. (1962) published very

similar results. However, an earlier report, by

Eassenaar et al. (1957) had claimed that duck

reticulocytes or erythrocytes synthesised heme at a



higher rate than globin. No satisfactory explanation

of these differences has so far been put forward.

In studies of the synthesis of the two hemoglobins

or globins of avian red cells, the results of iaha et

al., (i960), suggesting a higher rate of synthesis for

globin I compared with globin II, conflict with the

results of Eabat et al. (1967) and Katsuda et al. (1963)»

which held that the two proteins were synthesised at

equal rates, (dee PF. 7-10). In connection with the

synthesis of Olobin, the observations by Bianco et al.

(1951) and i-gans et al. (I960) concerning the so-

called re-incubation behaviour of hemoglobin in avian

reticulocytes also remain to be satisfactorily

explained.

A further important point of controversy is the

claim that the bulk of the nemoglobin of pigeon

erythrocytes is synthesised by the cell nuclei (Kammel

et al., 1964). According to these authors the synthesis

of hemoglobin can be demonstrated in isolated nuclei

and is closely dependent on oxygen concentration.

Although no strictly metabolic evidence has yet been

advanced against these claims, indirect evidence

based on autoradiography of avian red cells shortly

after a pulse of radioactive amino acid suggests that

the nuclei receive labelled protein from the cytoplasm

(Kabat et al., 1967; Eabat, 1963 ). In addition,

ribosomes capable of protein synthesis Pave been



isolated from the cytoplasm of avian red cells.

Although it therefore seems unlikely that nuclei are

the sole site of hemoglobin synthesis, the work of

;Iammel and Bessman has an important hearing on trie

results of otuer workers in the field of hemoglobin

synthesis by avian red cells. They claimed that the

pellet of cell debris, nuclei and membranes remaining

after cell lysis, contained hemoglobin which had a

higher specific activity than the hemoglobin of the

lysate. Most other workers have ignored even the

possibility of this and in consequence their results may

have excluded an important fraction of the total cell

hemoglobin.

These differences illustrate some of the

difficulties associated with quantitative studies of

protein synthesis in intact cells. The whole cell

system is inevitably complicated by many factors, which

may include considerations of membrane permeability,

intracellular pools of intermediates or precursors,

and compartmentalisation of processes within the cell.

None of these factors is a significant complication in

sub-cellular systems, which are of course highly

fractionated. On the other hand, the very lack of

integrated cell structure in the cell-free systems

makes it difficult to extrapolate results obtained by

these methods to the whole-cell level. Although

ceil-free studies have yielded valuable data concerning
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the mechanism of protein synthesis, the processes at

work in the intact ceil must eventually be investigated

in the cell itself, even though this is such a

complicated system and the interpretation of results is

so difficult.

The points of controversy concerning avian

hemoglobins, and particularly chicken hemoglobins, are

not limited to strictly metabolic questions. There are

even substantial differences between the two sets of

data relating to the amino acid composition of the two

chicken globins (baha, 1964; Van der Helm et al., 1958).

Details of these data are given in tables 29, 21,

DP. 95-95.

Possibly the main point of criticism which might

be put; forward against much of the work published in

this field is that the purification of the globins or

hemoglobins is unsatisfactory, ^Ince, in the case of

the amino acid composition data, no satisfactory

evidence of purity was documented, the presence of

impurities in the preparations is the most probable

explanation of the substantial differences between

them.

Tae first objective of the present study, therefore,

was to devise and test a completely satisfactory

procedure for separating and purifying the hemoglobins

from chicken erythrocytes, '.("hen this nad been

achieved, the new procedure was first used to prepare
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very pure glob in samples on which amino acid analyses

were carried out. Finally, using the new procedure,

metabolic experiments were carried out to investigate

the claim by Hammal and Bessman (1954) that the

hemoglobin of the lysis pellet has a higher specific

activity than the rest of the hemoglobin, and then to

study the metabolic behaviour of this fraction of

hemoglobin in the cell. A number of experiments were

also carried out on the isolated pellet, which was

shown to take up radioactive amino acids. The effect

of puromycin on thin process vas then investigated, to

determine whether it was a manifestation of true protein

synthesis. Lastly the overall rates of synthesis of the

two globins were compared in intact cell incubations.



SECTION 1 : SEPARATION AND PURIFICATION OF CHICKEN

HLjIO CLOD INC.

1.1. Introduction.

It is clear from the precerding review of the

literature that many methods are available for the

separation of the avian hemoglobins. These include

electrophoresis on filter-paper, cellulose-acetate

membranes, starch block or polyacrylamide gel, and

ion-exchange chromatography on Amberlite IEC-50 resin,

DEAR, cellulose (dietnylaminoetnyl cellulose) or

C.M. cellulose (carboxy-methyl cellulose).

In selecting the method for quantitative separation

to be adopted for chicken hemoglobins, in the present

work, certain factors were taken into consideration:

a) the method ciiosen had to give a truly quantitative

separation of tne two hemoglobins; b) the method had to

be suitable for processing quantities of hemoglobin in

the order of tens of milligrams, in order to allow amino

acid analysis to be carried out on typical samples; and

c) it was essential to be able to a ply criteria of

purity to the separated hemoglobins, and the criteria

used would be dependent on the method finally chosen.

Of the two general procedures, ion-exchange

chromatography best fulfilled these three conditions;

most electrophoretic methods bein^ unsuitable because of

their inherent inability to accept more than very small
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amounts of material. Of the three main ion-exchange

chromatographic media, Amberlite IHC-50 has now lost

favour in the face of the increased resolving power of

the substituted celluloses. The cnoice of J.j.I. cellulose

was made arbitrarily, although it has trie advantage over

D^A^. cellulose that the minor component of the two

hemoglobins, bein^ slightly the more acidic, is eluted

first. It seems likely that this would produce less

cross-contamination of one hemoglobin by the other than

if the larger component was eluted first. The

conditions used initially were based on those described

by ilatsuda et al. (1963). Priefly the procedure was to

adsorb the hemo lobin mixture onto J.m. cellulose

columns at pH S«9 in O-Ol buffer and to elute the

hemoglobins by a continuous salt concentration gradient.

Full details of the method, together with the

modification? subsequently made to it, are described in

the results section (P. 57).

1.1.2, Criteria of purity used by other workers.

The criteria of purity applied to the globin

preparations obtained by many groups of workers in the

field of hemoalobin biosynthesis are open to certain

criticisms. Although the hemoglobin content of most

erythrocytes probably represents at least 90/e of the

total protein of the cell, and possibly an even higher

proportion of the cell lysate supernatant, there
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nevertheless remains the possible presence in the lysate

of other soluble proteins and other organic compounds.

Furthermore there is no a priori reason for supposing that

such compounds would remain unlabelled in conditions

which result in the radioactive labelling of the

hemoglobins. Indeed it is quite possible that such

compounds might even have acquired far more radioactivity

than the hemoglobins themselves, since the latter will

suffer considerable dilution by the large quantity of

non-radioactive hemoglobin already present in the cells.

Thus, although workers such as Kassenaar et al. (1957)
and Kruh et al. (1956) may be reasonably justified in

claiming to have prepared samples of hemoglobin, or

globin, free from contamination by nucleic acids, lipids

and other non-protein material (by procedures such as

treatment with hot and cold TOA, and etnanol-ether),

they offer no satisfactory proof of their claims to

have prepared samples of globin, free from radiochemical

contamination by other proteins. In fact, column

chromatography of pigeon hemoglobin has indicated the

presence of such protein contaminant, having a specific

activity higher than that of the hemoglobin (Hamrnel
et al., 1964).

1.1.3« Criteria of purity used in the present study.

The criteria of purity used in this present work

were based on suggestions by Von Ihrenstein and llpmann
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(1961) and Heywood, Karon and "eissman (1966). In each

case hemoglobin was chromatographed on columns of

ion-exchanger and the column eluate was collected in

fractions of suitable volume. The radioactivity of

each fraction was determined, together with the

extinction of the solution at a wavelength corresponding

to a maximum in the absorption spectrum of hemoglobin

(eg. 415 r^j*. or 549 ) and at 239 , the characteristic
wavelength at which the aromatic amino acids of

proteins absorb most strongly. In both cases there

was claimed to be a reasonably good correlation

between the peaks of hemoglobin absorbance, protein

absorbance and radioactivity, leading these workers to

conclude that the hemoglobins (rabbit in the earlier

work, and human in the later) were then relatively pure

rad i o c hemical ly.

In theory it should be possible, by making use of

two or more quantifiable properties of a protein to

develop a much more sensitive criterion of purity

than coincidence of peaks in a series of eluate fractions.

This criterion is based on the assumption that the

pattern of elution of a protein by eitner a shallow

gradient or stepwise elution (where the physico-

chemical change in the "step" is small) is likely to be

specific. In the absence of chemical combination,

which would in any case re-open the question of the

nature of the substance of which the purity was being
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tested, a contaminant would not be expected to be

eluted over the whole peak at exactly the same rate as

the protein under examination.

If A and B are measures of two properties, both

fairly specific for the protein under test (such as

iron content and absorption in the Soret re ion for

hemoglobin), and the two measurements are then made on

all the serial fractions obtained in the elution

procedure, not only should Amax be found in the same

fraction as Bmax, but A:B should be con-taut over the

whole peak, provided that elementary physico-chemical

laws, such as that of Beer, are valid under all the

prevailing circumstances. In this case no information

on possible impurities emerges from the measurements,

because both A and B refer to properties specific for

the protein under examination. If, on the other hand

B is a measure of some property of proteins

(eg. while A retains its specificity, serial

measurements of A:B should afford a very sensitive

index of purity. Any fall in the ratio will indicate

the presence in that fraction of a protein which does

not exhibit the property measured by A. If additional

properties are available for quantitative measurement,

the number of checks can be multiplied, and the

method obviously lends itself to radiochemical

investigations.

For the purposes of the present study, three
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parameters were measured in each fraction obtained during

elution of the hemoglobins. These were the extinctions

at 274 mj* and 290 my-<, being respectively a measure of the
tyrosine and tryptophan content of protein and hence not

specific for hemoglobin, and the extinction at 415 mjx,
which is a measure of the porphyrin content of the avian

hemoglobins (hatsuda et al., 1963). extinction was

measured at 274 my* rather than at 280 my^, because at the
lower wavelength a£/a7v is minimal, as can be seen in the

absorption spectrum of the chicken hemoglobins (faeieg 0
P. 59 )• In addition to these parameters, in selected

experiments the protein concentration of each fraction

was estimated by chemical analysis, as described in the

methods section (P. 49)» together with a semi¬

quantitative estimation of pentoses and de-oxypentoses.

Kadiochemical parameters were introduced in a number of

experiments, by incubating chicken red cells with
14

C labelled amino acids, and in a few of taese
59

experiments the hemoglobins were labelled with Fe
50

by prior injection of birds with Pe -labelled ferric

citrate.

Clearly, if the fractions containing the eluted

hemoglobin peaks contained only pure hemoglobins, the

ratios ~4]_5*-'~274' "415*^290 ~'290*i:'274

constant. If however, any non-heme protein were present

in any fraction, this would be indicated by lower values

for ^4i5!S274 and E415sS290' and P°ssi"bl.7 also
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although this would depend on t;ie relative amounts of

tyrosine and tryptophan in the two proteins. The

radiochemical purity of the hemoglobins was assessed
14 5Q

by examination of the ratios C :E^2.5 an5 413*

Any radioenemical contaminant of the hemoglobins would

be expected to be manifested in higher values of
14 5°

J and Fe for those fractions containing

the contaminant.
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1.2. Experimental Materials and Methods.

1.2.1. Induction of reticulocytosis and collection of

blood samples.

Since mature avian erythrocytes are capable of

synthesising only very limited amounts of protein, the

experiments described in this and later sections were

carried out with red blood cell populations containing an

increased number of reticulocytes and otner immature red

cells. The number of immature red cells in the blood

circulation of chickens was increased by the following

procedure. Approximately 2D mis. of blood were removed

from tne jugular vein of birds under etner anaestnesia

on two consecutive days. (The blood volumes of the birds

used ranged from about 1DD to 150 mis.) No blood was

removed on the third day and finally samples were

taken for use in experiments on the fourth day from the

wing veins, jugular veins or heart. This final bleeding

■was usually carried out without recourse to anaestnesia.

The appearance of immature red cells was monitored by

microscopic examination of whole blood smears stained

with brilliant cresyl blue. The various immature cell

types were identified by reference to Lucas and

Jamroz (1961). Heparin was used as anticoagulant

throughout the course of this work.1.2.2. Conditions of incubation.

In experiments in which the radiochemical purity
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of avian hemoglobins was to be investigated, the whole

blood oell populations were incubated in their own

plasma, to which was added S(+) glucose (2mg./ml.),

streptomycin sulphate (Sigma Chemical Co., lmg./ml.)
and penicillin-! sodium salt (Sigma Chemical Co.,

lmg./ml.), together with the appropriate radioactive

amino acid as detailed in individual experiments.

Incubations were carried out in 25ml. or 5 5ml. conical

flasks fitted with rubber (Cuba-seal) stoppers,

through which the flasks were flushed periodically with

a mixture of oxygen and carbon dioxide (95% 0^55% CO^).
All incubations were carried out at 37°C in a

thermostatically controlled water-bath. The flasks

were clipped to a motor-driven rocker-arm, which kept

the flasks contents gently mixed throughout the

incubation period.

In a small number of experiments, the hemoglobins
14 50

were labelled with both C and Fe . an these

59
experiments the Fe marker was incorporated into red

cells and hemoglobin in vivo, by injecting birds
59

subcutaneously with Fe -labelled ferric citrate
59

several days before bleeding. The Fe -labelled cells

were then treated as above for incubation with 0

amino acids.

1.2.3. Methods of ceil lysis.

In the experiments described in this section, two
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methods were used for lysing the cells. After

completion of incubation the cells were centrifuge! out

of their plasma at 1530xg. for 10 minutes. This and all

following operations were carried out at 4°G. The

packed cells were then washed three times with 0.*9$

sodium chloride solution.

In the first method of lysis, 1 volume of saponin

(if in 0»25M sucrose: 0O31M calcium chloride) was

added to the cell pellet. The suspension was gently mixed

and left to stand for 5 minutes. Five volumes of 0*25M

sucrose : OOOIM CaOlg were then added and the solution
was again gently mixed. It was then centrifuge! at

3603xg, for 20 minutes and the supernatant was removed.

The pellet was then washed three times with five

volumes each time of sucrose : calcium chloride solution.

In some experiments these washings were combined with

the first supernatant. The pellet which remained was

distinctly pink in colour and no further hemoglobin

could be extracted from it by more washes with sucrose :

calcium chloride. The hemoglobin was extracted from the

pellet by washing twice with 0*9f sodium chloride

solution, the final pellet after centrifugation being

white. The details of this method are as described by

xTammel et al., (1964).

In the second method of lysis, the packed cells

were resuspended in about 4 volumes of saline and

subjected to ultrasonic disintegration for 5 minutes, at
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the resonant frequency of the transducer system, and

hence at full power, using an M.S.E. ultrasonic

disintegrator (100 watts). The suspension was kept cool

by surrounding the tube containing the cell suspension

with packed ice. After ultrasonic treatment, the

suspension was centrifuge! at 3500xg. for 20 minutes

at 4°C., and the supernatant was removed. This treatment

was found to disrupt all cells and sub-cellular

structures. The final pellet, containing cellular debris,

was white.

1,2.4. Preparation of lysates for chromatography.

All lysis supernatants were prepared for ion-exchange

chromatography by equilibration with the starting

buffer for tne particular experiment. This was

accomplished by gel-filtration on columns of Sephadex

G*25 (Pharmacia, coarse grade). The Sephadex columns

(30cm. x 2 cm., approximately 90ccs. bed volume) were

wasned with at least 200 ml. of the starting buffer and

the sample was applied in a total volume ox not more

than 10 ml.. In theory the column is equilibrated when

a volume (Vo + Vi) of buffer has been passed through it,

where Vi is the inner volume of the gel and Vo is the

void volume. The protein is eluted from the gel

column, when a volume Vo has passed tnrough tne column,

in the starting buffer. Tne original small-molecular

weignt substances are eluted after a volume (Vo + Kp.Vi)
47.



has passed through; where is the distribution

coefficient for a solute between the buffer in the gel

beads and the surrounding buffer. (FL for proteins is

aero and for most small molecular weight compounds

approximately 0*5).

1.2.5, Preparation of P.M. cellulose.

C.M. cellulose (Serva, Heidelberg ; capacity 0*69

m. equivalents / g.) was prepared for use by suspending

the dry powder in approximately five volumes of

distilled water and allowing it to partially settle. The

supernatant, containing "fines", was removed by suction.

The wet powder was shaken gently with 5^ (V/V)

hydrochloric acid and again allowed to settle. After

washing three further times with distilled water, the

C.M, cellulose was treated with 0*5N sodium hydroxide.

After further washing with distilled water until the

supernatant was neutral, the powder was wasned once

with 0*2M phosphate buffer pH 6*9 and tnen resuspended

in five volumes of the same buffer. Columns were

poured from the slurry of C.M, cellulose in 0*2M buffer

and washed with at least ten bed volumes of the

starting buffer to be used in tne particular experiment.

1.2.6. Preparation of buffer gradients.

Non-linear buffer gradients, of concentration or pH,
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wars generated by allowing the "buffer of higher pH or

concentration to enter a constant volume mixing-chamber

containing buffer of lower concentration or pH. Buffer

of intermediate strength was simultaneously removed from

the mixing chamber to the C• 1.1. cellulose column. The

apparatus used is shown diagrammaticaily in figure 1.,

together with a graph of the gradient generated.

Column effluent was collected'in equal volume aliquots,

usually of approximately 3 ml.> by use of a Lccarte

fraction collector fitted with a photoelectric drop-

counter,

1.2.7. Pxtinction measurements.

Tne extinction of each fraction of column eluate

was measured in 1cm. silica cells in a Unlearn 3.P.590

spectrophotometer, after suitable dilution with distilled

water when necessary. Complete absorption spectra were

determined manually using the same instrument.

1.2.8, Protein estimation.

The protein concentration of individual fractions

was determined by the modified biuret method described

by Lowry, Posebrou.gh, Parr and Pandall (1751), with the

extra modification, suggested by Ujgstein and Ereuts

(1935), of using sodium citrate instead of tartrate.

This modification renders the solution more stable.
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Figure 1 : Gradient elution apparatus (see ?. 4-9)
A : r-oervoir| I : .nixing chijoberj

0 : ma -,n~tia stirrer.



 



To 1 ml. of each suitably diluted fraction was

added 5 ml. of a solution made by mixing 1 ml. of 0*5/°

copper sulphate in l/> sodium citrate with 59 ml. of

2/' sodium carbonate in 0*1N sodium hydroxide. After

being thoroughly mixed, the resulting 6 ml. of solution

was allowed to stand at room temperature for 10 minutes.

To this solution was then added 0*5 ml. of Folin-

Ciocalteu reagent, adjusted to IN with respect to HC1

with distilled water. The solution was mixed immediately

and the colour was allowed to develop at room

temperature for 45 minutes. The extinction of the blue

solution was measured at 500 m^ in 1 cm. glass cells,
using a Unicam b.P. 500 spectrophotometer. This is the

wavelength recommended by Lowr.y et al. (1951) for

extinction measurements on solutions of proteins whose

absorbance at the more usual wavelength of 750 my-i is
too high for accurate measurement.

As the Folin colour is not strictly proportional

to protein concentration, a calibration curve was

prepared using cnicken globin. Thi3 was obtained by

O.LI, cellulose cnromatograph.y at pH 5*3, as described

on P. 58, (ie. free from nucleic acids etc.) followed

by acetone : HC1 treatment.

1.2.9. Iron determination.

In certain experiments the iron content of
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Figure 2 : Calibration curve for protein

estimation by the method of Lowry

et al.

Figure 3 : Jalibration curv^ for determination of

iron by the method of hamsav.



PROTEIN [ pg. dry weight]

CONCENTRATION OF IRON [ pg. / m I. f



selected fractions was measured by the dipyridyl method

described by iiamsay (1963). In these experiments

special care was taken to ensure that all apparatus used

was iron-free. This was achieved by soaking in 15/°

hydrochloric acid for at least three hours.

A suitable volume of each original undiluted

column fraction was heated for a. few seconds in a boiling

water-bath until the solution began to turn brown but

not to precipitate. 0*2 ml. of 3/ hydrogen peroxide in

I/O acetic acid was added and the solution was aeated

for about 5 minutes until it turned pale yellow.

0*5 ml of 1*5?£ sodium sulphite, was then added and the

solution was left to stand at room temperature for five

minutes, after chich 1 ml. of 0°25/> dipyridyl in 25%
acetic acid was added. The volume was made up almost

to 10 ml. and the solution was aeated in a boiling

water-bath for 30 minutes. It was then alioved to

cool, the volume was made up to exactly 10 ml. and the

suspension was centrifuged at 1500xg. for 10 minutes.

The extinction of the clear supernatant was

determined at 520 mjju, in a Unlearn 3.P. 500 spectro¬
photometer and the iron concentration was calculated

from a standard calibration graph prepared by treating

serial dilutions of a standard ferrous sulphate solution

in the manner described above. This graph is illustrated

in figure 3.
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1.2.10. Estimabion of Pentoses.

The presence of pentoses was determined semi-

quant itatively "by the method of Dische and Schwartz

as described by Dische (1955a).

The orcinol reagent was prepared by dissolving

100 mg. of FeCl^. SHgO in 100 ml. of concentrated
hydrochloric acid and adding 3*5 ml. of a 6$ solution

of orcinol (B.D.H. ) in ethanol. 3 ml. of this reagent

was added to 1*5 ml. of each original fraction of

column eluate. The resulting solution was then neated

in a boiling water-bath for 5 minutes and then cooled

in tap-water. The extinction of the gr^en-coloured

solution was then measured ab 665 rnjm against
distilled water, in a Unicam J.P. 630 spectrophotometer.

1,2.11. Estimation of deox.y-pentosea.

The presence of deoxy-pentoses was determined

semi-quantitatively by the diphenylamina method

described by Zische (1955a).

The reagent was prepared by adding 2-75 ml. of

concentrated sulphuric acid to a It solution (100 mis.)
of diphenylamlne in glacial acetic acid. 3 ml. of this

reagent was added to 1*5 ail. of each original fraction

of column eluate. The resulting solution was heated

in a boiling water-bath for 5 minutes and cooled in

tap-water. The extinction of the blue solution vias

c p



measured at 595 mja. against distilled water in a Unicam
530 spectrophotometer.

1.2.12, letermination of radioactive iron.

In the experiments where hemoglobin was labelled
59

with Fe , samples were prepared for radioactivity

estimation by the mercuri-iodide method of Ramsay and

Fulton (1964).

Tne mercuri-iodide reagent was prepared at least 2

days before use. 5 g. of mercuric chloride were

dissolved in hot distilled water and the volume was made

up to 100 ml. After cooling to room temperature, 125 g.

of sodium iodide were dissolved in the solution, which

was then stored in a dark bottle before use.

Ali<±uots of eaofl fraction of column eluate were

processed as described in the section (1.2.9.) devoted to

the colorimetric determination of iron. 8 ml. or 9 ml.

aliyuots of trie final supernatants were warmed to 50 C

in a water-bath and 0*1 ml. aliquots of the mercuri-

iodide reagent were added. It was also found desirable

to add 1 ml. alisiuots of bovine serum albumin (digma

Chemical Co., 50 mg./lOO ml.) at this stage, in order to

prevent parts of the precipitate floating after the

final centrifugation. The solutions were then

thoroughly mixed and left to precipitate at 50°C for

2 to 3 hours, with occasional mixing. When precipitation

was complete the suspensions were centrifuge! at
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1500xg. for 33 minutes, the supernatants were discarded

and the tubes were allowed to drain. 2-3 drops of

distilled water were added to each tube and the

suspensions were transferred to 2cm. diameter dished

copper planchets. Alternate water and acetone washes

were transferred from tubes to planchets, which were

drying gently on a hot-plate, until the final acetone

wash was colourless. The dried planchets were then

allowed to cool.

The radioactivity of each planchet was determined

by using an end-window Geiger-Mller tube (0,2.C.

Ltd., 1*9 mg./cci^". ) and an Isotope Developements Limited

17102 sealer. The efficiency of this arrangement was

59
approximately 167° and the Fe was counted at infinite

thinness (famsay et al., 1954). V,Tie re necessary a

correction was applied to allow for the radioactive decay

of the Fa"^.

1,2.13. Determination of radioactive carbon.

0*2 ml. aiicquots of each fraction of the hemoglobin

II peak and 0*1 ml. aliquots of each fraction of the

hemoglobin I peak and the pellet hemoglobin peak were

pipetced (quantitatively onto flat, rimmed aluminium

planchets of 2 cm. diameter. (Nucleonic Accessories

Ltd.). The solutions were spread over the planchets by

addition of several drops of very dilute (0*1/) solutions
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of cetyl pyridinium chloride or Nonidet P42 (Shell

Chemicals Ltd.). The planchets were dried gently on a

hotplate and the radioactivity was assayed by use of a

Gr.M. tube (G.L.C., 1*9 mg./cm .) or a windowless

scintillation counter (I.D.L. type 553C) and I.L.L.

17OOi scaler. The efficiency of the former for this

isotope was approximately 5i^ and of the latter

approximately 28,4.
A graph of total weight of 3^"-hemoglobin (plated

as a solution of protein in 0*1M phosphate buffer)

against the radioactive count rate was linear at

concentrations below 4 mg. of hemoglobin per planchet.

(figure 4). In none of the experiments described in

this section was more than 3 mg. of hemoglobin plated

on one 2 cm. diameter planchet.

Samples having counting rates several times higher

than background (approximately 12 G.P.M. for G.M. counting

and 24 G.P.M. for windowless scintillation counting),

were counted to a standard error of - 2%, Samples

having counting rates near to those of background were

counted to a standard error of between - 5/> and - 11,4,

owing to limitations of time.

In the experiments in which hemoglobin was labelled
50 14.

with both Fe ^ and G , the radioactivity of each isotope

was determined for each fraction of column eluate.

5a
Fe was determined as described in the previous sub¬

section, for alic±uots of each fraction. Separate aliquots
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figure 4 : Lelf-absorption grapn for the assay

of J^-labellecl hemoglobin.
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of 0*2 ml. or 0*1 ml., of each fraction, were plated

and counted as described above in this sub-section,

using the G.M. counter. The activity was then
50

calculated by subtraction of Fe activity from the

total activity.

1.2.14. Materials.

All reagents used were of "Analar" quality or

the equivalent. 2*C ^"-glycine (35*7 mc/mM) and

U*C ^ L-leucine (150 mc/mM) were obtained from the

Radiochemical Centre, Amersham.
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1.3. -xperidental investigation_of the chromatographic

separation and purification of the hemoglobins.

1. 3.1. Column chromatography at pH 6*9.

Preliminary experiments were carried out according

to the method of Ldatsuda et al. (1963). Approximately

190 mg. of protein was applied to the top of a 9.Pi.

cellulose column (15 cm. x 2 cm. internal diameter :

approximately 49 ml. "bed-volume), previously equilibrated

with 0«01M phosphate buffer pH 6*9. After washing the

column with 19-29 ml. of the same buffer, the hemoglobins

were eluted by concentration gradient: 499 mis. of

starting buffer (OOIM phosphate p!T 6«9) -vera introduced

into the mixing chamber and 0.2M phosphate buffer

pH 6*9 into the reservoir. ?he column flow-rate was

adjusted to about 59 ml./hour and the column effluent

was collected in fractions of approximately 3 ml. each.

'The extinction of each fraction was determined at 415 m^
and 274 m^i and a typical elution pattern is illustrated
in figure 5.

This is similar to the patterns obtained by

Matsuda et al. (1953), who claimed to have demonstrated

the existence of three hemoglobins in chickens. The

two relatively major components were designated by them

A I and A II, the former being the more acidic. A third,

very minor, component designated A III, was said to
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figure 5 5 J.-, cellulose c iro.ii.atojra -j ±y of

caicccn aeiaoglo'bins at ^11 j*9.
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move slightly mora rapidly down the column than A I.

In all suah preliminary experiments during the

course of this study, it has been found that it is

impossible to adsorb the mixture of hemoglobins on the

column completely. In particular the more acidic

hemoglobin shoved a marked tendency to slip down the

column during addition of the equilibrated lysate.

This incomplete adsorption to the column did not appear

to be a consequence of overloading the column, since

similar behaviour was observed even in experiments

where as little as 2~> mg. of protein was applied to a

column of the same size. This compares with a loading

of 50 m,g. oil a column 30 cm. x 2 cm. used by Matsuda

et al. (1953).

1,3.2. 3,II. cellulose chromatography at; lower p".

In order to define conditions under which complete

adsorption of the Hemoglobins could be achieved, the

effect of applying lysates at lower all's to <J•&.

cellulose columns was examined. When lysates were

equilibrated with phosphate buffer at pH 6*5 and applied

to previously equilibrated columns, the more acidic

hemoglobin was still not completely adsorbed, although

the "slipping" was less marked than at pi 6*9. finally,

when lysates were applied at pH 6*3, complete adsorption

was repeatedly achieved. The elution pattern shown in

figure 6 is typical of experiments in which up to
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Fijure 5 : J.-VI. cellulose curomatograjay of

chicken Hemoglobins ai i'l 5*3.
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100 iag, of protein were applied to 0.!,!. cellulose

columns (15 cm. x 2 cm.) at pH 6»3 and eluted by

concentration gradient : 400 ml, of C-Oll! phosphate

buffer pll 5*3 in the mixing chamber and 0*2M phosphate

buffer pll 6-3 in the reservoir.

Figure 6 also illustrates the nomenclature which

was employed for the two chicken hemoglobins throughout

the course of this work: the acidic, minor hemoglobin

being denoted hemoglobin II and the more basic, major

hemoglobin being hemoglobin I. This nomenclature is

identical with that of Van der ITelm et al., (1953 ),
Caha (1964), and Kabat at al. (1967), but the opposite

of that arbitrarily adopted by Matsuda et al. (1953).
In no experiment, in which the lysate was a :plied at

pH 6- 3* was the existence of a possible third hemoglobin

demonstrated. Absorption spectra of several fractions

from different parts of the two hemoglobin peaks were

identical in shape, and a typical spectrum is shown in

figure 7.

C.M. cellulose chromatography, as above at pH 5*3,

was al o carried out on the saline extract of the

lysis pellet, A typical elution pattern is shown in

figure 3. The washed lysis pellet appears to contain

a single hemoglobin, having the same elution volume as

hemoglobin I of the supernatant. Absorption spectra of

several fractions of the peak of hemoglobin from the

pellet were identical in shape with those of hemoglobins

I and II.
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Figure 7 : Absorption s .itctrum of chiohen

homo jlobin.
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Figure 8 : i. cellulose cnronatogra^ ay of

tae saline extract of tue lvcis

pellet.
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In the preliminary experiments the column eluate

was collected only when the first hemoglobin was about

to be eluted from the column. A further series of

experiments was carried out, in chick the column

effluent was collected from the beginning of gradient

elution. In these experiments fractions were tested

for the presence of pentoses and deoxy-pentoses by the

appropriate eolorimetric procedures# The protein

concentration of selected fractions was also determined

colorimetrieally. Figure 9 illustrates the results of

such an experiment. A major peak of protein and pentose-

containing material, followed by a subsidiary peak of

protein was completely eluted from the column before

hemoglobin II. A similar major peak of protein and

pentose-containing material, without the subsidiary

protein peak, wan found to be eluted before the lysis

pellet homo lobin, when this wan chromatojraphed in

-operate experiments. In neith r case "/as there any

positive inlication of the presence of deoxy-pentose-

containiny material. In -ome experiments in which the

concentration gra3lent was initially much steeper (eg.
209 ml. of 0«01M phosphate buffer in the mixing chamber

and 0«2M buffer in the reservoir), the peak of non-

hemoylobin protein and pentose-containing material was

eluted verv much closer to the hemoglobin II peak and

in several cases the two peaks overlapped to a

significant extent. In the case of the pellet
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Figure 9 : Cdllulose curoiuutojrap'iv of

neznojlobin II at pH 6*3.
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hemoglobin this difficulty did not arise.

Further experiments showed that at pE 6*3 the

non-hemoglobin peak could be eluted completely by washing

the column with at least two bed-volumes of starting

buffer. Tois procedure caused no disturbance in the

adsorption of the hemoglobins on the column. In all

further experiments therefore, the f.2.1, cellulose

columns were washed with at least two and usually three

to five bel-volumes of, 0»Q1X phosphate buffer pH 6.3

to ensure complete removal of this particular

contaminating material.

1. 3. Initial investigation of the purity of

hemoglobins.

The removal, at an early stage of the separation

procedure, of acidic components as described in the

proceeding sub-section allowed an evaluation to be made

of the state of purity of the two hemoglobins, in

accordance with the principles discussed earlier (P. 43).
The possibility of contamination by non-heme protein

was studied by comparing with ^274 as s^own
table I. The elution peak, of hemoglobin II, is

assymmetrical, as shown by which rises rapidly

from 0*012 in fraction 20 to a maximum of 2*088 in

fractions 26 and 27 and then decreases more slowly to

0*870 in fraction 33. In the first fractions of the

peak (23 - 22) the ratio : -^274 low'
61.



TABLE1

Evidenceforthepreseacaofanon-hene .roteIncontaminantofhemoglobinII. Celllyaatewaschro&atographedonJ.'.cellulosecolumns(lbcm.x2em.). HemoglobinwasGluteibyconcentrationgjadlentt499ail.of0*01$phosphatebuffer pH6*3inthefixingchamber:0«2r4p^or.piatebufferinthereservoir.3ml.fractions werecollected. FEACTXQB2922
2425

27

29

31

33

**415aa/A*'*012*147
•9562-383

2-988

1-668

1-299

•879

L415,~274">*18i*ci
2-352-92
2*93

2-99

2-99

2-87



increases rapidly until in fraction 24 it reaches a

stable value which then remains constant over the

remainder of the peak. It therefore seemed likely that

the hemoglobin II peak wa„ contaminated by non-hezne

protein or other ultra-violet absorbing material, which

travelled with the leading edge of the peak. The

hemoglobin I peak showed only very slight evidence of a

similar contamination.

In order to investigate the significance of this

apparent contamination, a series of experiments was

carried out in which cells, previously labelled in vivo
50 14.

witn Fe , were incubated in vitro with 2«G - glycine

and their lysates chromatographed as previously described.

In addition to measuring ^274' ^290 an" ^415 "^or eac^
59 14

fraction, the Fe and 1 contents were also

determined.

The results of one of a series of tnree similar

experiments are sben graphically in figures 19 and 11

vihieh illustrate respectively the elution of hemoglobin

II and hemoglobin I. The complete data relating to

these figures are contained in tables A1 and A2 of the

appendix, but for convenience parts of the data are

summarised in tables 2 and 3 re psctivelv in the text.

The results previously presented in table 1 suggested

that the leading edge of the hemoglobin II peak might

be contaminated by an excess of material absorbing at

274 mjj. , compared with material absorbing at 415 m^e.
62.



Figure 10 t O.-I. cellulose ohro^atogrs by of

double-labelled (Fe^9; J14)
hemoglobin II.
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figure 11 : C.II* cellulose ciroantograpuv

double-labelled (Fe"^; )

hemoglobin I.
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TABLo-3.

AbsenceofgrossradiochemicalcontaminationofhemoglobinIafterincubationof Fe^"-labelledcellswith2-C^-glycine. extractsfromdatafortheelutionofhemoglobinI,byconcentrationgradientfrom C.M.cellulosecolumn. (ExperimentaldetailsanddataforthecompletepeakaregiveninAppendixtableA2). FRACTION

61

62

53

54

65

68

71

74

77

80

E41511114*

•768

1.616

3-720

6-470

8-800

10-53

9-780

7-884

6-190

4-400

L415:;S274
3-24

3-25

3-28

3-22

3-20

3-18

3*13

3-27

3-26

3-10

cu.o.-415

579

368

421

367

336

360

371

350

352

377

*"415

340

327

371

.379

374

395

390

415

392

404



Reference to table 2 shows that such was al o the case

in this series of experiments, since the ratio

*"274 rose froin 1*96 in fraction 23 to 2*87 in fraction
28 around which value it remained constant over the

remainder of the peak. It is also apparent from table 2

that the c ratio decreased from 1389 in fraction41?

23 to the almost constant level of 445 in fraction 23.

This suggested that the fractions of the peak which

contained contaminating material absorbing at 274 m

(probably protein) were also neavily contaminated by

material containing carbon-14. This particular

radioactive contamination is clearly evident in

figure 10.

It seemed likely therefore that the hemoglobin II

peak was contaminated by protein having a higher

specific activity than the hemoglobin itself. At this

stage howev.r, the possibility of contamination by

free C ^-glycine or by small glycine-containing

peptides could not be excluded (see section 1.3.4.).
It was clear that the contaminant, whatever its nature,

would have to be removed before significant

radiobiochemical experiments could be carried out.
5Q

In fractions 23 - 23 the ratio iTe higher

than over the remainder of the peak. Jince this

difference is greater than can be accounted for by

statistical counting errors, it is possible that these

fractions were contaminated by a non-neme iron-
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containing compound ox higher specific activity than the

hemoglobin (for further discussion on this possibility

see section 1,3.3., P. 73).

In marked contrast to hemoglobin II, the fractions

containing the hemoglobin I peak show almost constant

valuefor ^^ :iJ4l5J and Pe *415 over the
complete peak. Reference to table 3 indicates that

only in the first fraction of the peak ("ho. 31) is the

ratio C :"*415 higher than in the other fr ctions.
"lien considering the complete peak, the contamination in

this fraction which contains comparatively little

hemoglobin is clearly very low. Th overall constancy

of these ratios suggests that the hemoglobin I peak is

not significantly contaminated eitser by material

absorbing at 274 m u or by material containing carbon-

14.

figure 12 (Appendix table A3) and table 4 show the

re.ults of chromatography ~>f the saline extract of the

1,7si: pellet. mxcept in the earliest fractions of the

peak (11, 12), in which the values of both ^
59and Fe : are somewhat higher than ^ver tne rest

of the peak, th 're is no evidence of either protein or

radioactive contamination. Fractions 11 and 12

together contain only approximately 17,4 of the

hemoglobin contained in fraction 15 at the maximum of

the peak. The level of contamination in these two

fractions is taarefore very low in relation to the whole

54.



.Figure 12 : j.,i. cellulose c xromito^rapmy of

double-labelled (Fe5Q; C14)
hemoglobin from t;ie lysis pellet.
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TAELL4.

Absenceof.rocsradiochemicalcontaminitLonofhemoglobinfromthelysispelletof Fe^ -labelledcellsift„rincubationwitn2-C^-glvcine. extractsfromdatafortLeelutionoflysispellethemoglobin,byconcentrationgradient, fromcellulosecolumn. (ExperimentaldetailsanddataforthecompletepeakarejiveninAppendixtableA3). FRACTION

11

12

13

14

15

15

18

20

24

-41^*

•253

•627

3-0>5

7-080

3-640

8-550

5-285

4-332

1-324

l41p!i274

3-18

3-21

3-17

3-15

3-24

3-25

3-09

3-18

3-15

-.14,-v---415

620

618

460

430

397

410

456

451

518

,5n_
415

390

385

310

285

285

282

292

295

296



peak.

"hen lycates of colls previously incubate! with
. 14 50
**w" -glycine, but not labelled with Fe , were

chroma10graphed on d.h, cellulose columns iavin0 the

dimensions 11 cm. x 1 cm. diameter, exactly similar

results were obtained with regard to the ratios £4^5*
i.2Y4» and d"®"^^-^2.5 ^or eac:i hemoglobin. In all further
experiments therefore, these smaller columns were used,

since it ws , anticipate" t.iat th~y would be more

suitable for use in the later metabolic experiments.

1.3.4. -tulies on the nature of the contaminant.

Figures 13 and 14 (Appendix tables A4 and A5) and

tables 5 and 6 show the results of a typical experiment

in which lysates of cells incubated previously with

U'G^-L-leueine were chromatographed on small C.M.

cellulose columns. In table 5 the ratio

rises from 1*62 in fraction 25 to the constant value of

3*01 in fraction 23, while the ratio decreases

from 5118 in fraction 25 to a constant 1553 in fraction

28. It appears therefore that hemoglobin II is

radiocneaically impure after chromatography when C
14.

leucine replaces G - glycine as the radioactive marker.

In these experiments with cells incubated with C-

leucine, the hemoglobin I peaks, such as the one

described in table 6, show no significant deviation
14

from constancy in the ratios £4^5:£274 an<3, G 415*
65.



Figure 13 J w.-i. cellulose chromato^ra^^y of

hemoglobin II from calls incubated

wita U*J^-L-leucine.
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TAIL-5.

RadiochemicaloontanginationofhemoglobinIIbynon-hemeprotein. ExtractsfromdatafortheelutionofhemoglobinII,byconcentrationgradient, fromC.M.cellulosecolumn. (ExperimentaldetailsanddatafortnecompletepeakaregiveninAppendixtableA4). FRACTION

25

26

27

28

29

32

35

33

41

E415mh

•206

•860

2-736

3-830

4-008

4-160

3-750

2-484

1-794

'415^274

1-62

2-44

2-94

3-01

3-07

3-08

3-13

3-02

3-08

GW.7u*"415

5118

3204

1945

1568

1387

1287

1352

1462

1526



Fi0ure 14 '• J.-u. cellulose Curojuto^ruonv of

he-noglobin I froci c=lls incubated

witu U* J^-L-leucine.
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TABLE6.

AbsenceofradiochemicalcontaminationofhemoglobinI.
extractsfromdatafortheelutionofhemoglobinI,byconcentrationgradient, fromJ.Iti.cellulosecolumn.(Experimentaldetailsanddataforthecomplete peakaregiveninAppendixtableA5). FRACTION474849505154575063 La5m|j.1-3321-3931-9333-5976-3589-5348-5686-8165-030 iJ415!£2743*133*183,193,163*203*023*183'15309 „14,v723781770802806802810811795---415



Figure 15 (Appendix table A6) and table 7 show the

result of chromatography of the saline extract of the

lysis pellet. As can be seen from table 7, the level

of 0 ^:E^^ is somewhat higher in the first two fractions
of the peak (2,3), which is a similar situation to that

observed when cells were incubated with 0 ^-glycine.
The possibility of contamination of the hemoglobins,

and particularly nemoglobin II, by adsorbed amino acids

was investigated by chromatography of an unlabelled cell

lysate, to which was added 2*1 ^-glycine or 0^-L-
leucine (2jxo./lWml. of lysate). Even when the mixture
was allowed to stand overnight at 4°C, gel-filtration

and -. cellulose chromatography resulted in

completely non-radioactive samples of each hemoglobin.

Table 8 shows the successive removal of radioactivity

at each stage of the separation procedure for a

typical experiment. The radioactivity added to the 3.M.

cellulose column was completely recovered in the

initial peak of non-hemoglobin material, eluted during

washing with 0*0135 phosphate buffer pH 5*3. These

experiments therefore suggest that the radioactive

contaminant is a peptide or protein, more especially

because similar patterns are given after labelling

with two such very different amino acids as glycine

and leucine.

55,



Fijurt 15 5 -. i. celiuloc^ c^rOinato^ra^.-.y of

uaaio0lo"bin fro^i oellj
14-incfbaScl wita U• J -L-l^uaine.
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TABLE 7.

Absence of gross radiochemical contamination of

hemoglobin from the cell lysate pellet.

Extracts from data for the elution of pellet hemoglobin,

by concentration gradient, from G.lvl. cellulose column.

(Experimental details and data for the complete peak

are given in Appendix table A3).

FRACTION 2 3 4 7 10 13 15

E415 mjj, -198 • 383 *996 2-274 2-004 1-332 -870
I415:Z274 2*92 2,99 3*16 3,08 3'09 3'13 3'21
C1^" :HA1 c 550 540 482 481 456 505 540415



TABLE 8.

Removal from a non-radioactive cell lysate of adds

O^-amino acid.

Experimental details are given in the text (P. 55)

GOLD LYSATE (5 ml.) + 2 ^e 2» 3U-glycine
(900,010 J.P.M.).

Gel-filtration on

Sephadex G»25

LYJATE IN pll 6« 3 BUFFER. (12 ml.)

(1450 G.P.M. ).

50 ml. pH 6*3 0»04M

wa sn buffer

NON-HLME HEMOGLOBIN II HEMOGLOBIN I

PROTeIN

(1330 G.P.M.) (71 - 65 3.P.M.) (34 - 41 J.?.:



1.3.3;. Fx—car c miSograpny of ae.aO.,.lo'bin II,

Attempts were made to purify hemoglobin II by

re-chromatography. After initial 0.X. cellulose

chromatography of the lysate supernatant as previously

described, the fractions containing hemoglobin II were

pooled and re-equilibrated with 0*01M phosphate buffer

pH 6*3. The re-equilibrated solution was then

chromatographed on C.jS. cellulose and eluted by

concentration gradient. The result of one such

experiment is shown in figure 16 (Appendix table A7)

and table 9. The lower values for the ratio

&21L in f^rs'k few fractions of the peak are again
clearly evident. The protein contaminant was clearly

not removed by re-curomatography on d.-'i. cellulose

when concentration gradients were used, and it was

tnerefore decided to test the efficacy of ~p'I gradient

elution.

1.3.6. 0.11. cellulose chromatography : pTT gradient

elution.

Preliminary experiments were carried out using

lysate supernatants fxom unlabulled cells. TTemoglobin

II was prepared by olution from small 0 .11. cellulose

columns at a buffer concentration calculated from

the previous concentration gradient studies (ie. 0*0411

67.



Figure 16 : He-curodiatograpny of aemojlo'bin II

on J.... cellulo.. o, uoing

concentration ^radient elutlon.
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TABLE9.

ContaminationofhemoglobinII"bynon-hemeproteinafterre-chromatographyon0,1.1. cellulose. Extractsfromdataforre-chromatographyofhemoglobinII,"byconcentrationgradient elution,fromC.M.cellulosecolumn. (ExperimentaldetailsanddataforcompletepeakaregiveninAppendixtableA7). FBACTION

21

222324
25

27

29

31

33

35

E415'T

.018

•075-180-390
•672

1-320

1-446

1-134

•774

•591

E415!u274
•46

1*092.142-50
2-95

3-05

2-80

2*91

2-87

2-86



phosphate pH 5«3). After re-equilibration with 0«01M

phosphate buffer pH 6*3> the crude hemoglobin II was

applied bo a small O.K. cellulose column, previously

equilibrated with the same buffer. After washing with

50 ml. of the starting buffer, the hemoglobin was

eluted from the column with a shallow pH gradient

(300 ml. of 0*01M phosphate buffer pll 6*3 in the mixing

chamber and 0*01M buffer pK 8*6 in bhe reservoir). The

result of a typical experiment is shown in figure 17

(Appendix table A3) and table 10. Fractions 2-12

(starting from an arbitrary zero) in figure 17 can be

seen to contain a peak of non-heme protein, which is

eluted from tne O.K. cellulose column before the

hemoglobin, and thus at a slightly lower pH, than the

hemoglobin. The hemoglobin peak itself, starting in

fraction 19, has a constant ratio 2*90

over the complete peak as indicated in table 10. Such

preliminary experiments therefore suggested that the

hemoglobin II peak could be freed from the non-heme

protein contaminant by very shallow pH gradient

elution.

In order to confirm this suggestion, further

experiments were carried out, in which a comparison

was made between the elution of crude hemoglobin II

using a concentration gradient and using a shallow pH

gradient. The control concentration gradient elution

was carried out in a manner similar to that already

described, 211 ml. of 0«Q1M phosphate buffer being
58.



J.Hi. Cdllulo^d oaroHiato^ra 3nv of

nt.no .lobin II, using j/I _r-iiiont

elution (sue 1. 58).
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TABH10.

Absenceofnon-hemeproteincontaminantfromhemoglobinIIafterpH gradientelution. extractsfrom,datafortheelutionofhemoglobinII,bypHgradient,fromG.lvl. cellulosecolumn.(_xperimentaldetailsanddataforthecompletepeakare giveninAppendixtableA8).
FRAGHON

19

2327

31353943
47

51

•086

•135-199
•280-4121-2002-010

1-944

1-602

2-87

2-832.97
3-032-903*Op2-93
3-00

2-90

-415 '415^274



placed in the mixing chamber and 0*22/* phosphate buffer

pH 6*3 in the reservoir of the apparatus. The

preliminary pH gradient experiments described in this

sub-section indicated that the non-'neme protein

contaminant was eluted from the column at pH 6*9, or

just below. In the confirmatory experiments therefore,

pH gradient elution was carried out in two stages: a

relatively shallow pH gradient from pH 6*3 to pH 7*1

was used to elute the contaminating protein from the

column and then a much sharper gradient was used to

elute the hemoglobin. In the first stage, 301 ml. of

0*0111 phosphate buffer pH 6*3 was placed in the mixing

chamber and 0*0111 phosphate buffer pH 8*5 in the

reservoir. The gradient was run until the pH in the

mixing chamber was 7*0. In the second stage, 150 mis.

of 0*0111 phosphate buffer pH 7*0 were placed in the

mixing chamber and 0*0111 phosphate buffer pH 8*5 in the

reservoir. In both concentration gradient and pH

gradient elution the C.M. cellulose columns were washed

with 50 ml. of pH 6*3 buffer before beginning the

gradients. The results of a typical pair of

experiments are shown in figure 18 (Appendix table A9)
and table 11 for the concentration gradient control and

in figure 19 (Appendix table A10) and table 12 for the

two-stage pH gradient elution.

It is clear from the ratio 24 ^"n ^rac'tions
4 - 10 of table 11, that this sample of hemoglobin II

69.



ure 18 : J.-, cellulore oLro^ .to^ra .>"nv of

heaiO^lobin II, usin~ concentration

'jradi.nt (s^e 59).
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TABLE11.

ContaminationofhemoglobinIIbynon-hemeprotein. "extractsofdatafortheelutionofhemoglobinII,byconcentrationgradient,from C.M.cellulosecolumn:controlforpHgradientelutionintable12. (ExperimentaldetailsanddataforthecompletepeakaregiveninAppendixtableA9). FRACTION

4

5

6

7891011
15

20

25

010 23

•020 •18

•054 •57

•180-345-552-8101-254 1-672-352-452*252-75
3-980 3*02

2-570 2-85

!•398 2-84

1-415*/•*• l415:E274



Figure 19 s cellulose c..roiiatography of

li.xo^lobin II, using xII 0rudient

elution (see r. 59).
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TABLE12.

Removalofnon-hemeproteinfromhemo.-'lo'binIIbypHgradientchromatograpny onO.El.cellulose. extractsfromdatafortheelusionofhemoglobinII,bypHgradient,from 0.1A.cellulosecolumn. (experimentaldetailsanddataforthecompletepeakaregiveninAppendix tableAID). FRACTION

6

9

12

15

13

21

2427

30

33

"415

•032

•114

•212

•

CO

-p*

•846

•994

•915*828
•708

•654

~415!"274
3-20

3-17

3*21

3-25

3-32

3*36

3*182-96
3-10

3-93



was moderately heavily contaminated "by non-heme protein,

which could not he removed by the concentration gradient.

Reference to table 12 shows that the hemoglobin II peak

after prI gradient elution has a constant value of 3*14

for the ratio over the whole peak. The fact

that the value of ^415:^274 ^or P" gradient
experiment in this particular pair is higher (3*14) than

that for the concentration gradient experiment (2*35) is

probably a consequence of slight conversion of hemoglobin

to methemoglobin, with concomitant slight displacement

of the wavelength of maximum neme absorption. Since

the Ooret peak is both intense and very narrow, only

a slight displacement of the Amax. would account for

such a difference in the values of Ec :E0„ .. These415 ^74

experiments therefore appeared to confirm that the

non-heme protein contaminant could be removed from the

hemoglobin II by such pH gradient chromatography.

1.3.7. Modified concentration gradient chromatography.

Altnough a very shallow pH gradient was effective

in removing the contaminant from hemoglobin II, this

procedure produced a relatively diffuse peak of

hemoglobin, unlike the concentration gradient elution.

The latter was therefore modified in an attempt to

combine the advantages of both methods.

On the basis of the pH gradient studies, the

70.



optimum pi! for removal of the non-heme protein

contaminant appeared to he pll 6*9 or just below.

After application of the equilibrated lysata to the d.M.

cellulose column at pi! 5*3 and washing with 51 ml. of

0•01M phosphate buffer pH 6* 3, the cellulose column was

therefore washed with 51 ml. of 0»01M phosphate buffer

pll 6*9. in initial experiments, such as that shown in

figure 21 (Appendix table All) and table 13, the column

was re-equilibrated with approximately three bed-

volumes (31 ml.) of pH 6*3 buffer before gradient elution

(211 ml. of 0.011 buffer pH 6*3 being placed in the

mixing cnamber and 0•21 buffer pH 6*3 in the reservoir).

Reference to figure 21 and table 13 shows that the

hemoglobin II peak has a constant value for E^cJ2274
over the complete peak, after washing the column with

pH 6*9 buffer. This wash presumably removed the non-

heme protein contaminant from the column before the

gradient elution of the hemoglobins.

Figure 21 (Appendix table A12) and table 14 show

the result of an experiment in which a lysate from

cells incubated with 2»0"^-glycine was applied to a

O.M. cellulose column, which was then washed with

51 ml. of pH 5«3 buffer and 51 ml. of pH 6*9 buffer

before gradient elution was carried out as described

above, but with pH 6«9 buffers. In this experiment,

table 14 shows that the Erab^° constant

over the whole peak, as also is the ratio



Fijure 29 : J.J, csllulose caromatojrap iv of

heaio^lobin II, by conosnurot^on

.-raJie.it elution, aft_r pi 5*9 wash.



 



TABLA13

Absenceofnon-heaieproteincontaminantfrom,hemoglobinIIaftermodified concentrationgradientchromatography. extractsfromdatafortheelutionofhemoglobinII,byconcentrationgradient,after washingJ.jI.cellulosecolumnwith0*0151phosphatebufferpH5*9* (ExperimentaldetailsanddataforthecompletepeakaregiveninAppendixtableAll). FRACTION

9

1215

1821242730
"415

•028

•5701-157
•954-505-414*284*200

"415:L274

3-08

2-902-99
2-972-892-842-832-89



Figure 21 i J. . cellulose c.iro.iiat ogra^uy of

C^-labelled heaioglobin II, by

concentration graii^nt elution, after

ljI." 5*9 wa sh.
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TAELE14.

AbsenceofradiochemicalcontaminationofhemoglobinIIaftermodified concentrationgradientchromatography. extractsfromdatafortheelutionofhemoglobinII,byconcentrationgradient, afterwashingC.jI.cellulosecolumnwith0«01ilphosphatebufferpH6-9. (ExperimentaldetailsanddataforthecompletepeakaregiveninAppendix tableA12). FRACTION

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

^41531P" l415:Jj274 C14-
•<*/•-u.ar-

282-8253*5207-7125-8944-3323-1002*420 3-103-153-123-193-143-143*113-15 287274256267276294301299



According to the criteria discussed in the introduction

to this section (P. 43), the hemoglobin can be

considered to be radiochemically pure.

1.3*8. P.M. cellulose chromatography of sonic lysates.

In all the previous sub-sections cells were lysed

by the saponin procedure and the hemoglobins released
by this process have been purified by the modified

concentration gradient described in the previous sub¬

section. Sonic lysis causes a more complete breakdown

in sub-cellular structure than does the saponin procedure,

and could therefore! release other proteins which might

contaminate the hemoglobins, even after C.Si. cellulose

chromatography using the modified concentration gradient

elution procedure. This possibility was investigated in

the following way.

A sonic lysate of cells which had been incubated

with 2* C - glycine was divided into two portions: one

portion was chromatographed on G.m. cellulose as

described above, ie. with both pH 5*3 and pH 6*9 wasnes;

and the other portion was chromato0raphed in a similar

way, but without the pFI 6*9 wash. The results of such

an experiment are shown in figure 22 (Appendix table

A13) and table 15, for the control column, and figure

23 (Appendix table A14) and table 16, for the column

washed with pH 6*9 buffer. Comparison of the ratios

*^274 an^ ^^:^415 E5 and 16 shows that
72.



Figure 22 : I. . cellulose ccrojiatojrai Hy of

hemoglobin II from a aonie lyoate,

by concentration gradient elution.



 



TABLZ15

Radiochemicalcontaminationbynon-heineproteinofhemoglobinIIfromasoniclysate. ExtractsfromdatafortheelutionofhemoglobinII,byconcentrationgradient,from C.M.cellulosecolumn:controlformodifiedconcentrationgradientelutionintable15. (ExperimentaldetailsanddataforthecompletepeakaregiveninAppendixtableA13). FRACTION

5

7

8

9

10

11

13

15

17

19

24I5*

•053

•225

•524

1-218

2-148

3-168

4-296

4-236

2-448

1-590

"415:i:274

1*13

1-22

2-13

2*78

2-91

3-07

3-16

3-04

3-04

2-89

g14:I415

2830

1410

635

330

251

188

160

165

183

216



Figure 23 » 0,1,1, cellulose cnromatography of

hemoglobin II from a sonic lysate,

by coneentration gradient elution,

after p'i 5*9 wash.
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TABLi,16.

RemovalofradiocheaicalcontaminantfromhemoglobinIIofasoniclysate bymodifiedconcentration.gradientciromato,graphy. ExtractsfromdatafortheelutionofhemoglobinIIofasoniclysate,by concentrationgradient,afterwashin03.'I.cellulosecolumnwith0*0111 phosphatebufferpH6*9. (-experimentaldetailsanddataforthecompletepeakaregiveninAppendix tableA14).
REACTION78910111214151820 8*2886-7354-9983-542 3-223-193-223-12 149151159180

E^-^ni|ju*385-705 L415:L2743*223'18 0U:^41^194198
1-1131-9855*0907-395 3-203-183-183-17 139150151137



the wash with pH 5*9 buffer removed the non-heme

protein contaminant from hemoglobin II, since in table

15 the ratios are constant whereas in table 15

is low and is high in the early

frac tions (6 - 9) of the peak. Table 17 (Appendix
table A15) shows the fractions containing hemoglobin I

from the control column in this experiment, from the

ratios ^415^274 and cl^,E415 in tahle 17 it is clear
that 2. '5. cellulose chromatography under these conditions

results in a pure preparation of hemoglobin I from a

sonic lysate.

In none of the experiments described in this and

the previous sub-section did washing the coluams with

O'OIM pnosphate buffer pH 5-9 cause any detectable

"slipping" of hemoglobin after adsorption at pH 6*3.

The pH 6*9 washings were, however, found to contain a

small amount of iron which was detectable by the

dipyridyl reaction. After concentration of tnese

washings they appeared sli htly yellow. This strengthens

the suggestion made in section 1.3.3. (p. 51) that the

hemoglobin II from doubly-labelled cells was slightly

contaminated by a non-heme iron compound.

1.3*9. Comparison of ste wise and continuous elution.

Although the modified concentration gradient elution

procedure is perfectly suitable for preparative purposes,

it is not ideal for routine analytical use, when a

73.



TABLE17.

evidencefortheradiochemicalpurityofhemoglobinIfromasonialysate. ExtractsfromthedatafortheelutionofhemoglobinIfromasoniclysate, byconcentrationgradient,fromI.E.cellulose. („xperim=ntaldetailsanddataforthecompletepeakaregiveninAppendix tableA15).
FRACTION32343633404244464850 ^415mu»4331*5484-2557-2109-8209-2108-3007-2205-7004-190 -415!"2743'123073,183'°43'123093,123083'1C)3'14 C14:^-.,-140125120127130135130127130129415



number of samples may have to be processed. For such

purposes it is desirable to use a method, such as

stepwise elution, which is quicker and which does not

involve complicated apparatus for generating buffer

gradients.

Experiments ware carried out, in which a lysate of

cells which had been previously incubated with 2«C

glycine, was divided into two portions after equilibration

with 0*01M phosphate buffer pll 6.3. Both portions were

applied to C.M. cellulose columns which were then washed

with pH 6*3 and pH 6*9 buffers as described above. One

column was developed by concentration gradient: 200 ml.

of 0*01M buffer being in the mixing chamber and 0•2M

buffer in the reservoir. The other was developed by

stepwise elution : hemoglobin II was eluted with

0.04M buffer pH 5*3 and hemoglobin I with 0*1M buffer

pH 5*3. Comparison of the respective specific activities
in table 18 shows that the two methods of elution give

closely similar results. Table 18 also shows that

stepwise and continuous elution of tne hemoglobin of

the lysis pellet give very similar results.

1.3.19, Studies on the possibility of radioactive

exchange during separation.

Samples of hemoglobins I and II, of high specific

activity, were separated from lysates of cells
14

previously incubated with 2*0 -glycine. The samples
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TABLE 18.

A comparison of stepwise and oontinuous gradient

elution.

mqual aliquots of a lysate of cells previously

incubaced with C^-L-leucine ware applied to C.LI,

cellulose columns at pH 5*3. Both columns were washed

with 50 ml. of pH 5*3 buffer and 50 ml. of pH 6*9

buffer. One column developed with continuous gradient :

200 ml. O'Olm buffer in tae mixing chamber, 0*2m buffer

in the reservoir. Tne other column developed by

stepwise elution : 0•0Am buffer to elute hemoglobin ii

and 0*LL buffer to elute hemoglobin I. similar

protocol for pellet hemoglobin.

continuous ^lution sr_pwi_ elution

oa:i?l^ op^oib ij activity oamplm 0fl0i?i3 activity

ii 986 C .I'.P./mg. nt. ii 949 0.P.LI./mg. we.

i 1029 i 1042

t 1027 pi-ll_/t 1007



were re-chromatographed on C.M. cellulose to ensure no

cross-contamination of one hemoglobin by the other. The

specific activities of the two samples were determined

and measured volumes were added to portions of lysates

from non-radioactive cells. C --hemoglobin I was added

to one portion of non-radioactive lysate and Oxy¬
hemoglobin II to another similar portion of non¬

radioactive lysate.

The enriched lysates were then separated by the

stepwise elution technique described in the previous

sub-section and the purified hemo0lobins were assayed

for radioactivity. The results of such an experiment

are shown in table 19. The apparent slight exchange of

radioactivity mi; ht be partly explained by physical

contamination of one hemoglobin with a very small

amount of the other, since re-chromatography of

hemoglobin I from the mixture of unlabelled lysate and

C ^ - hemoglobin II removed a substantial part of the

radioactivity.

Brown (1969) has recently shown in this laboratory

that wnen a mixture of the two chicken hemoglobins is

separated, by the same procedure used here, a limited

exchange of heme prosthetic groups occurs. Since, in

the present experiments, 2»C - glycine was used as a

marker, it is likely that exchange of radioactivity

between hemoglobins was also partly a result of

exchange between hemes. The level of cross-
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TABLE 19.

The possibility of exchange of radioactivity between

hemoglobins I and II during separation.

experimental details are as in the text (P. 75 ).

a. C^4-Hemoglobins.
LAMPLE S4i5^ G.P.M./ml. Ci4^u

,x"415*

I 9.5 684 72

II 3* 2 205 64

b. COLE LYCAT ♦ GUj-J + -hemoglobin II.

CAMPLE i415;n • j • . M. /ml • c1*.

II 5* 32 239 45

I 8*15 23 fV) • CO

I after 22 • 8 27 1-1

re-chromatography

c. COLD LYCATE + G14-hemoglobin I.

GA&PLE *415* G.P.M./ml. -114.
- Si-415.

II 23*1 54 2* 34

I 27-9 1703 61



contamination of the proteinc found in these

experiments was too low to be of significance in tne

later metabolic experiments.
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1.4. discussion.

At; the time at which the present work was "begun,

the published literature contained only one report

which described experimental details of C.M. cellulose

chromatography of chicken hemoglobins (Matsuda et al.,

1963). Unfortunately this contained no evidence for the

state of purity of the separated hemoglobins.

dome difficulty was encountered during attempts to

reproduce this experimental procedure : in particular it

was observed that complete adsorption of the mixture of

hemoglobins on the C.M. cellulose column was never

achieved, using these conditions. There are a number

of possible explanations for this, but the most likely

one lies in the different C.M. celluloses used by

Matsuda (Brown and Co., Berlin, 08 m.equiv./g.) and

in this laboratory (oerva, Heidelberg, 0*65 m.equiv./g.).
hen the final procedure adopted in this study was

tested with other C.M. cellulose preparations (eg.

hatman C.M. 70, 0*95 m. eiiUiv ./g., and Sigma Gnemical Co.,

0*60 m.eq,uiv./g. ) the results were in no way comparable

to those obtained with the Serva preparation, particularly

with respect to the initial adsorption of the

hemoglobins. It therefore appears likely that each

type of C.M. cellulose requires different conditions for

its most efficient operation. It is of interest to note

however, that once the hemoglobins had been firmly
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adsorbed by the O.M. cellulose columns at pH 6*3> it

was possible to wash the columns with several bed-

volumes of pH 6*9 buffer, without disturbance of the

hemoglobins or subsequent distortion of the elution

pattern. In no experiment carried out during the course

of this work was there any indication of a third, more

acidic, hemoglobin (as claimed by Matsuda et al., 1963),

provided the hemoglobins were initially completely

adsorbed on the C.M, cellulose column; ie. when the

hemoglobins were applied to the columns in the pH 6*3

buffer.

Although the sa£jonin lysis procedure apparently

facilitated the isolation of three hemoglobins ; two

from the lysate supernatant and one from the pellet,

G.M. cellulose chromatography showed that the pellet

hemoglobin was eluted at the same buffer concentration

as the more basic of the supernatant proteins,

hemoglobin I. hen red cells were ultrasonically

disrupted, the supernatant which contained the whole

of the cell hemoglobin, was found to contain only two

chromatographically distinct hemoglobins. It seemed

probable, therefore, that the lysis pellet hemoglobin

was, in fact, identical to hemoglobin I (see also

section 2, P.P. 9>-9S), and that the chicken red cells

under investigation contained only two hemoglobins.

Both supernatant and pellet fractions after saponin

lysis were predictably found to contain significant
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quantities of acidic, non-hemoglobin compounds. The

peak of material, eluted by pH 6*3 buffer, probably

contained BNA, since the fractions containing the peak

had an intense absorption at 250 mju and contained
pentoses, as detected by chemical tests. This peak also

contained protein* The results obtained during the

present study suggested that, in the absence of any

preliminary washing of the C.M. cellulose columns before

gradient elution, this peak of material frequently

overlapped with the hemoglobin II peak, particularly

when the buffer gradient was relatively steep. It is

consequently possible that the procedure of Matsuda et

al., (1953) suffers this additional disadvantage, since

in that procedure no preliminary washing of the column

was described, and the buffer gradients used were

steeper than any used in the present work.

Although it was found possible to remove a

significant amount of contaminating material from the

hemoglobins by a preliminary washing procedure, results

presented in section 1.3.3. indicate the presence of

contaminating non-heme protein in the hemoglobin II

peak. Chromatography of lysates from cells previously

incubated with 2*C"^ - glycine or U«C - L-leucine

showed this contaminating protein to be more .highly

labelled than the hemoglobin. The peaks of hemoglobin.

I and pellet hemoglobin appeared to be only very

slightly contaminated in the earliest fractions of the
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peaks. Since these fractions contained only a very

small proportion of the total hemoglobin in the peaks,

the overall contamination of these proteins can be

considered neligible.

The identity of the contaminant removed from

hemoglobin II by the pH 6*9 wash is not known, but

several possibilities were excluded during the course of

the present investigations. Chromatography of a non¬

radioactive cell lysate mixed with a relatively large

amount of a radioactive amino acid resulted in no

significant radioactivity being found in the hemoglobin

peaks. This observation excludes the possibility of

non-specific adsorption of amino acids to these

hemoglobins. Indeed, in such experiments well over 90$
of the added radioactivity was removed during the gel-

filtration stage of the procedure. Any low molecular

weight peptide material not physically bound to the

nemoglobins A»ould also presumably be removed at this

stage. However, it has been shown that human hemoglobin

can, under certain conditions, form a complex with the

tripeptide glutathione (Huisman and Jozy, 1952). It

has also been reported that glutathione rapidly acquires

label when rat or duck erythrocytes are incubated with

C! ^-glycine in vitro (Elder and Mortenson, 195 5) or

with C^-glutamate (Hochberg, Rigbi, and Dimant, 1964).
It was possible therefore, that glutathione was

responsible for part, or all, of the hemoglobin II



contamination. This possibility was at least partially

excluded by the observation that G ^ - leucine-labelled

hemoglobin II was al.o contaminated by material of

relatively higher specific activity.

The eventual separation of the contaminant from the

hemoglobin II by a very shallow pH gradient or by washing

the C.M. cellulose columns with pH 5*9 buffer suggests

that no physical binding existed between the two.

experiments have been described in sections 1.3.7, 1.3.8

and 1.3.9. which show clearly that the pH 6«9 wash is

effective in removing all but a trace of the non-heme

protein contaminant, oince continuous gradient elution

of hemoglobins becomes impracticable when several samples

have to be handled, as for example in metabolic

experiments, a stepwise elution procedure was developed.

The specific activities of hemoglobins were shown to

be the same after gradient elution as after stepwise

elution.

It has been reported that, in mixtures of hemoglobins,

the possibility exists of exchange of chains between

different hemoglobins at neubral pH (Huehns, Beaven

and Jtevens, 1954). Although Bunn and Jandl (1957)
could find no evidence of in vitro exchange of globin

chains under conditions which permitted the exchange of

heme molecules, it was clearly necessary to investigate

the possibility of intermolecular exchange of chains

during the separation of the two chicken hemoglobins.
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The final experiments 5escribed in this section ( . 74 )

suggest that there is very little exchange of

radioactivity between on« hemoglobin und the other during

the separation procedure.

7ae basic object of the experiments presented in

this section was to device a se.. a rat ion. procedure

.-.hereby the two chicken hemoglobins could be prepared in

a nigh state of radiochemical purity after incubation of
14

Immature red cells wita 3 amino acids. This object

has been substantially achieved. Although, however, the

two hemoglobins l.ave been shown to bo free from

significant contamination by protein or by other compounds

containing radioactivity, it is clear that the presence

in the hemoglobin preparations of unlabclled compounds

t.uch as lipids or carbohydrates (other than those which

can be detected wita orainol and diphenylamina) has not

been excluded. Nevertheless, a high degree of

purification has witnout doubt bean effected, and

similar techniques could be ured to evaluate other

u-xperiauntal possibilities.



1.5. Conclusion.

The final separation procedure, which was then

used for subsequent experiments described later, was

as follows:

a. equilibration of cell lysate with 0*01M

phosphate buffer pH 6*3 on lephadex G*25 columns.

b. Camples applied to C.I.I, cellulose columns,

previously equilibrated with 0*01x1 phosphate

buffer pTI 6*3.

c. Columns washed wita 5 bed-volumes (50 ml.) of

0*0111 phosphate buffer, pE 5*3.

d. Columns washed with 5 bed-volumes (53 ml.) of

0*01M phosphate buffer, pH 6*9.

e. Hemoglobin II eluted with 0*0411 phosphate

buffer, pH 5*9.

f. Hemoglobin I eluted with 0*11.1 phosphate buffer,

pK 5*9.
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PACTION 2 t A^INQ ACID COMPOSITION OF OHIJKBN

HpMQIIOBINS.

2.1. Introduction.

The published literature contains only two accounts

of the amino acid composition of the two chicken

hemoglobins, and the two sets of data (daha, 1954;

Van der Helm et al., 1958), differ quite substantially

(see P.P. 95-96 ). Both groups of workers separated the

two hemoglobins by ion-exchange chromatography, using

Amberlite IRC-50, but neither offeryed any evidence for

the state of purity of their Olobin or hemoglobin

preparations. These might therefore have been

connaminated by other proteins or even non-protein

material, since no determination of the nitrogen content

was undertaken.

Having developed a satisfactory procedure for

separating and purifyin the two chicken globins, as

described in section 1, it was clearly desirable to

carry out amino acid analysis on these proteins.

Apart from the intrinsic value of such analyses, in

view of the existing uncertainties in the literature,

it was necessary to determine the amounts of leucine

and glycine in the two proteins for the metabolic

experiments described in section 3«
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2.2. experimental Materials and Methods.

2.2.1, Preparation of hemoglobin samples.

Hemoglobin samples were prepared from the

supernatant or saline extract of the pellet after

saponin lysis of washed chicken red cells, "by G.M.

cellulose chromatography using the stepwise elution

procedure previously described (section 1, P. 83).

Each sample of hemoglobin was then re-chromatographed,

using the same procedure, to eliminate any cross-

contamination of one hemoglobin by the other. After

re-chromatography each hemoglobin sample was desalted

by gel-filtration on columns of Gephadex 1-25 (coarse),

which aad previously been washed exhaustively with

glass-distilled water. Up to 10 ml. of hemoglobin

solution could be desalted on columns having the

dimensions (30 cm. x 2 cm.).

2.2.2, Preparation of globin samples.

Globin v;as prepared from desalted hemoglobin

solutions by the acetone : HC1 method of Anson and

Mirsky (1930). 10 volumes of 1% hydrochloric acid in

acetone (v/v) were added to 1 volume of hemoglobin

solution. Tae solution was then gently stirred and

left to stand at 4°G for 1-2 hours. After

centrifugation, the globin pellet was dissolved in a
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small volume of glass-distilled water and rspreoipitated

with ID volumes of acetone : HOI. This procedure was

repeated twice more to ensure complete removal of heme

from the globin. The final white glohin pellet was

dissolved in glass-distilled water and freeze-dried.

The dry globin powder was stored in glass ampoules,

sealed under vacuum, and kept in a deep-freeze until

required for analysis.

2,2,3. Chemical tests for protein purity,

2,2,3.1. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.

Although each hemoglobin had been re-chromatographed,

every sample was subjected to polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis, after desalting, as a final check against

any contamination which might have remained through

experimental or operator error.

polyacrylamide gels were prepared in a manner

similar to that described by Oruft (1962). 3 g. of

acrylamide and 6D mg. of NN'methylenebisacrylamide were

dissolved in 4D ml. of 0»01M phosphate buffer pH 7*4.

0*4ml. of a 10/° (v/v) solution of NNN'N* tetramethyl-

ethylenediamine in ethanol was added to this solution

together with 0*4 ml. of a freshly prepared 10% (w/v)

aqueous solution of ammonium persulphate. The solution

was gently mixed and de-aerated under vacuum for about
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a minute. Polymerisation was allowed to proceed in a

gel tray (15 cm. x 5 cm. x 0*3 cm.) fitted with a flat

lid to exclude all traces of air, which inhibits

polymerisation. Polymerisation was complete after

about 2 hours and the resulting gel was completely .

transparent.

Before a ,>plication of samples, gels were

equilibrated with the electrophoresis buffer (OOIM

phosphate pH 7*4-) for 33 minutes, by the passage of a

current of 13 mA. through the gel in a Shandon

Universal electrophoresis tank. Hemoglobin samples

were applied to the gels on short strips (0*5 cm. x

0*2 cm.) of V.natman No.l. filter-paper. These were

first blotted to remove excess solution and were then

inserted into slots cut in the gel with a razor-blade

cut to the same dimensions as the sample papers. The

sample origin was usually in the centre of the gel.

Before electrophoresis, the gel surface between the

wicks was covered with a thin sheet of polythene,

ilectrophoresis was then carried out for 4- hours at a

constant current of 13 mA.

Uels were stained by immersion in a solution of

naphthalene black 133 in water: methanol: acetic

acid (5:5:1) for 33 minutes, and cleared by washing

overnight in water: methanol: acetic acid solution.
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2.2.1,2, Benzidine test;.

Globin solutions were tested before freeze—drying

for the presence of residual hemin by the benzidine

reaction. 0*1 ml. of globin solution and 1 ml. of 3$

hydrogen peroxide were added to 3 ml. of a saturated

solution of benzidine in glacial acetic acid. A blue

or green colour, developing instantly, is indicative

of the presence of hemin, in addition to other

interfering substances. Although this reaction gives

a positive test with only a trace of hemin, only

completely negative-reacting globin solutions were

accepted.

2.2.3.3. Pnosphate estimation.

The efficiency of the procedure for desalting

hemoglobin solutions was checked by estimation of the

phosphate content of the final giobin solutions

immediately before freeze-drying. The method u^ed for

estimation of phosphate was similar to that described

by Allen (1941).

To 1 ml. of a solution, containing about 1 mg. of

Olobin, was added 1 ml. of ammonium molybdate solution

(5% in 5N sulphuric acid), followed by 5 ml. of glass-

distilled water. After mixing the solution, 0»5 ml. of

amidol solution (1# in 20-% aqueous sodium meta-

bisulphite) was added. Colour development was maximal
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after 10 minutes and was compared at TOO mwith

standard phosphate solutions, treated in the same way.

2,2,3.4, Test for carbohydrate.

The possibility of contamination of globin samples

"by carbohydrates (eg. breakdown products of Jephadex)
was partially screened by testing globin solutions with

a modified Molisch test, as described by Oische (1955.b).

0*2 ml. aliquots of globin solutions, before freeze-

drying, were made up to 0»5 ml. with distilled water.

4*5 ml. of 90$ sulphuric acid (v./v) were added; the

solution being kept cool in an ice-bath. After 1 minute

the solution was transferr d to a boiling water-bath for

3 minutes. It was then cooled under tap-water, 0*2 ml.

of freshly-prepared 2rf< alcoholic o£-naphthol was added

and the solution was mixed thoroughly. Blank solutions

were treated in the same way, as were standard solucions

of D - glucose, which gave purple colours after 6 hours.

Only globin samples which snowed no contamination

on pol.yaorylamide gel electrophoresis and no indication

of the presence of hemin, phosphate and carbohydrate

were freeze-dried for analysis. In a total of ten

globin preparations, two were rejected on the grounds of

a positive indication of pnosphate, which indicated a

deficiency in the desalting process.



£.2,4. Let^rmination of nitrogen content.

The nitrogen content of freeze-dried globin samples

was determined "by the micro-Ejeldahl method, using the

procedure described by G! nibnail, Rees and illianas (1943).
8 - 1) mg. of dry glob in were weighed into a >3 ml.

Kjellahl digestion flask and dissolved in a small volume

of glass-distilled water. 2 mis. of concentrated

sulphuric acid were added and the mixture was neated on

a digestion rack until charring was just apparent. The

flask was removed from the rack and cooled slightly.

1 g. of a catalyst mixture (80 g. K^OO^, 20 g. JuSO^.
5HgO 0* 34 0. sodium selanate, finely ground together),
was added to the flask, whicn was then neuted so as to

kc-ep the contents gently refluxing for 8 nour3. 'hen

the digestion was complete, tne flask contents were

allowed to tool and then transferred quantitatively to a

23 ml. volumetric flask, finally the volume was made up

to the mark with glass-distilled water.

luitable aliquots (5-10 ml.) of thin solution

were transferred quantitatively to a Harkham still,

together with 8 ml. of ION sodium hydroxide. The steam

distillate was collected in 5 ml. of 1/' boric acid,

containing 0*5# mixed indicator, (56 mg. of methyl red

and 33 mg. of bromocresol green dissolved in 50 ml. of

absolute ethanol). About 20 ml. of steam distillate was

collected in 5 minutes. The ammonia traced in the boric

acid solution was tnen titrated wita 0*01N hydrochloric
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acid to the end-point of the mixed indicator. The

hydrochloric acid was standardised against the

distillate from a measured volume of standard ammonium

sulphate solution. Triplicate distillations were carried

out for each sample of globin digested and a reagent

"blank was also taken through the entire procedure, using

distilled water in place of the globin solution.

2,2.5. Performic acid oxidation.

Performic acid oxidation was carried out on a

number of the freeze-dried globin samples, by the method

described by Moore (1963).

Pei'formic acid was prepared, as required, by adding

1 ml. of 39% hydrogen peroxide to 9 ml. of 99,£ formic

acid. After gentle mixing, the solution was left to

stand at room temperature for one hour, and then cooled

to 0°C in an ice-water mixture. 3 to 5 mg. of freeze-

dried globin was weighed into a 25 ml. conical flask and

2 mis. of ice-cold performic acid-formic acid mixture

were added. After the globin had dissolved, the solution

was left for 4 hours at 0°G. The solution was then

diluted with about 10 volumes of glass-distilled water

and freeze-dried.
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P. P. 6. hydrolysis of samples.

An appropriate weight (5-10 sag. ) of freeze-dried

globin or oxidised globin was hydrolysed in 6N

hydrochloric acid in a sealed glass-tube under nitrogen

for 24 hours at 105°C. After hydrolysis, the sample

was dried in a vacuum desiccator. The dry powder was

then moistened with a few drops of distilled water and

again dried under vacuum.

2.2.7. Amino acid analysis.

Automatic amino acid analysis of the hydrolysates

was carried out by the procedure of Moore, Spackman and

Stein (1958). These analyses were kindly performed by
lvWS'.

Miss F.Falla and Mr.J.Kay through the courtesy of

Dr.A.T.Kyle and by Dr.J. Vareing at the roultry .Research

Centre, Edinburgh, through the courtesy of Dr.T.C.Carter.

The molar proportions of the amino acids were

first calculated, (from the ^ moles of each amino acid
recovered), on the assumption that globin II contains

20 moles of arginine/mole, and that globin I contained

18 moles of arginine/mole. It was aldo assumed that

the molecular weight of each globin was 52,500, ie.

the molecular weight of each hemoglobin was approximately

65,000. In each case this calculation gave nearly

integral values for five other amino acids. These five

integral values, as a group, were then used to
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re-calculate the values for all the amino acids. Such

a procedure avoids possible errors which might arise if

a single amino acid residue was used as a basis for the

calculations.

The groups of amino acids used, together with

their integral values, were (Arg, 20; lieu, 15;

^ro, 18; Glu, 57; Thr, 27; Lvs, 39) for globin II,

and (Arg, 18; lieu, 22; Asp, 51; Fhe, 39; Val, 38;

Lys, 40) for globin I and membrane globin.

2.2,8, Spectrophotometric determination of tyrosine

and try?to ihan,

luring hydrolysis of protein3 by acid, tryptophan

is completely destroyed and, if the protein has

previously been oxidised, part of the tyrosine content

may be converted into halogenated derivatives. The

contents of these two amino acids in the chicken globins

were therefore determined by the method described by

Goodwin and Morton (1946).

Tne extinctions at 280 nf* and 294*4 mjju, of
solutions containing an accurately weighed amount of

globin in 0«1N NaOH, were determined in 1 cm. silica

cells on a Unicam 3.^.500 spectrophotometer. A

correction for non-specific absorption was made by

extrapolating from the extinctions at 340 mj*. and
370 mjx.

In 0*1N NaOH solution, the absorption curves of
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tryptophan and tyrosine intersect at 294*4- a/*. The sum
of the molar concentrations of the two acids can

therefore he obtained from the extinction at this

wavelength and the molar extinction coefficient, which

will he the same for both at this wavelength. Io

determine the relative proportions, the extinction is

measured at another wavelength.

Then, if x = total mol./litre in the solution

and y - g, mol. of tyrosine

x-y = g. mol. of tryptophan.

If A = molar extinction coefficient of tyrosine

and E = molar extinction coefficient of tryptophan

at a wavelength other than that at which the curves

intersect;

E » y«A + (x-y). E

ie. y = E - x.B.
A - E

C
From x = ^294*4 ' wilere z xs ^he molar

C extinction coefficient

at 294*4 m^.
Thus y and (x - y) can be calculated.

2.2.9. Materials.

All chemicals used were of Analar or equivalent

quality.
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I.OL-Ult s.

Amino acid analysis was carried out on 24 hour

hydrolysates of oxidised and unoxidised samples of

globins I and II, and globin from the lysis pellet.

The numbers of residues of each amino acid per mole

of each globin were calculated as described in section

2.2.7. (?. 92) and are contained in tables 20, 21 and

22, for globin II, globin I and membrane globin

respectively. No data were processed for tyrosine

because, in each hydrolysate, some of this amino acid

acid was converted to nalogenated derivatives during

hydrolysis. The best integers for tyrosine, and also for

tryptophan, were derived from the results of two

spectrophotometry determinations for each _lobin, as

described in section 2.2,8. (?. 93), and shown in table

23. I11 calculating the best integers for serine and

threonine, it was assumed that 10'Jo of serine and 51° of

threonine were destroyed during a 24 hour hydrolysis

period. The values for the best integers of ammonia

include a correction for this assumed breakdown of

serine and threonine, but can only be taken as an

approximate indication of the number of amide groups

preoent. No values are shown for half-cystine residues

in unoxidioed protein, since these are usually unreliable.

In the absence of an independent determination of thiol

content, the best integers were calculated from the

values for cysteic acid, obtained with the oxidised
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TABLi 20.

Amino acid composition of globin II,

The data were calculated as described in the text.

Tyrosine and tryptophan were estimated

spectrophotometrically. A correction was applied in

calculating the best integers for threonine and serine,

on tne assumption that 5% threonine and 10-/$ serine were

destroyed during hyrolysis. The nitrogen content was

15-3/.

Amino acid composition (moles/mole of protein).
Amino Not Oxidised Pest daha Van de

acid oxidised 1 2 Integer Helm.

Lys 38-9 39-1 38-7 39 44 53

His 21*5 21«9 21-8 22 26 35

Arg 25-0 rv> 0 • 0 20.0 20 19 20

CyiOyI 8.9 8-7 9 8

Asp 55-2 55-1 55-8 56 54 51

.tie t0o
c

9.5 9.7

Thr 27-7 27-4 27-1 29 28 25

Cer 27-4 27-6 27-9 31 27 37

Clu 57 • 4 57-2 57-1 57 51 55

Pro 1S«1 17-9 17-6 18 r- f

C.C 19

Oly 33*2 33-1 32-9 33 34 32

Ala 65*7 55*6 55-9 66 70 65

Val CO•C\J 43-1 42.5 43 54 50

Met 10. 3 10 12 0

lieu 13-1 15*1 15*2 15 18 21



TAILS 20.
(Jontinued).

•AA.uXilO uci^. coiu.jpoc.it ion (n.ole3 'uOl<- oi jrotein).

iiniino not ^xidised lest ..ana /an der

aoid oxidised 1 2 Integer i- e lei.

Leu 54-3 33-7 33-4 34 66 33

T;rr 11 17 4

- aS 32-4 32-1 32-2 32 32 29

XV J J

"-i (o8* 5 ) (39*2 ) (J&*7 ) (o9)



TAPL_ 21.

Amino acid composition of globin I.

The data were calculated as described in the text.

Tyrosine and tryptophan were estimated

spectrophotometrically. A correction was applied in

calculating the best integers for threonine and serine,

on the assumption that 5/ threonine and 10/. serine were

destroyed during hydrolysis. The nitrogen content was

15* 3/.

Amino acid composition (moles/mole of protein).
Amino Not Oxidised ^est i aha Van der

acid oxidised 1 2 Integer Helm.

Ly3 40-1 40*0 40.1 40 47 71

His 30-1 29-4 29-7 39 34 54

Arg o001—1 18.0 18*0 18 19 30

Cy3o,II 8-8 8-9 9 8

Asp 50-5 50.9 51*0 51 53 43

:vieto2 3-2 4*1

Thr 31-9 31-8 32-1 34 30 28

Ger 25-2 25 ♦ 4 25.4 29 24 23

Glu 43-4 42-2 42-8 43 49 33

Pro 23-1 23-4 23-1 23 25 21

Gly 33-1 33-4 33-1 33 38 33

Ala 71*6 71*3 72*1 72 80 79

Val 37-7 38-0 37-9 33 58 51



TAT!LI 21.
(Continued).

Amino acid oomjo sition (moles''mole of -rotein).

Amino - ot Jxidi a CO Best .ana Van der

acid oxiTi ,ed 1 2 Inteyer lielm

let 4* 2 4 7

IluU 22*4 22 -1 22*0 r- r>
dc: 29 23

Leu 53*9 54-2 34 *3 34 74 73

Tyr 15 17 12

lie 3T1 no 3>1 31 33 28

Trp 9

Tit T

1U3 (3C-3) (39*5) (59*1) (59)



TAEL1 22.

Amino acid composition of membrane-bound globin.

The data were calculated as described in the text.

Tyrosine and tryptophan were estimated

spectrophotometrically. A correction was applied in

calculating trie best integers for threonine and serine,

on the assumption that 5,' threonine an" TV serine were

destroyed during hydrolysis. The nitrogen content was

15-2,'.

Amino acid composition Cnoles/mole of protein).
Amino Hot Oxidised lest Cllobin I

acid oxidised Integer

Lys 39-9 40* 0 40 40

His 29-9 29-8 30 30

Arg 18-0 18-0 18 18

Oy: o-^H 8-6 (9) 9

Asp 50-3 50-9 51 51

2^6 tO o
d

3-7

Thr 32-1 32-4 34 34

Per 25- 9 25-7 29 29

aiu 43-3 42.8 43 43

Pro 22-5 22-7 23 23

Oly 32-5 32-9 33 33

Ala 72-5 72.3 73 72

Yal 37-8 38-1 33 33



TABL,. 22.
(Continued).

Amino acid composition (moles/mole of protein).
Amino Not Oxidised Best Globin I

acid oxidised Integer

Met 3-8 4 4

lieu 22-1 22.0 22 22

Leu 53-6 64-1 64 64

lyr 15 15

?he 29-9 30.9 30 39

Trp 9 9

NH3 (57*5) (58«4) (53 ) (59)



samples.

Tables 20 and 21 al^o contain data obtained by

Saha (1954) and by Van der Helm et al. (1958) for

comparison. Table 22, in addition to the data for the

membrane globin, contains the data obtained for globin I.

TABLE 23.

Spectrophotometric determination of tyrosine and

tryptophan.

experimental details are described in section 2.2.8.

(P. 93).

GLOBIN Moles of amino acid/mole, of globin.

TYEOSINE TRYPTOPHAN

II 10-6 6.1

11.0 5*7

T
Jm 15*0 9.4

15-4 9*1

Membrane 14-8 8*9

14-7 8-8
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2.4.
_ Discussion.

In section 1 evidence was presented to show that

the procedure developed for separating the two chicken

hemoglobins removed all radiochemical contaminants from

the two proteins. After desalting, the two globins

were shown to be free from buffer salts, hemin, other

proteins (including the other globin in each case) and

carbohydrates (section 2.2.3.). The globin samples

used for amino acid analysis can therefore be considered

to be highly pure.

The amino acid analysis shows that globin II has

more acidic amino acid residues and less basic residues

than globin I. This is in agreement with the ion-

exchange chromatographic properties of the two proteins.

The analysis of the membrane globin clearly shows that

this has the same amino acid content as .^lobin I. This

also is in agreement with the ion-exchange chromatographic

data.

The data obtained in the present study are similar

to those presented by Jaha (1964), although in the

latter the total number of amino acid residues/mole of

globin is higher than in the data from the present work.

This difference is 39 for globin II and 70 for globin I,

excluding in both instances the figures for tryptophan.

In Saha's data, the assumed molecular weights of the

proteins (54,500 for hemoglobin) are much lower than

those calculated from the amino acid analyses of the
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jlobins (65,119 for globin II and 58,211 for globin I;

ie. approximately 67,511 for hemoglobin II and 70,700

for hemoglobin I.).

The data of Van der Helm et al. (1958) show large

differences when compared with the data obtained by

Sana (1964) and the data obtained during the present

work. The differences are particularly apparent in the

figures for lysine, histidine, and aspartic acid in both

globins; for arginine and glutamic acid in globin I; and

for leucine and tyrosine in globin II. Since Van der

Helm et a]. used the earlier manual amino acid analysis

method of Bpackman, Moore and Otein (1956), it i3

possible that experimental or operator error may be the

explanation of these rather large differences.



SBC?ION_3: HTUBI_? ON IT. PIOdYNTTI ..SIC OF H BIOILOBINS

BY C^IDXDN BID 3 £LLr..

3.1. Introduction.

It has been pointed out (see PP. 32 - 36) that

q.uite considerable differences exist between the results

obtained by various groups of workers in the field of

hemoglobin biosynthesis in avian red cells. It was

suggested that a possible reason for these differences

alight have been that, in most cases, the nemoglobins

were not sufficiently well purified for the results to be

reliable. A satisfactory method has now been developed

for the separation and purification of the two chicken

hemoglobins, as described in section 1, and this has

been utilised in studying some aspects of hemoglobin

biosynthesis by chicken reticulocytes.

Preliminary experiments,

a. Methods of lysis.

Before describing the metabolic experiments which

were carried out, a sub-section is devoted to a

comparison of various methods used in the course of this

work for the lysis of red cells. Except in the case of

ultrasonic lysis, all the methods result in the

formation of a pellet of nuclei, membranes and other

cellular material, which also contains hemoglobin or
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hemoglobins in varying proportions depending on the

metnod.

"b. Preliminary metabolic studies.

The first metabolic studies consisted of important

check experiments to test the reproducibility of the

techniques used for incubating red cells with 0"*"^ amino

acids and for processing the radioactive hemoglobins

from them. Also included in this section are experiments

to compare the use of a synthetic incubation medium, of

defined composition, with that of plasma, which has

somewhat variable composition, and experiments to

compare the effect of incubating cells under OgJ
5/V CO,-, and air.

Metabolic Experiments.

a. Comparison of the rates of synthesis of hemoglobins.

The immediate significance of the hemoglobin

retained by the lysis pellet is a jparent in the sub¬

section dealing with studies on the rates of synthesis

of the chicken globins. Because the globin from the

lysis pellet hemoglobin appeared to have a metabolic

significance, the relative overall rates of globin

synthesis were determined from ultrasonically-lysed

cells. In this way all the globin I, both pellet-bound

and supernatant, was pooled. In comparing the rates of
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synthesis of sloLiua I and XI, she analysis described on

?. 9» was used. Linos a plot of globin specific activity

against time was linear, or nearly linear, for up to 4

hours, the fractional rates of synthesis of the two

globins could be compared by comparing the slopes of

these plots: at any given time

R~I/II = wpecifio activity I . bxi
hpeoifio activity II b j

where b i3 the number of moles of the tracer amino acid
i rs V-Vvjm C- c«js c_ O \ \jL. o- d v>mn <x w h

per mole of protein. Tor l3lobins I and IX, b^ = bjj ^

/. RFl/lI = Specific activity x

Jpeoific activity II

b, effects of antlbiotica.

Tne effects on globin synthesis of two antibiotics

were next investigated. The effect of puromycin is a

direct one on protein synthesis (Tultin, Leon and Terasi,

1911) in that it replaces t.KNA and causes the growing

peptide chains to be prematurely released from the

ribosomeo. The extent of inhibition by this compound of

protein synthesis constitutes one of the best means of

establishing whether the uptake of amino acids is a

result of genuine protein synthesis. Aotinomycin D

inhibits the synthesis of m.EHA (Rich, franklin,

Lhatkin and latum, Ihol) and therefore inhibits the

synthesis of proteins only when the m .INA for these

proteins is rapidly degraded. The extent of the

10.1.



inhibition. by this antibiotic nay therefore 0ive a

measure of the stability of a.LNA for hemoglobin in the

chicken red call.

c» Incubation of isolated lysis pellets,

In view of the claims by Hammel and Bcssman (1964),

concerning the alleged synthesis of nemoglotin by

pigeon erythrocyte nuclei, the possible metabolic

significance of the hemoglobin retained by the pellets of

chicken red cells was further investigated. One

important basi3 for the hypothesis of nuclear protein

synthesis, as put forward by Hammel et al. (1964), was

that the washed lysis pellet was apparently capable of

incorporating amino acids into nemoglobin. This

apparent protein synthesis was claimed to be more

efficient than a normal ribosomal cell-free system.

Similar experiments were repeated during the present

study, using washed pellets from chicken reticulocytes

lysed with saponin. The apparent incorporation of

radioactive amino acid into hemoglobin was tested for

inhibition by puromycin.

d. Pulse-chase experiments.

By incubating red ceils for very short periods with

radioactive amino acids, followed by extended "chase"

periods of incubation with non-radioactive media, it
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was hoped to establish whether the two apparently

identical proteins were svnthesised independently, or

whether the hemoglobin retained "by the pellet was in any

way a precursor of hemoglobin I found in the supernatant.

Thus, if the pellet protein acted as a precursor of the

supernatant protein, its specific activity would be

expected to be much greater initially than that of

hemoglobin I. As the chase progressed, the radioactive

hemoglobin would be transferred to the supernatant

fraction with the result that the specific activity of the

latter would rise while the specific activity of the

pellet hemoglobin would fall.

The status of this pellet hemoglobin was clearly a

matter for systematic investigation, even more so because

most other workers, with the exception of Hammel and

B=ssman, whose work is mentioned above, had chosen to

discard or ignore this fraction of the cell hemoglobin.



3.2. -Xysriiiii'; xl nsthols and materials.

3.2.1. Induction of reticulooytools and collection of

camples.

As described in section 1.2.1, (P. 44).

3.2.2. Conditions of incubation.

Incubations ware carried out in plasma, as

described in section 1.2.2. (?, 44), or in a synthetic

medium similar to that described by Lingrel and Borsook

(1963). In a total volume of 31 ml. the medium

contained: 51 mg. !>( + ) glucose, 1010 m.moles TLI3,
LyJ- 2HJ.©

51 m.moles^sodium citrate^ 125 m.moles sodium bicarbonate,
fa,So 4. "[H^o

111 ug. ferrous sulpnate, 2241 mg. DL-alanine, 740 ug.
- HCI ^ '

L-arginine, 2311 t>g. OL-aspartic acid, 118l^g.
- HCI

L-histidine^, 970 ug. DL-isoleucine, la 50 j^g. .L-leucine,
-HCI

2050 j.ig. L-lysine^, 2300 ^g. DL-phenylalanine, 1250 ^g.
DL-methionine, 300 jxg, L-proline, 2300 j\g. OL-serine,
1351 Mg. uL-threonine, 1710 ^g. OL-tryptophan, 600^g.
L-tyrosine, 2431 Mg. BL-valine, 1251 j*g. L-glutamic acid,

- HCt

510 jag. L-cysteine^, 2100 jug. glycine and KKM solution
(0«13M NaCl, 5*2x10"^4 KOI, 7*5x10"MgCl,), the final

pll being adjusted to 7*4 with 10;» hydrochloric acid.

Cells were suspended in this medium, minus the

amino acid which was to be added in radioactive form,

to give a final packed cell volume ( "'CV) of between 20
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an:1 S3'?, 5 amending on the experiment. The cells were

allow 3d to equilibrate to 37°3 for 2-3 minutes "before

addition of the 3 ^ amino acid, and the cell suspension

was gently shaken throughout the experiment.

1 >2.3. Preparation of cells for lysis and lysis methods.

The incorporation of radioactive amino acids into

protein was stopped by transferring 1-2 ml. aliquots

of the cell suspension to centrifuge tubes containing an

ice-cold solution of 0• 00131 2.4.-dinitrophenol in 0*9#

sodium chloride (llammel and Bessman, 1954). In

experiments of over 2 hours duration, the cells were

centrifuged out of suspension and the cell pellet was

wasned three times with ice-cold 0*9/' saline. The cells

were then lysed by one of the procedures outlined below.

In experiments of shorter duration, the incorporation of

amino acids into protein wa3 stopped in the same way,

but the cells were lysed immediately after being

centrifuged out of suspension without any intervening

aline washes. Experiments showed that this procedure

resulted in no radioactive contamination of the

separated nemoglobin samples. (see I. 111).
In the majority of experiments described in this

section, cells were lysed either by the saponin

procedure or by ultrasonic disintegration, both of

which have been described in section 1.2.3. (?. 45). Two

other procedures were used in certain experiments. Cells
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were lysed "ot addition of four volutins of ice-noId

distilled water to the pellet. After gentle nixing,

the ..aspen-ion was left for 3~> minutes and then

centrifuged at 3500 xg. for 30 minutes. The remaining

gelatinous pellet was wasned repeatedly with distilled

water until no further hemoglobin was extracted into the

supernatant. The final washed pellet was tnen extracted

with 0*9/5 saline as described for the saponin procedure.

Alternatively, cells were lysed by a modification of

the saponin procedure, in which the saponin .vas

dissolved in 0«25-1 sucrose and the lysis pellet was

washed exhaustively with 0*2sucrose before final

extraction with 0*9-5 saline. The results of these lysis

procedures are discussed in section 3.3.1. (P. 109).

3.2.4. depuration and purification of hemoglobins.

The lysis supernatants, which included the washings

of the pellet in the saponin and water lysis procedures,

and the saline extracts of the lysis pellets were

subjected to C.tl. cellulose chromatography by the

procedure devised in section 1 and set out in detail

on P.33.

3.2.5. "'reparation of globin samples.

Globins were prepared from solutions of hemoglobin

by the acetone J HC1 method described in section 2.2.2,

(P, 35). The final globin precipitates were dissolved
106.



in between 2 .uiu 13 ml. of distilled water to give a

final protein concentration of less tnan 5 mg./ml.

3.1.6. o-sfimation of .protein concentration.

The exact protein concentration of each globin

solution was determined by the modified procedure of

Lowry et al, (1951) which, was described in section 1.2.8.

(P. 49 )» 0*1 ml. aliquots of eaen globin solution were

diluted to 1 ml. with distilled water before being

assayed. For these determinations a calibration curve

was constructed with standard solutions of pure frieze-

dried chicken e,lobins, All estimations were carried out

in duplicate or triplicate.

3.2.7. letermination of radioactivity.

0*5 ml. aliquots of each globin solution were

pipetted onto flat, rimmed aluminium planchets, 2 cm.

in diameter. The solutions were spread by addition of

two or three drops of 0*11 solution of Nonidet P42

(Shell Chemical Co.) and dried on a hot-plate.

Kadioactivity was assayed by a windowless

scintillation counter (as described in section 1.2.13.

P. 54 ) which had an efficiency of approximately 23/S.
No correction was required for 3elf-absor .tion, since

the maximum weight of protein plated on a planchet was

3 mgs. It aaa previously been shown (section 1.2.13.)
that up to 4 mg. of protein can be plated on a 2 cm.
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planuaet before ajir-abtior^tijn becomes significant.

3.2.8, mlectron microscopy.

Specimens were fixed in 1$ osmium tetroxide

buffered to pH 7*4 for 20 minutes as described by Palade

(1952). After fixation, specimens were dehydrated in

increasing concentrations of alcohol and embedded in

araldite (Glauert and Glauert, 1958).

Very thin sections were cut on a L.K.B. "ultratome"

and these were stained with uran.yl acetate (Huxley and

Zubay, 1961) and then with alkaline lead hydroxide

(I'dillonig, 1961), before examination on an A.~.I.

electron microscope.

These operations were performed by Hr.N.Smith in the

department of Veterinary Anatomy, through the courtesy

of Professor A.II.&uir.

3.2.9. materials.

All chemicals used were of "mnalar" or equivalent

quality. Ta3ioactive amino acids we^e obtained from the

radiochemical Jentre, Amersham. uromycin hydrochloride

was obtained from igma Jnemical Jo., and actinomycin B

was a gift from fax1. J. Kobinson, department of

Zoology, university of Edinburgh.
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3,3. 13 -ill;-J.

3.3,1. iomparativs studies on tne lysis procedures.

hen washed chicken red cells are lysed by the

saponin procedure, as described in section 1 (?. 45)»

the 3530 g. pellet, vvhicn is left after lysis, still

contains hemoglobin, Fart, but no3 all, of this

hemoglobin can be washed from the pellet by 0*2531

sucrose : 0*00311 CaCl^. The remaining hemoglobin can be
extracted from the pellet by 0*9.3 saline. In section 1,

the data from C. 13. cellulose chromatographic studies

showed that this hemoglobin had the same elution volume

as the basic of the hemoglobins found in the

supernatant. The ■•amino acid analysis lata presented in

section 2 (P.i. 95-95) confirmed thac hemoglobin 1 and

tho pellet Hemoglobin ar= identical.

electron microscopy of a typical lysis pellet

(figure 24) shows this to be heterogeneous in

composition. A large number of apparently intact nuclei

are present, together with some partially disrupted

nuclei and a large amount of membrane material* Very

similar electron micro ra^hs of lysis pellets from

pigeon erythrocytes and reticulocytes uave been published

by lammel et al. (1954). These micrographs do not show

the location of the hemoglobin retained by the pellet,

washed exhaustively with sucrose : CaC^. In the intact
erythrocytes (figure 25) the cytoplasm and tne
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Figure 24 s electron micrograpn of a sucrose:

calcium cnloride-vvasued pellet

preparation after saponin lysis of

cnicken erythrocytes. Final

^a0nification approximately x 21,000.



 



Figure 25 : Llectron micrograph of an intact

caicken eryt irocvte in longitudinal

section. Final majnifica% ion

approximately x 63,003.



 



irtrHnuclov.r ^ jtce ur-j j.aeks-2 with hemoglobin, waereas

in the isolated nuclei of the pellet, little or no

h-noglobin can he seen.

The approximate distribution of hemoglobin in the
oj cvsK . ^

various wa.■ •,el and extractions in the lysis procedure

can be inferred from determinations of the iron content

of the supernatant obtained after each wash, since

hemoglobin accounts for a substantial part of the total

cell iron. Two such determinations are shown in table

24. According to tnese data, about one sixth of the

total iron, and thus by inference hemoglobin, is retained

by the pellet after washing with sucrose : daQlg.
loll lysis by saponin in 0*2%l sucrose, followed by

washing of the pellet with 3*25il sucrose produces a

somewhat different result to that obtained when the

saponin is dissolved in 0*25M sucrose : 0*003?4 JaClg.
The pellet remaining after lysis is of a very gelatinous

nature, in contrast to the granular nature of the

pellet rema_nin.. when CaClg is present. After
exhaustive washing with 0*25M sucrose and saline

extraction cf the pellet, the saline extract has been

shown, by C.I.1, cellulose chromatography, to contain both

hemoglobins I and II.

This situation is very similar to that resulting

from hypotonic lysis with distilled water. Kabat et al.

(1957) reported that the proportions of Hemoglobins I

and II were different in the lysis supernatant and saline
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^Distribution of iron in tie initial l-rsis supernatant,

sucrose: calcium chloride washes and saline extract

during saponin lysis of chicken red cells.

LTAGI. / of total ?e.

Guoernatant 63 67

let wash 11 12

2nd wash 2 2

3I'd wash 1.8 •I—1

..aline extract 17-2 17-8

2 6.

remonstration of the effectiveness of ice-cold Q»9'

NaJl, containing 0»Q01.'l 2.4. dinltrophenol, in

stopping the incorporation of 2»C^-glycine into globins

I and II.

(_xperimental details as in text f. 111).

-A'I?L- lib I (:.r.ii./mg) lib II (J /mg. )

at a b

0 mins. after 5o*7 41»3 40*2 24*8

33 mins. " " 65-8 41*6 43-2 25-1

63 rains. " " 71*2 42*1 42*6 25*3



exti ct o+" t he p.:] let after osnotic lysis, (UbliHbll 2-7

in the supernatant and 11*5 in the saline extract).

Ultrasonic lysis, as nas been described in section 1

(F. 45), results in the extraction of all the cell

hemoglobin into the supernatant.

3.3.2, Preliminary tracer experiments.

3.3.2,1, effectiveness of 2.4,-dlnitrouhenol.

The use of ice-cold 0*9f° saline, containing 0*00135

2,4,-dinibrophenol, for stopping the incorporation of

radioactive amino acids into hemoglobin by intact cells

has been described by Uemacl et al, (1954). The

suitability of tnis procedure was checked by experiments

of the following type# Immature red blood cells were

incubated at 37°C in their own plasma with 2»J ^"-glycine
(0*5mc./ml. ). After one hour of incubation the cell

suspension was poured into 5 volumes of ice-cold saline

containing OOQ1M 2.4.-dinitrophenol and the resulting

suspension was then removed to a refrigerator at 4 0,

A sample of th-j suspension was removed and after

centrifugation the cells were lysed ultrasonically.

Further samples were removed and processed after 39

minutes and 69 minutes# The lysates from each sample

v;ere chromatographed on C.2I. cellulose and the specific

activities of the globin samples were determined. The
((X cxwd )

results of two such experiments^are shown in table 25.
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These data al^o demonstrate t cat no significant

incorporation of C ^-glycine into globin takes place

for up to one hour after the addition of saline and

dinitrophenol.

3.3.2.2. reproducibility.

The reproducibility of the incubation procedure

was checked in the following manner. A population of

immature red blood cells was washed with isotonic

saline and gently resuspended in synthetic medium.

^qual aliquots of this suspension were pipetted into

eight 25 ml. conical flasks, which were equilibrated to

37°C for two minutes, lach flask then received the

same amount of U*C ^-L-leuoine (0•5./ml., 5*o mc/mM).

Incorporation of C^-leucine into hemoglobin was

stopped in duplicate flasks after 5, 10, 20 and 30

minutes of incubation. Cells were then lysed by the

saponin procedure and the lysatas processed as previously

described. The re suits of one such duplicate incubation

are shown in figure 25, for the globins of the

supernatant, and figure 27, for the globin of the

pellet. It is clear tnat the duplicate flasks at

each time point are in very good agreement, An

important consequence of this result is that in

experiments in vhicli the effects of changing various

conditions are measured against a standard control

incubation, any differences between the former and
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.Figure 2 5 : Incorporation of J^-lsucine into

j;lot>ins I and II durin 0 duplicate

incubat 1011s.
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Iijure 27 : Incorporation of C^-leucine into

pellet-bound aeaojlcbin durin_,

duplicate incubations.
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the control c-n b~ confidently assigned to tue change

in variable, rather than to experimental variation.

i.,-..2,3* comparison of plasma wish synthetic medium.

Preliminary experiments were carried out to

compare the incorporation of amino acids into the

globins when cells were incubated in plasma or in

synthetic medium. Immature red blood cells were

incubated in their own plasma (approximately 20fa PCV)
with 2 • J^-glycine (0*5pc./ml., 31*7 ma/mil.) under an
atmosphere of OgiCO^ (95/^:5/^)» samples were removed
from the incubation after 1, 2, 4 and 8 hours and lysed

by the saponin procedure, figure 23 shows the .at tern

of incorporation of glycine into tue chicken globins.

Each experimental point represents the mean of three

separate incubations under similar conditions. The

rate of incorporation of glycine into each ^lobin,

represented by one slope of each curve, clearly decreases

with increasing time. It is al..o clear that the specific

activity of the globin retained by the lysis pellet

(arbitrarily named "membrane globin'1) is higher tnan

that of globin I, throughout the incubation period,

bamples removed from the incubations immediately after

addition of J ^-glycine were processed in a similar way

and the purified globins were found to contain no

significant radioactivity. In no experiment was any

appreciable hemolysis observed, even after 8 hours of
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?igure 28 : Incorporation of 2,G]"^-glycine into

globins of cells incubated in

plasua.
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incubation.

Similar experiments were carried out in which

immature red blood cells were washed free of plasma and

resuopended in synthetic medium to give a P2V of

approximately 20% fie. that of the freshly-drawn

reticulocyte-rich blood). Figure 29 illustrates the

result of such experiments, each point representing the

mean of two separate incubations carried out under

similar conditions, camples removed from the incubations

at zero time again resulted in no significant

incorporation of radioactivity into any of the globins.

The general characteristics of the incorporation pattern

can be seen to be very similar to those of incubations

carried out in plasma. In experiments wnere a direct

comparison was made between incubations in plasma and

synthetic medium, ie. using cells from the same blood

specimen for each incubation, the specific activity of

globin samples at any ^articular stage of the incubation

was always higher in synthetic medium than in plasma,

as shown in table 26. The lower specific activity of

globin from cells incubated in plasma might be a

consequence of dilution of added radioactive amino

acid by endogenous plasma amino acids. !!o such dilution

is involved in incubations carried out in synthetic

medium.
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Incorporation of 2«J14-plycine into

jlobins of cells incub-ttel in saline

and under



HOURS



TAELE 25.

Comparison of globin specific activities from cells

incubated in plasma or in synthetic medium.

-xperimental conditions as in text.

Time of Specific Activity (0.?.H./mg.)

Hemoglobin. incubation Plasma ;Jaline.

II 1 hour 123 175

I ft 121 215

Kembrane It 151 315

II 2 hours 200 334

I II 254 333

membrane II 299 597

II 4 hours 303 379

I II 435 601

Membrane M 508 927
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Further experiments were carried out, in which

immature red cells were Incubated with C ^ amino acids

(0*5 pc./ml.) in synthetic medium under an atmosphere
of air instead of 0^:10^. The pattern of incorporation
of amino acid into globin shown in figure 31 is very

similar to those previously described. In experiments

where a direct comparison wa3 made of the effects of

incubation in synthetic medium under air or OgtOQ2»
it was found that the globin specific activities were

higher in the cells incubated in (^iCO^ than in those
incubated in air, as shown in table 27.

As a result of these preliminary studies, it was

concluded that the general characteristics of

incorporation of amino acids into globins were similar

if incubations were carried out in synthetic medium or

plasma under an atmosphere of air or O^sJQ >. In many

of the experiments described later in this section

incubations were tnerefore carried out in synthetic

medium and under air. The use of synthetic medium

meant that no extracellular dilution of added

radioactive amino acids took place and the use of air

instead of facilitated easy sampling of

incubations at short time intervals, since the flasks

were not sealed.
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Figure 3^ Incorporation cf 2« J^-ylycine into

globinc of cells incubated in saline

and under air.
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Comparison of glo"bin specific activities from cells

incubated in synthetic medium under an atmosphore of

or a^r*

experimental details as in text.

Hemoglobin lime of Specific Activity (C.i./mg. )
incubation OgJOOg A IE.

II 2 hours 220 122

I ft 354 184

Membrane If 457 315

II 4 hours 335 185

I II 541 286

Membrane II 651 333

II 5 lours 442 271

I 11 619 435

Membrane II 749 458



3.3.3. The relative rates of synthesis of tae globins.

In the preliminary experiments described in section

3.3.2. it was observed that the globin which was

extracted from the washed pellet, after cell lysis, had

a higher specific activity than globin I from the

supernatant; the two proteins having been shown to be

almost certainly identical chemically (section 2).

Globins I and II have been shown to contain the same

number of leucine and glycine residues per mole (section

2), so the ratio of the fractional rates of synthesis

(equation D, P. 9) reduces to:

R^I/II = Jpecific activity I

specific activity II

A series of experiments was carried out with the

purpose of investigating tne apparent metabolic

significance of the hemoglobin retained by the washed

pellet. Tne experiments were carried out u^ing

immature red cell populations suspended in syntactic

medium, lacking eitner glycine or leucine, depending

on viich was to be added in radioactive form. The cells

were incubated at 37 0 for varying periods of time,

after which they were Ivsed by the saponin procedure.

Hemoglobins from t-ie lysis supernatant and from the

pellet extract were purified by J... cellulose

chr0 mat ography.

In table 28 are shown the results of 19 sucn

experiments. The pattern of incorporation of amino
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TABLL28.

Therelativeratesofincorporationofa^inoacidsinto^lohinIandglobinfrom thelysispellet,(fO ixperlaentaldetailsasintext. Expt.C14a.a.LATIOOFVJIFI3ACTIVITYi.l:I No.INJUEAIIQNIBh(illNU^b). 51020406080120240
1Grly2-121-691-29 2"2-541-841-591-44 3"2.582-632-20 4"2-702«202-121-75 5»2-411-671-23 5Leu2*872-001-711*61 7"1.391*151*141*12 8"1-931*431*121*07 9"2*891*961*531*57

10"2-141*721.411*34



acids into the globins in each experiment was similar to

that shown in figure 3% ie. the specific activities of

the globins increased rapidly in the first few minutes

of incubation, but the rate of increase was lower in

the later part of the incubation. It can be seen from

table 28 that in eacn of the 13 experiments the ratio

of tne specific activities of membrane globin and

globin I decreased during the incubation, alt.aough the

extent of tne decrease varied from one experiment to

anotaer. In all cases the specific activity of globin

II was lower than that of globin I.

From these results it appears that the pellet-

bound ..smoglobin is important, if only because it

comprises about 15 of the total cell .emoglobin

(section 3.3.1.), having a specific activity higher

than either of th-s hemoglobins of the supernatant after

lysis. It was al o possible that the pallet-bound

nemo^lobin had an important metabolic or physiological

role. This possibility has been further investigated

in later sections (3.3.6., 3.3.7.).

From the point of view of a comparison of the

rates of synthesis of globins I and II in the whole

cell, it is clear that measurement of the specific

activities of .iemo0lobins or globins from the

supernatant is not sufficient. A further set of 8

experiments was carried out therefore, in which the

cells were lysed ulbrasonically after incubation.
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The results of these experiments are summarised in table

29, and as shown in figure 31 the incorporation of 1"^
amino acid into globins was linear in each experiment.

Although trie ratios vary widely between experiments, in

any single experiment tae ratio of specific activities is

nearly constant or decreases slightly from 40 minutes

onward. In the early stages of incubation, ie. up to

20 minutes, the ratio is usually slightly higher.

from these results it would appear that the

fractional rate of synthesis of alobin I is higher than

that of globin II in intact red cells, particularly in

the first 50 minutes of incubation, after this time, the

disparity may become less. ..uch a result is in agreement

with the observations of Caha et al. (1950) but at

variance with the findings of Tabat et al. (1967). The

techniques used by she former were probably not very

satisfactory (see i'. 141). Kabat et al. (1967) claimed

that tae relative rates of synthesis of the two chicken

hemoglobins were approximately equal. However, these

authors neglected tae hemoglobin bound to the pellet

after cell lysis by addition of 4 volumes of distilled

water. It was claimed that this was justified because

the specific activities of the pellet herno lobins were

ey.ua 1 to those of the supernatant hemoglobins. In the

present study this has been shown not to be the case

wita either saponin lysis or with osmotic lysis (P. 125)
and this may therefore explain their differing result.
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Figure 31 • Incorporation of 2*3 ^-glycine
into total cell _jlo"bins.
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TaELO- 29.

II from sonically-lysed cells.

.wX^erimental details as in text.

I.ATIO 0? J TOO Ii11J ACTIVITIES GLOBINS I : II

—X p o • INCUBATION TIiL. UlN UT_3)

No. 20 40 50 80 120 180 240

1 1-45 1-34 1*37 1-34

2 1.13 1-02 1-06 1-10

3 1-05 1-06 1*06 1.04

4 1-42 1-23 1-13 1-14

5 1.21 1-04 1* 04

6 1.19 1-10 1.07

7 1-50 1*54 1*46

8 1.60 1-67 1-58 1*57



3. ?■. 4 . Effects of antibiotics on protein synthesis ^in
chicken reticnlocvtes.

Figure 32 shows that actinomycin D was without

effect on the incorporation of radioactive amino acid

into the chicken glob ins. Immature red cells were

incubated in synthetic medium with U»C*^-L-laucine
(0*5 ^c./ml.: 150 oio./ml/I. ) at 37 J under air atmosphere.
The incubation flask contained actinomycin 3 (1 m^aiols/ml.
final concentration) dissolved in NKM solution, end a

control flask contained an equal volxrme of NO solution.

In further experiments, red cells were exposed to

actinomycin 2, at a final concentration of 3 mumole./ml.
for 20 minutes before addition of U*C"^-L-leucine
(0*5 f*c./ml., 150 mc/mM.). Figure 33 again shows that
actinomycin D was without effect on globin synthesis.

Ihe lack of inhibition by actinomycin 3 contrasts

sharply with the effect of puromycin on globin

cynt us sis. '"hen immature red blood cells were incubated

in synthetic medium at 37°C with this antibiotic (final

concentration 0*055 ^mole./ml.), globin synthesis was
almost completely abolished, as shown in figure 34.

Although in these experiments the puromycin was added

at the same time as the U-O^-L-leucine (0*5 y^c/ml.;
150 mc./mlJ. ), inhibition of incorporation of the amino

acid into globin was virtually complete after only

15 minutes. In similar experiments, the same

concentration of puromycin was found to inhibit



effect of actinoaycin I on the

14
incorporation of J -leucine in

^lohins.
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figure 33 • effect of actinouiyein I on tae

incorporation of J^-ltucine into

globing, after pre-eXj-ooure of tne

cells to the antibiotic.



 



Figure 34 : effect of puromycin on tee

incorporation of J "^-leucine into

chic.ion glooins.
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compxe*eIy ouu inuur^ora felon of 0 """-glycine and also

15
S -L-ui<ituionine in So tue globins.

The lack of inhibition of globin synthesis by

actinomycin D described above, is contrary to the

findings of ^atsuda et ai. (1966), who claimed to have

demonstrated a substantial inhibition of hemoglobin

synthesis in chicken reticulocytes by actinomycin D, at

a final concentration of 0»5 syuaoles-'ml., ie. half the
concentration used in the present study. Kabat et al,

(1967) however, found no inhibition in chick reticulocytes

by this antibiotic, even after 2 4 hours of incubation.

Actinomycin D is known to inhibit the UNA dependent

synthesis of messenger uNA, by binding to the jNA and

destroying its template activity (Eeich, Franklin,

^hatkin, and Tatum, 1961). Any inhibitory effect of the

drug on protein synthesis is therefore indirect. The

lack of innibition found in this study and by Kabat et

al. (1967) suggests that either the drug is inactive

for some reason (eg. that it is not easily taken up by

the cells) or that the inactivation of UNA by it is

not manifested in an inhibition of globin synthesis.

The latter might then imply the presence of a

relatively long-lived messenger-SNA, in chicken red

cells, for hemoglobin.

Puromycin inhibits protein synthesis by substituting

for transfer-ENA on the ribosomal particles. In the

presence of this antibiotic, polypeptides are released



fr.~:. the ribcrn-u-- ( 'vltin ct ml., 19*51; Morris et al. ,

1961). In view of this, it in not surprising that

the inhibit Ion of globin synthesis is virtually complete.

This finding al o confirms that the incorporation of

amino acids into globins really represents synthesis of

protein.

3.3.5* Investigation of the ability of the lysis

pellet to cynthesise protein.

The quantitative importance of the hemoglobin

bound to the cell lysis pellet after "whole cell

incubations with radio-active amino acids has been

stressed in section 3.3.3. (?. 115). In experiments

with pigeon reticulocytes, Hammel et al. (1954) claimed

that the washed pellet, which remains after cell lysis

by tne saponin procedure, could incorporate radioactive

amino acids into hemoglobin. The efficiency of such

pellets, compared to whole cells, in oynthesising protein

was stated to be between and 10/', even in the absence

of such co-factors as AT? and GIF. This observation led

Hammel and Hesoman to suggest that the pellet,

consisting largely of nuclei, was the main site of

synthesis of pigeon hemoglobin.

experiments have been carried out during the course

of the present study, using washed pellets from chicken

red cells lysed by tne saponin procedure, in an attempt

to repeat tuese observations. Aliquots of washed



immature chicten red cells were lysed and the

remaining pellets were washed exhaustively with sucrose:

dall,- until no more hemoglobin could "be extracted.

Pellets were tnen suspended in 2 - 3 mis. of synthetic

medium or sucrose: dadl^ and incuhated for 2 hours at
37°0 with 2*0^-glycine or U'O^-L-leucine (5 |ac per
pellet, derived from 10 ml. of reticulocyte-rich blood,

having a "JV of 20/.). After incubation trie suspensions

were centrifuge! and the supernatanto were removed.

The pellets were .ashed with 0*9/ saline and the

washings were added 13 trie initial supernatants.

Hemoglobin I was then purified by O.J. cellulose

curOuiato_,rapny and the s ecific activity was determined.

In a typical experiment, the re ult of wiich is shown

in table 30, the washed pellet yielded globin which had

a specific activitv approximately 3/ that of the

globin from the washed pellet of whole cells incubated

concurrently with proportionally the same amount of

C ^ amino acid.

To test whether this apparent incorporation of

amino acids into hemoglobin was a consequence of

genuine protein synthesis, similar experiments were

carried out, in which puromycin was added to tue

incubation mixture. Two 10 ml. aliquots of a sample

of reticulocyte-rich blood were lysed with saponin,

and the pellets obtained were washed exhaustively, and

resuspended in 4 ml. of synthetic medium (lacking tae

122.



TABL^ 30.

The apparent ability of the isolated lysis pellet to

3ynthe3i.se glob in.

experimental details as described in the text.

Protein extracted from pellet 1550 j*g.
Protein plated on 2 cm. planchet 413 jag.
O.2.M. of protein plated 29*6

Specific activity of globin 71*4 O.P.iv'./mg.
Specific activity of pellet globin 2210 •J.P.M./mg.
from whole cell incubation

Apparent efficiency of isolated pellet 3*25A



amino acid to be aided as radioactive tracer). The

control pellet suspension received 0*5 ml. of saline and

the other received 0»5 ml. of puromycin-di-Hdl in saline

(545 a5./ml. ). This gave a final concentration of

puromycin twice that which caused a 98/1 inhibition in the

synthesis of globin after a whole-cell incubation,

(section 3.3.4.). 5 ^ c. of C"^ amino acid were added to
each suspension, which was then incubated for 2 hours

at 37°C. The results of two experiments are given in

table 31. 'The specific activities of the globing from

the control and from the puromycin-treated pellets were

almost exactly the sa„ie, ie. the puromycin had not

inhibited the incorporation of radioactivity into the

globin preparations.

Tae synthesis of globin by the whole cell aas

previously been shocn (section 3.3.4.) to be inhibited

by about 98■ , even after only 15 minutes of incubation

in tne presence of puromycin. hince the apparent

synthesis of globin by the isolated pellet is not

inhibited at all by puromycin, even at twice the

concentration used in whole cell experiments, it seems

reasonable to conclude that the incorporation of

radioactivity into trie globin of the isolated pellet

does not represent genuine protein synthesis. Two

possible explanations may be put forward to account for

the radiochemical contamination of the globins from

these preparations. The radioactive amino acid might
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jl *

Ihe effect of -puromyain on trie apparent syntriesis

oi globin by the isolated lysis pellet.

Lxperlnorital details as described in the text.

Lxpt. specific activity of ^lobin (j. l./jig. ).
lontrol Puroaycin-treated.

1 1321 1334

400 416



ha v* u n,s.. ci_.kjjj.Lwu ji.iu 0xoLin ox inooi'porw.ted into

the protein by som« process of uxohunge, u«il;Lr of which

would by affecced by puromycia. altornaGively, a small

amount of frca radio-active amino acid might nave passed

through the purification procedure with trie hemoglobin.

This explanation i3 less likely, since it has

previously been sho/ui (section 1, P. 66 ) that a non¬

radioactive cell l.ysate can be completely separated

from up to 1 p. c of added amino acid.

3.3.6. Pulse-cha3e investigations.

It has already been shown (section 3.3.3.) that tne

globin whicn is bound by the wasned ^ellet after cell

lysis may nave a metabolic importance in tne whole cell.

It .vas felt taat more relevant data concerning tne

importance of the pellet or membrane globin might be

obtained by exposing cells to a short pulse of

radioactive amino acid and measuring the specific

activities of the globins during a subsequent "cnase

period" when tne cells were exposed to non-radioactive

amino acids.

In the first experiments of this type, 10 ml. of

a suspension of immature red cells in synthetic medium

(PCJV 20j£) were incubated with U#C"^-L-leucine
(0»5 |-»-c./ml. 5 150 mc./mJ.) for 5 minutes at 37°0.

12
At this stage 14 ^moles of 0 -leucine were added to
the suspension (in 0*5 ml. saline) and immediately

124.



a^T.er • I-, r ? o n all puot of She suspension v;ac 'era inferred

into ice-cold 0«9 ' - '-ilina oo/.tainin^ 2.4.-dinitro mienol.

Further sables were t:en removed from tae Incubation at
12

var./in0 txues after addition of t'iie C chase. The

result of a typical experiment is shown in figure 35.
12

Immediately after addition of the G -cnase, indicated

by an arrow, trie specific activity of trie membrane

globin was typically two or taree times higher than

that of globin I, waich was in turn higher than that of
1?

globin II. After as little as five minutes of the 0

chase, the specific activity of the membrane globin had

fallen quite substantially wnereas the specific

activity of globin I, togetaer with teat of globin II,

had risen; alt a ought tnis ri^e was less rapid than

during the C^-pulse period. In a total of six

experiments, all carried out in a similar manner, the

specific activities of the taree globins attained

constant values after 13 - 15 minutes of the chase

period, with tnat of the membrme globin higher than

those of globins I and II. Very similar results were

obtained if, instead of addinp a large excess of
"I O "1 /

C ""-amino acid after a 5-minute exposure to G r-amino

acid, the cells were centrifuged out of suspension,

wasaed and resuspended in non-radioactive medium (see

figure 35).

In similar experiments, ceils were lysed by the

addition of four volumes of ice-cold distilled waSer,
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Figure 35 : ^^"-leucine ^ulse-cliase ex eriaent

(5 .uinute pul.-e in j-rrt ietio .^ediuoi).
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.Figure 35 : C^-leucine cilice-chase ex.ieri.iie it

(cello re-sus enlei i i fresa

synthetic medium after J^-puls>e),
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as e^ibed in the methods section (P. 126 ). After

thorough washing with water, the pellet still contained

both hemoglobin I and II; and these were separated and

purified by 1."!. cellulose chromatography in addition

to the hemoglobins found in the supernatant fraction.

The result of a typical experiment is illustrated in

figure 37, and shows that the two Hemoglobins of the

pellet behave in a broadly similar manner to the

hemo0iobin I which is retained by the washed pellet

after saponin lysis. At the beginning of the chase

period the s ecific activities of the pellet globins

were almost twice those of the respective globins I and

II ox the supernatant. As the chase progressed, the

specific activities of the pellet globins rose for a

time and then began to decrease. After a short initial

rise, the specific activities of tue supernatant globins

increased only very slowly, but even so after 61 minutes

the specific activities of pellet and supernatant

globins were very nearly equal.

Kabat et al. (196?) have claimed that the specific

activities of the pellet-bound hemoglobins are equal

to those of the hemoglobins of the supernatant during

a straightforward incubation, Tais may be the case

after long incubations (of several hours), but is

clearly not so after incubations of shorter duration.

If the membranes or nuclei, which are contained

in the pellet after saponin lysis, were the sole site

126.



ure 37 • J^'-leucine ^ulse-cliase ex^arLuent

(oallr ly yd witU ai,silled water).
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o" "i- tv : n±r f-*r richin T, it night be x noted that

the specific •;ctlvit,r of the membrane globin would fall
12

below that of glob in I no the ; -chase proceeded and

an the radioactive ;rotein was transferred to the cell

cytoplasm. In addition to the fall in specific activity

of membrane globin, there would be a consequent rise in

specific activity of glebin I. The results described

above differ from this prediction in at least one

important respect* ie, the specific activity of the

membrane globin was higher than that of plobin I

throughout both pulse and chase periods. It was

possible that this result vac, a consequence of the

length of C^^-jul :-.g used in these experiments, -ince

normal duck erythrocytes are known to take up amino

acids from plasma or from a saline medium, against a

concentration gradient (Christsnsen, Ei^gs and fay,

1952), it seems likely that chicken red cells nave the

same ability. In this case, the cells might have

taken up enough C ^ amino acid during a 5 minute

exposure to bring the specific activity of the

intracellular amino acid pool to a relatively high

level, particularly if the pool size was low at the

beginning of tne incubation. The specific activity of

that amino acid in the newly-synthesised membrane

globin could not fall below the specific activity of

the amino acid pool and if tnis were sufficiently high,

the specific activity of the membrane globin might level



off above tnat of globin I. bince any membrane globin

being released into the cytoplasm would be diluted by a

large amount of globin 1, the specific activity of this

would rise only gradually.

Accordingly, experiments were carried out in wnich

the cells were exposed to radioactive amino acids for

shorter times. ashed immature red cells were suspended

either in tneir own plasma or in synthetic medium to give

a PbV of about 5O/c. The suspension was then exposed to

C^-L-leucine (0«2 |ac./ml. ; 311 mc./mll. ) at 37°0 for
1 minute, if tne cells were in synthetic medium or 3

minutes in plasma, dells were then centrifuge! out of

suspension, washed once and resuspended in plasma or

12
synthetic medium containing C -leucine to give a final

PbV of about 21fo, A sample was immediately removed for

processing and furtner samples W:.re taken after varying

periods of incubation at 37°0. A total of 5 experiments

was carried out, three in synthetic medium and two in

plasma. The results were similar in each experiment and

are shown in figure 38, for syntactic medium, and

figure 39, for plasma. As in the previous experiments,

the specific activity of the membrane globin fell sharply

during the first few minutes of the chase, whereas tne

specific activities of the supernatant globins rose mors

gradually. In these experiments the membrane globin

specific activity continued to fall for over an hour and

the specific activities of the supernatant globins rose

128.
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Fijure 39 s C"^"^-lauoine uloe-chaoa ex^eri^ent

(3 .iiinute jjuloe in ^lac-n).
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for the same period. The specific activity of globin I

exceeded that of the membrane globin after 43 - 60

minutes of tne chase.

From such results, it would appear that the membrane

globin is in some way a precursor of at least some of

the globin I of the lysis supernatant. The implications

of this inference are discussed in the following section.
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3.4. Discussion.

The experiments described in this section were

carried out in an attempt to examine the possible

metabolic importance of the high-density particulate

fraction of the saponin-lysed cells in relation to

hemoglobin synthesis, and to compare the overall rates

of synthesis of the two globins in the intact cells.

3.4.1. Si nificance of the articulate fraction.

It has been shown, in section 3.3.1. (P. 109 ),

that the use of different lysis procedure.-, can result in

high-density pellets which retain one or both of the

hemoglobins, in varying proportions. Thus, cells

lysed with saponin in sucrose: CaJl^ solution yield a
pellet containing only hemoglobin I, whereas cells lysed

without JaCl^. yield a pellet which contains both
hemoglobins. In the latter, the pellet aas a gel-like

consistency and contains more hemoglobin than the pellet

obtained after lysis by saponin in sucrose: JaCl^. In
these respects saponin lysis without JaClg closely
resembles water lysis.

Of the many groups of workers in the field of

hemoglobin biosynthesis in avian cells, only two appear

to have iven any attention to this bound fraction of

the total cell hemoglobin. Hammel et al. (1954) have

claimed that the specific activity of trie hemoglobin

133.



retained by the pellet after saponin lysis of pigeon

red ceils, previously incubated with amino acid, was

higher than the specific activity of the remainder of the

hemoglobin. On the other hand, Rabat et al. (1957)

claimed that, after water lysis, the specific activity

of the bound hemoglobin was equal to that of the

supernatant hemoglobin.

In the present study it rias been shown (sections

3.3.2. and 3.3.3.) that the specific activity of globin

I from the pellet-bound hemoglobin is always higher than

the specific activity of globin I from the supernatant

hemoglobin. It nas also been shown (P. 126 ) tnat a

similar situation prevails in cells lysed with water,

■jince the amount of hemoglobin remaining in the pellet

after saponin lysis has been found to be about 15/« of tne

total hemoglobin (and more when cells are lysed with

water or with saponin and no daOl^), the proportion of
the total hemoglobin radioactivity retained by the

pellet is considerable. Jlearly this fraction of the

hemoglobin should not be ignored in any estimation of the

rates of synthesis of hemoglobins in avian red cells.

It seems unlikely tnat the extent of hemoglobin-

binding by the pellet reflects a true relationship

between hemoglobin and the structures of the whole,

intact cell, since binding can be altered simply by

changing slightly the conditions of lysis. Besides,

I6fi of the total hemoglobin seems an excessive amount
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to be "physiologically" bound to the cellular sub¬

structure. It is possible therefore that much, if not

all, of the pellet-bound hemoglobin is attached to the

pellet constituents during the process of cell lysis. In

support of such a possibility, it might be mentioned that

microsomes, isolated from pigs liver nave been shown to

contain hemoglobin (Garfinkel, 1958). In such a case,

the hemoglobin must be presumed to have been bound to

the microsomes during or after disruption of the liver

cells. If tne hemoglobin of reticulocytes is bound to

the pellet during cell lysis, it would be logical to

suggest that it is the protein nearest the microsomes or

membranes at the moment of lysis which is retained in the

pellet.

In investigating the possible significance of this

pellet-bound hemoglobin, two main types of experiment

were employed. In one, cells were incubated with a

radioactive amino acid and samples were removed at

varying intervals during the incubation. The characteristic

result of tais type of experiment was that the specific

activity of the bound hemoglobin rose very sharply

during the first few minutes of incubation, whereas the

specific activity of the supernatant hemoglobins

increased at a much slower rate. After this initial

period, the rates of increase of specific activity of all

three hemoglobins were somewhat similar.

In the second type of experiment, cells were

132.



subjected to a pulse of amino acid, followed by a

12
more prolonged "chase" of 0 amino acid. When short

pulses (of 1-3 minutes) were employed, the specific

activity of the pellet hemoglobin was initially several

times higher than tnose of nemoglobins I and II. Luring

the subsequent "chase" period, the specific activity of

the pellet globin decreased substantially whereas the

specific activities of the supernatant globins increased

steadily; that of globin I eventually exceeding that of

the pellet globin.

The following possible explanations of these

experimental results deserve critical examination:

a), the two hemoglobins ar^ synthesised by free

cytoplasmic ribosomes and the binding of

hemoglobins to the pellet is an artefact of the

lysis procedure.

b). tne nemoglobins are syntnesised by the cell

nuclei, in which they remain bound during cell

lysis.

c). tne hemoglobins are syntnesised both on free

cytoplasmic ribosomes and on ribosomes bound to

cell membranes. The binding of hemoglobin to

the pellet is partly an artefact which depends

on the conditions of cell lysis.

It is very difficult to explain the results on tne

basis of hemoglobin synthesis on free cytoplasmic
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ribosomes. If this were the case, and the hemoglobin

binding were an artefact, the specific activity of tne

bound hemoglobin would be expected to be equal to that

of the remaining hemoglobin. In fact, the specific

activity of the bound hemoglobin is always higher than

that of the respective supernatant hemoglobin. It does

not seem reasonable to suggest tuat tae pellet traps

more tnan its snare of newly-synthesised protein, in such

a system.

The suggestion that hemoglobin is synthesised by tne

nuclei of reticulocytes and erythrocytes was made by

Hammel et al. (1964). An important objection to their

work is that the hemoglobin preparations almost

certainly contained other proteins. Tae supernatant

fraction and pellet extract were simply treated with

TJA (10$) and hot TJA (5$) before being dissolved in

sodium hydroxide. It has been shown in section 1 of

this thesis that a crude cell lysate contains non-

hemoglobin proteins, which have high specific activicies

and it is likely that these wculd be precipitated, with

the hemoglobin, by TdA. Indeed, Hammel et al. (1964)
mentioned that their hemoglobin preparations were

contaminated by protein of higher specific activity

after column chromatography, but apparently considered

this to be insignificant. In their experiments with

isolated pellets, they claimed that these incorporated

C"^ amino acids into hemoglobin. Apart from the
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contamination of this hemoglobin by oth. r proteins,

another serious objection to these experiments is that

no evidence was offered to prove that the amino acid had

been incorporated as a result of genuine protein synthesis.

In fact, similar experiments with pellets from saponin-

lysed chicken reticulocytes have been described during

the present work (section 3.3.5.), but the

"incorporation" of amino acid into hemoglobin was not

abolished by puromycin. The apparent incorporation of

amino acid into protein by the pellet is therefore

almost certainly not a result of de novo protein

synthesis.

It is bv no means clear that the pellet-bound

hemoglobin is, in fact, "nuclear hemoglobin". Indeed,

electron micrographs of the washed pellet seem to

indicate chat the nuclei contain very little hemoglobin

compared with the nuclei of whole cells, the interiors

of which have a high background density owing to the

presence of this protein.

In view of tnese criticisms it is unlikely that the

nuclei arc the sole site of hemoglobin synthesis, and in

fact probably do not synthesise any hemoglobin at all.

The last criticism would be eliminated if it was

suggested that the hemoglobin was synthesised by some

structure, other than nuclei, in t.ie pellet. However,

if the pellet were the sole site of synthesis, it would

be expected tnat the specific activity of the pellet
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hemoglobin would be very much higher than the specific

activities of the supernatant hemoglobins, especially

in the earlier stages of an incubation. This was not

the case and therefore it is unlikely that the pellet

was responsible for the synthesis of all the cell

hemoglobin.

The idea that hemoglobins might be synthesised on

free ribosoaies and also on membrane-bound ribosomes is

suggested by the recent work of Schreml and Burka (1958).

These workers described the existence of two classes of

ribosomes in rabbit reticulocytes after osmotic lysis :

those which could be sedimented at 224,990 xg. from the

membrane-free supernatant, and those which, although

sedimented initially with the membrane pellet at

17,399 xg. could be detacned with 0*2/ deoxycholate and

sedimented at 224,900 xg. in the normal way. The latter

contained about 17/- of the total ribosomal ENA of the

cell and were never as active in protein synthesis as

the free ribosomes during incubation of intact cells.

Although the pellet after saponin lysis of chicken

reticulocytes was sedimented at only 5939 xg., electron

micrographs (section 3.3.1.) show the presence of

membranes. The suggestion that these membranes might

contain bound ribosomes is in general agreement with the

observation that ENA is extracted from the washed

pellet by sodium chloride.

To explain the results given in this section on
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such a model, it is necessary to assume that a higher

proportion of rihosomes is bound to tne membranes than

exist free in the cell cytoplasm, relative to the

hemoglobin content of the pellet and supernatant. Then,

the dilution by non-radioactive hemoglobin of newly-

synthesised protein would be less for the hemoglobin

bound to the pellet than for the supernatant hemoglobin.

Thus, the specific activity of the pellet, or membrane,

hemoglobin would initially be higher than that of the

supernatant hemoglobin.

As an incubation proceeded, tne protein newly-

s.ynthesised by the membrane-bound ribosomes would

presumably diffuse away from the membranes and be replaced

by either non-radioactive hemoglobin, or by hemoglobin of

relatively low specific activity of the cytoplasm.

.vince such diffusion is likely to be rather slow in

relation to the rate of protein synthesis, the net

result would be to slightly reduce the rate of increase

in the specific activity of the membrane hemoglobin

fraction.

A further complicating factor in these experiments

would be the presence on the ribosomes of incomplete

polypeptide chains at the beginning of each incubation.

Some, at least, of these chains would be completed

with the inclusion of radioactive amino acid residues

and would be released from the ribosomes in less time

than would be needed for the synthesis of complete
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chains. Since it has already been assumed that the

dilution of newly-synthesised protein is lass for the

membrane-bound hemoglobin than for that of the

supernatant, such non-uniformly-labelled molecules would

contribute to an initial increase in membrane-bound

hemoglobin specific activity, greater taan that for the

supernatant hemoglobin.

According to this model, the hemoglobin I bound to

the pellet after saponin lysis must be considered as a

precursor of hemoglobin I of the supernatant. Although

complicated by the synthesis of hemoglobin by cytoplasmic

ribosomes, the results of the experiments (section 3.3.6.)

using short pulses of radioactive amino acids apoear to

confirm that tne membrane hemoglobin does indeed act as

a precursor of the cytoplasmic hemoglobin. The sequence

of events in such experiments might be explained as

follows. At tne end of the D ^-pulse, the membrane

hemoglobin would be expected to have a higher specific

activity than the cytoplasmic hemoglobin, for the
-i r

reasons given above. As the C ^-period proceeded, the

specific activity of the intracellular amino acid pool

would fall rapidly as the cells took up non-radioactive

amino acid. Tnis would be reflected by a fall in the

specific activity of the protein then being assembled

on the ribosomes. During this period, the radioactive

hemoglobin made during.the C^'-pulse would diffuse

away from the membranes to be replaced by material of
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lower specific activity from trie cytoplasm. The

combination of these two processes would result in a

quite substantial fall in the specific activity of the

membrane-bound hemoglobin. Trie specific activity of the

cytoplasmic hemoglobin would rise less markedly because

the hemoglobin diffusing from the membranes would be

diluced substantially by the hemoglobin in the cytoplasm

and because the cytoplasmic ribosomes would still be

synthesising ..rotsin of low specific activity, limited

by the specific activity of the intracellular amino

acid pool.

In the experiments in which longer pulses were

used, the specific activity of the membrane globin

remained higher than that of tne cytoplasmic protein.

In 3ueh experiments the cells would have had time to take

up enough amino acid to continue synthesising

relatively "hot" protein for a considerable time during

the chase period. Thus the newly-synthesised protein

from trie membrane-bound ribosomes would be replaced,

tarough diffusion, by cytoplasmic protein which might

eventually have a fairly high specific activity.

hince the red blood cell populations used in the

experiments described in this section contained many

different types of cell, from the most immature

erythroblasts to the most mature erythrocytes, this may

also complicate interpretation of the results, dince

the bulk of the protein synthesis is probably carried
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out in the most immature cells, it follows that a

homogeneous preparation of such cells would be likely to

give rather more clear-cut results.

However, She results of the pulse-chase experiments

described in this section provide a satisfactory

explanation of the re-incubation experiments reported by

Bianco et al. (1961) and Y/iggans et al. (i960). Tnese

workers studied the specific activity of the hemoglobin

in the supernatant after lysis, but ignored that remaining

in the pellet. Their experiments were essentially pulse-

chase experiments, in which the pulse was quite long

(60 minutes). During subsequent incubation of tne cells

in non-radioactive medium, the specific activity of the

nemoglobin (ie. of th~ supernatant) increased gradually

over some hours. This increase wa._ thus a consequence

of transfer of radioactive hemoglobin from the pellet

fraction to the supernatant and also of the synthesis

of hemoglobin by cytoplasmic ribosomes.

b. Relative rates of synthesis of globins.

Regardless of the nature of the membrane-bound

hemoglobin, it is clear that any estimate of the total

synthesis of hemoglobins or globins by chicken red

cells must take account of this fraction; of giobin I in

the case of saponin lysis or of both globins in the

case of water lysis. In the experiments described in
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this section to determine the relative rates of

synthesis of the two globins, this was accomplished "by

sonically lysing the cells. This results in the release

of all the cell hemoglobin into the supernatant.

In such experiments, the fractional rate of

synthesis of globin I was always higher than that of

globin II, at least for up to 4 hours of incubation.

This confirms the result obtained by haha et al. (I960),

even though these workers only studied the hemoglobins

of the supernatant after cell lysis. It is contrary to

the observations of Habat et al. (1967), who claimed

that the relative rates of synthesis of the two globins

were eiiual. However these workers incubated red cells

for up to 24 hours, by which time the physiological

stabe of the cells is likely to be drastically altered.

The simplest explanation of the results obtained in

the present study would be :;hat the most immature cells

in the suspensions contain a slightly higher proportion

of hemoglobin II than do tne most mature erythrocytes,

which have only a limited capacity for protein

synthesis. The immature cells would have to synthesise

a slightly higher proportion of hemoglobin I to make

good this deficiency. Jince the actual amount of

protein being synthesised in these experiments is very

small, such a difference in the ratio of the amounts

of the two hemoglobins would be very small also. In

order to detect such a difference, it would be
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necessary to obtain homogeneous preparations of both

the very immature cells and also of the most mature

erythrocytes.

If such were the explanation, then it might be

predicted that the most immature erythropoietic cells

of the bone marrow would show widely different rates of

synthesis for the two hemoglobins. This would imply

that the cells could in some way regulate the amounts

of each hemoglobin synthesised at each sta^e of their

maturation to erythrocytes.
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CONCLUSION.

A major part of the work described in this thesis

has been devoted to the problem of separating and

rigorously purifying the two chicken hemoglobins. This

problem has now been satisfactorily resolved and it is

particularly hoped that the sort of criteria developed

in this study for assessing protein purity will gain a

wider application for the examination of other suitable

proteins.

Because the assessment of protein purity has not

always received critical attention, particularly in the

field of hemoglobin biosynthesis in avian red cells, it

may be necessar^ to revise some previously accepted

ideas. Impurities in globin preparations may also prove

to be responsible for many of the differences in results

obtained by different groups of workers. A particular

example of this, which has been examined during the

present study, is the amino acid content of the cnicken

globins. (Caha 1964; Van der Helm et al., 1953). Using

the improved purification procedure described in

section 1 of this thesis, it nas been possible to

prepare highly pure globin preparations, which have been

analysed for tueir amino acid content. It is confidently

claimed that the analysis data presented in section 2

are the most reliable so far obtained for these two

proteins.
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The existence of highly purified samples of the

chicken globins clearly opens the way to a more

extensive study of the primary and secondary structures

of these proteins, which however lies outside tne scope

of the present work.

Tne sections of the thesis devoted to the

purification procedure and amino acid analyses contain

very important and necessary ground-work, without wnich

no metabolic studies could be contemplated. In the

final section, 3, a number of experiments are described

which make use of the procedures and data previously

presented.

It has been shown tnat several methods of cell

lysis result in tne formation of a pellet of debri3

which al.o contains hemoglobin. This hemoglobin has now

been shown beyond doubt to have an important metabolic

or physiological role in the cell. It has previously

received little or no attention and this may go some way

to explaining the manifest lack of agreement between

groups of workers in the field.

Finally it has been shown that, when this bound

fraction of hemoglobin is taken into account, the

fractional rate of syntnesis of globin I is marginally,

but reproducibly, higner than that of globin II, in the

circulating blood cells. It has now been suggested that

this finding may be a consequence of almost continually

changing proportions of the two proteins as the red
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calls nature. If this is so, it might "be predicted

that in the most immature erythropoietic cells the rate

of synthesis of glohin II might be higher than that of

glohin I. In fact, Gaha et al. (I960) found that when

chickens were injected with radioactive amino acids,

the in vivo incorporation of these into globin II wa3

higher than into globin I. It would therefore clearly

be desirable to investigate the biosynthesis of the

two chicken hemoglobins in a population of cells from

bone marrow. Juch a study might also give some insight

into the systems of control which might be involved

when very active cells synthesise two such proteins.

Now that a really satisfactory method of purification

and assessment of purity is available for these proteins,

such a study might be attempted with some success.
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TABLESA1andA2.

P.M.cellulosecaromatographyofuouble-labelled(C^:fe^)hemoglobins.
50i/

Eeticulocyte-rich"blood,previouslylabelledinvivowithFe,wasincubatedwith2*0- glycine(1jj-c./ml.)for8hours.ThesupernatantaftersaponinlysiswasappliedtoaO.M. cellulosecolumn(15cm.x2cm.)in0«01MphosphatebufferpH6*3.Thecolumnwaswashed with3bed-volumesofthisbufferandthehemoglobinswereelutedbyconcentrationgradient: (200ml.0-01M,pH6*3bufferinthemixingchamber;0•2M,pH6*3bufferinthereservoir.) 3ml.fractionsnumberedfromanarbitraryzero.TableAl:hemoglobinII;tableA2: hemoglobinI.

TAELmAl. CTS./lOOO

FRACTION

E,,r415

L274

^290

Onvi/o•1ml.
~415

E290

.14

fe59

Fe59C1*

L274

L274

'415

E415

20

•015

•028

•022

160



21 22 23 24 25 26 27 23 29 30 31 32

e^9 415 542 540 535 552 455 445 456 433 447 443

TABLx.A1 (Jonfcinued.) CTJ./lOOO

^415

^274

"290

xGO/o-
>1ml.

*415

^290

Fe59

,14

-274

^274

•020

•060

•050

100

•020

•013

•Oil

•135

•059

•055

73

223

1-96

•80

•435

•195

-156

235

390

2-23

-80

1-434

•698

•556

767

987

2.05

-80

3-372

1-505

1-205

1853

2550

2-24

-80

5•488

2-175

1-776

2557

3685

2-52

-82

5-976

2.072

1.578

2557

2559

2-87

-81

5-720

1-934

1-586

2611

2140

2-95

•82

5-432

1-844

1-475

2353

1770

2-99

.80

5-120

1-700

1-377

2292

1593

3-01

-81

5-016

1-636

1-309

2223

1683

3-04

•80



TABLxJA1 (Continued.) OTO./lOOO

FRACTION

"415

"274

^290-

ml.

"415 ^274

V "290 L274

C14

Fe59

Fe59

C14

L415

"415

33

4'600

1*550

1-248

2054

1575

2*95

•80

342

447

34

3*616

1*221

*977

1502

1293

2-96

•80

357

443

H

35

2*608

*902

.722

1064

1128

2-89

•80

432

382

Ul

Co

•

36

2*016

*695

*563

886

951

2*90

•81

440

438

37

1*540

*556

*439

750

723

2-95

•79

441

463

38

1*352

*443

*354

626

651

3*12

•80

482

463

39

1*150

*382

•305

3*01

•80

40

1*000

*335

*265

2-98

•79

41

*980

*327

•252

2-99

•30

42

*920

•310

*249

2*89

•81

43

*852

•283

•232

2*91

•81

44

*770

•257

•217

2-88

•82



TABL^Al. (Jontinued.) CTC./1000

FRACTION

E.-ir415

^274

"299

GEJw/6,1ml.
"415

"299

rl

O

Fe59

Fe59C14

'l274

"274

"415

"415

45

•595

•239

•183

2-73

•79

45

•557

•229

•182

2*92

•89

47

•517

•212

•173

2-95

•89

48

•569

•186

•159

2»84

•81



TAEL-A2.
COUNTVlOOO

CTION

7

415

"274

"290

-./

''0-1ml.

^415

"290

.14

Fe59

re55

C14

"274

x274

"415

"415

57

•428

•157

126

-

-

2-72

•82

-

-

58

•438

•147

118

-

-

2-97

•81

-

-

59

•473

•143

113

-

-

3-19

-80

-

-

63

•655

•205

154

-

-

3-25

•80

-

-

61

•758

•237

192

231

444

3-24

•81

579

340

62

1-615

•497

398

528

743

3-25

•80

358

327

63

3-720

1-161

929

1379

1557

3-28

•80

421

371

64

5-470

2•009

1

627

2451

2374

3-22

•81

367

379

65

8-800

2-752

r\

229

3290

2957

3-20

•81

336

374

63

9-912

3-032

2

455

3911

3417

3-27

-81

434

395

67

10-350

3-247

2

398

4043

3886

3-19

•SO

376

390

58

10-528

3-311

2

549

4075

3920

3-18

•80

372

387

59

10.122

3-192

2

554

3927

3512

3-17

•80

377

383



.CT
79 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82

_59se "415 338 411 394 404 415 394 413 392 415 385 404 417 398

TA3L+.A2. (Jontinued). OOUNJ?C'/lOOO

415

-274

"290

.-35/0-

•

«—1

1—1

-415

-290

Fe59

.,14

-274

-274

10.010

3-148

2

487

3850

3570

3-18

•79

9-730

3-125

2

500

3797

3530

3-13

•80

9-120

2-951

2

390

3520

3190

3-09

-81

8-400

2-702

2

349

3453

2763

3-11

•81

7-884

2-411

1

953

3104

2703

3-27

•81

7-284

2-304

1

843

2943

2292

3-15

-80

5-643

2-078

1

552

2758

2:.91

3-20

•80

5-190

1-899

1

519

2437

2182

3-25

-80

5-630

1-743

1

375

2324

1548

3-23

•79

5-090

1-542

1

314

1993

1728

3-10

•89

4*400

1-419

1

135

1827

1658

3-10

•80

4-120

1-237

1

030

1583

1543

3-20

-80

3-758

1-185

948

1523

1635

3-18

•80



TA3LLA2. (Continued). .JUKI'VlOOO

£RA^XION"415E274^290-j-c.v^/O•1ail."415^290^^J?e^ "274"274"415L415

833*4401-065-852143312563-23-80335416 843*104-955-764123511183-25-80350398
H

<J\ IV)



TA5L-A3.

C.u.cellulosechromatographyofdouble-labelled(0~^;Fe^9)hemoglobinfromthelysispellet. cqia
Fe^-labelledcellsv,ereincubatedwith2*0-glycine(l^ae./ml.)for8hoursandlysedwith saponin.Tnesalineextractofthepalletwa3appliedtoaJ.01.cellulosecolumn(15cm.x 2cm.)in0*01hphosphatebufferpil6*3andthecolumnwaswashedwith3bed-volumesofthis

hbufferbeforegradientelution:(200ml.00131,pll6*3bufferinthemixingchamber; 0•22L,pH
6*3buffer
inthe

reservoir.
)3ml.

fractionscollected.
•J

Tj.,IL-'lOOO
—02/0-1ml
"415 "274

"290 "274

.-,14Ka

Fe59

FRACTION

EK415

L274

"290

7059

c14

"415

L415

9

•048

•017

•013

-

-

2-89

•80

-

-

10

•105

•034

•027

-

-

3-10

•79

-

-

11

•253

•080

•054

99

157

3-18

•80

520

390

12

•627

•195

•154

242

388

3-21

•79

518

386

13

3-055

•964

•781

947

1408

3-17

•81

450

310

14

7*080

2-248

1-798

2015

2830

3-15

•80

400

285



pm

i\jx.■ 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

e>9 415 235 252 287 292 266 295 295 295 278 296 316

TAIL-A3.
(0ontinued.) ,U4x,''1,/jO-5:/0•1oil

,14

"415

"274

-290

x-e

8-640

2-567

2-133

2451

3429

8-550

2-623

2-103

2411

3503

7*304

2-318

1-855

2099

3127

5*286

2-034

1-507

1637

2855

5-280

1-692

1'337

1503

2272

4*352

1-372

1-097

1285

1959

3-540

1-103

•571

1044

1817

2-832

•635

•708

535

1387

2-310

♦729

•583

543

1191

1-824

•577

•457

939

945

1-510

•470

•376

480

775

"415 "274

-290 "274

"415

3-24

CO

0

397

3-26

•80

410

3-15

00

0

428

3-09

•79

456

3-12

•79

431

3-13

-50

451

3-21

•79

510

3-20

•GO

490

3-17

•80

914

3*15

•81

518

3-21

•30

514



TAEL1A4andA5.

14

P.M.cellulosecnromatographyofhemoglobinsafterincorporationofJ-leucine. Cellswere
incubat
;ed

withU*0E4-L-leucine(ljac./ml.)for
8hours.
The

supernatantafter

lysiswas
applied
to

0.21.cellulosecolumn(10cm.x1cm
.)inQ»01Mphosphate

buffer
and

the

columnwas
washed
with50ml.ofthisbufferbeforegradientelution:(200ml.

001M,
pH

5-3

bufferin
themixing

chamber;0•221,pH5*3bufferinthe
reservoir

.)2

ml.fractions

collected.
Table

A4

:hemoglobinII;tableA5:hemoglobinI. TABL-A4.

Lowry

/PACTION

E415

^274E2903ta./1000
(*g.

"415

"290

C14

!

*■&

oec./0»2ml.
protein

E274

"274

"415

i

415

25

•206

•125-1021044
82

1-62

•81

5118

402

26

•860

•360-2912815
228

2-44

•81

3204

259

27

2-735

•936»7625356
575

2-94

•81

1945

209

28

3-830

1-2841-0325057
758

3-01

•80

1553

198



s/X 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

"415 200 188 172 151 195 196 131 178 175 179 152 175

OAILLa4. (Jontinued.)
Lovvry

-415"274"290-ts./lOOOp->•-415^'290 ec./0-2ml.proteinnAE ^74274

4

008

1-302

1

044

5555

798

3

07

•80

1387

4

156

1-310

1

048

>560

782

3

17

.80

1339

4

200

1-335

1

044

5372

720

3

22

•80

1280

4

160

1.320

1

056

5356

785

3

08

•80

1287

4

080

1.320

1

072

5363

800

3

09

•81

1316

3

9j0

1-288

1

030

5280

776

2

99

•80

1336

3

752

1-L00

952

5111

580

3

13

•79

1352

3

368

1-088

888

4800

500

3

10

•82

1620

2

832

•918

738

4353

498

3

08

•80

1537

2

434

•622

572

3532

444

3

02

•82

1452

2

225

•720

532

3059

350

3

09

•81

1374

1

974

•630

516

2303

348

3

13

•82

1420



TATjjwA4. (Continued.)
Lowry

14

FLAGTIONL415^2?4~2q0Gts./lOUJjag-413-£9Q̂ Gec./0*2,al.protein̂274^274^"415^415
41

1-794

-532

OO

v.O

•

2733

396

3-08

•80

1526

171

42

1*632

•546

•444

2353

238

2-99

•81

1445

175

43

1-543

•594

•414

2192

254

3-07

•82

1416

171

44

1-434

•456

•372

2959

240

3-14

•82

1436

167

45

1-368

•433

•354

1911

215

3-12

•81

1397

158

46

1-314

•

■£»

CO

•354

1805

219

3-00

•81

1374

150



IABL2A5.

•

l.owry

FICTION

"415

"274

-290

OJUKT'1000

r:

"415

*290

.14

|*g

„.;/v•1Jil.
protein

-274

"274

"415

"415

47

1.332

<425

-342

970

210

3-13

.80

728

158

43

1-393

-438

•334

1038

215

3.13

.81

781

151

49

1-933

.505

-492

1485

344

3-19

.81

•770

173

J\ :o

50

3-697

1-170

-942

2957

548

3.15

.81

802

175

51

5-3

1-990

1.520

5132

1150

3.20

.81

805

131

52

8-200

2-37°

2.0S9

565"

1428

3-18

.81

807

188

53

9-072

2-335

2-240

7333

1524

3.20

•79

808

179

54

9-534

3-157

2-494

7642

1568

3-02

•79

802

154

55

9-800

3-192

2-^85

7553

1552

3-07

-81

781

159

55

9-324

2-988

2-420

7504

1540

3-12

-81

805

155

57

8-558

2-594

2-135

5942

1488

3-13

-80

810

180

53

8-092

2-510

2-083

5424

1474

3-10

•80

794

175

59

7-378

2-305

1-345

5111

1275

3-20

•80

828

173



ML..At?.
(3ontinued.)

Lo'.vry

GTION

"415

F

274

"293

vOU,1'1033
/AJ

"415

"293

CU

-J./O-lail.
protein

"274

"274

"415

"415

63

6•816

2*157

1*747

o528

1153

3*16

*81

811

173

61

6*253

1*947

1*553

4922

993

3*21

*83

783

173

62

5*580

1*731

1*443

4352

843

3*19

•81

755

174

53

5*380

1*644

1*332

4342

780

3*39

•81

7°5

155

64

4*560

1*333

1*133

3373

698

3*16

*81

753

159

55

4*393

1*332

1*365

3236

595

3*37

*80

795

159

56

3*372

1*144

•915

2953

543

3*21

•83

837

193

67

3*134

•983

•795

2713

512

3*24

•81

851

161

68

2*824

•354

•633

2354

472

3*27

*83

837

158

69

2*415

♦753

•615

2193

392

3*18

•81

936

152

70

2*224

•597

•551

1952

375

3*19

•79

873

159



j.j.celluloseciroaiato
yraphy
ofp-_.Hct

.ioiolobinaft^r
incorporationof
U-014-L-1

1'rotocolas
fortables
A4and
a3.

t;ol_a3.

friction

"415

"274

"290

;ou::ts/iooo

"415

"290

c1*

^0'0»1ail.

"274

"274

"415

2

•198

CO

vo

o

•

.355

129

2-92

-81

650

3

•383

-128

•101

206

2-99

•79

540

4

•995

•315

-252

480

3-15

•80

482

5

1*568

.522

-421

£02

3*20

•81

481

o

2-058

-662

•530

993

3*10

80

483

7

2-274

•738

•590

1317

3*08

•80

447

8

2-286

<752

•602

1051

3*04

•80

450



T..P'L_Ao.
(Jvitinue3.)

.ACTION

i415

"274

"290

OjUI.T„/l0'J0
"416

"290

i—i

• 7

-J/u-1Oil.

"274

"274

"415

9

2-172

»695

•557

980

3-12

•80

451

10

2-004

•643

•513

911

3-09

•80

456

11

1*782

•582

•471

371

3-14

•80

488

12

1*524

•480

•390

750

3-13

•81

492

13

1-332

•426

•336

673

3-13

•79

505

14

1*152

•350

•275

508

3-20

•79

528

13

•948

•307

•245

513

3-09

•30

541

15

•870

•271

•215

472

3-21

•80

540



TABLLA7.

Re-chromatography of hemoglobin II on 0.1. cellulose :

concentration /radient elutlon.

Hemoglobin II was fractionated from the lysate of

unlabelled cells as in table A4. Hemoglobin II fractions

were pooled, re-equilibrated with 0*0111 phosphate buffer,

pE 6*3 and re-chromatographed on small 0.11. cellulose

columns : (200 ml. 0*0111, pH 6*3 buffer in the mixing

chamber ; 0 • 2M, pH 6*3 buffer in the reservoir.) 3 ml.

fractions were collected.

TAELR A7.

FRACTION £415 -274 "290 "415:L274 ^290:E274
20 *007 *041 *028 *17 • 68

21 *018 -039 *027 • 46 • 69

22 •075 *069 •054 1.09 •78

23 *180 *084 • 072 2.14 • 86

24 *390 *156 •135 oir\•CM *87

25 •672 *228 *182 2-95 • 80

26 1*044 *372 . 300 2-81 *81

27 1* 320 •438 *354 3-05 • 81

28 1*416 •474 •390 2*99 *82

29 1*446 *516 *413 2-80 • 80

30 1*283 . 496 • 392 2*86 •79

172.



OT

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

TA3L.J A7.
(0 orxtlnuad. )

"415 ^274 ^290 ^415:"274 ^290^274

1-134 •390 •312 2*91 • 80

•894 • 305 •243 2-92 •79

-774 • 270 •216 2-87 •80

• 666 • 228 • 180 2-92 •79

•591 .207 •165 2-35 • 80

•504 •177 • 141 2.35 • 80

•450 • 162 • 129 2-78 • 80

•390 • 133 • 111 2-83 • 80

•342 •125 . 102 2-71 • 81

•309 • 120 • 095 2-58 • 30

.282 •105 • 084 2-59 •80

•255 •093 •074 2-74 • 80

173.



TAEL1 AS.

Fe-cnronato 'np'ay nf h-rao ;lobin II on J. . cellulose ^

pH gradient elution.

Herno-lobin II was separated from a non-ra" ioactive cell

ly cat a as in table ^4. '.emo.JLobin II-e.retaining fractions
were pooled and re —equilibrated .vitn 0*.>1 . y.iospaate

buffer, pf 5• 3, and applied to a small d.... cellulose

column. "emoglobin was elated by pH gradient :

(310 ml. O.Oi::, p:: 6*3 buffer in the mixin chamber ;

0*01-.1, /" 3*6 buffer in the reservoir). 3 ill. fractions
collected.

X11 L- A j.

PEAJTION -415 J~274 L290 l415:"'274 ^290Si274
1 •024 •062 •056

2 • 046 •170 •148

3 •036 •152 •128

4 • 023 •084 •058

5 • d20 •042 •034

6 • 018 •032 •028

7 •016 •024 •018

8 •024 •022 •020

9 •022 •020 •016

10 •025 •018 •014

11 •026 •014 •012

174.



lii1

12

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

TAIL.- A3.
(Continue0. 5

"415 "274 "290 ~415:~274 L290:L274
021 .007 •006

086 • 030 • 024 2-87 •80

101 •035 •028 2-89 •80

115 •041 •033 2-83 •80

125 •044 •035 2-8 3 • 80

136 •048 •039 2-83 •81

148 •051 •041 2*90 •81

152 •055 •045 2-89 •81

180 •051 •049 2-95 •81

199 •067 • 054 2-97 •81

210 • 070 •055 3-00 • 80

230 •079 •053 2-90 • 80

254 •085 •069 3-00 •81

280 • 092 •075 3-03 • 81

292 •097 •079 3-01 •81

348 •113 •092 3-08 •81

355 •128 •134 2-85 •61

412 •142 •114 2-90 • 80

528 •174 •139 3-03 • 80

557 •228 •182 2-88 • 80

897 •303 •243 2-96 • 80

200 •393 •314 3-05 •80

494 •474 •384 3-15 •81

175.



TATi^. I.;.
(wontInued. )

F1A3TI JN
'415 '4 "415 *"174 "90*^274

41 1-554 •548 •449 3.97 •89

42 1-C75 •594 -438 3*11 •81

43 2. 117 • "73 • 542 2 •r ; •89

t f £. • • 57: -,■52 -.eg •81

45 O /-■ r-
£ • '4 4L -584 •, 52 2 •n 5 •81

45 £•715 -'•72 • 54 5 3-7^ •81

47 1-944 - 54r' -515 3. T) •89

43 1- 554 • 5 3 9 • 5 94 2-94 •89

49 1-745 •51 'J . -474 2-97 •81

5") 1-455 - 57 4 • ' 41 • -
L J •89

jl 1-5 92 • >>32 •244 2. r -) •89

175.



TABLi A9 and A10.

Be-chromatoyraphy of hemoglobin II : comparison of

concentration .-r-3.3i-3.it elutlon with pK gradient elation.

Hemoglobin II was separated from a non-ralioactive cell

lysate as in table A4, and re-eq.mil ib ratel as in table

A3. Ly.ua! parts of this solution were applied to two

small 1. . cellulose columns. One column was eluted as

in table A4 by concentration gradient. The other was

eluted by two-stage pH gradient : ( a) 300 ml. 0*01M,

pll 6*3 buffer in the mixing chamber ; 0*01", pH 8*5

buffer in the reservoir until jfl in the mixin^ cnamber

was 7'0., b) 150 ml. 0•01A, pH 7*0 buffer in the mixing

chamber ; 0*011, p'l 8*5 buffer in the reservoir). 3 ml.

fractions collected. Table A9 : concentration gra:lent ;

table A10 : pTI gradient.

TABLL A9.

FRACTION L415 ^274 ^290 "415^274 ~290:S274
1 *008 • 013 .010 • 52 •77

2 *005 .012 • Oil • 50 •92

3 *005 . 017 •013 •35 •76

4 • 010 •043 .032 •23 •74

5 • 020 .114 .093 • 18 • 82

6 * 054 .095 • 075 •67 .80

7 • 180 • 108 .086 1-57 .80

177.



CTJ

8

9

19

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

27

28

29

TABL" AQ.
(Continued.).

2415 E274 ^290 ^415:"274

•345 -147 •129 2-35 •82

•552 -225 •189 2-45 -89

.819 -369 •276 2-25 •77

1.254 *456 -384 2-75 • 84

1-998 .792 •576 2-85 •82

3-924 1-932 •832 2-93 •31

3-719 1.279 1-929 2.92 •80

3-980 1-329 1-979 3-92 • 81

3-820 1-299 1-959 2-96 •81

3.549 1.290 •959 2-95 •80

3-290 1.109 -889 2-91 • 80

2-830 -989 -790 2-94 •81

2.579 .909 -729 2*86 •89

2.232 -769 •624 2-94 •82

2-300 -712 • 568 2-81 •89

1.776 -524 •528 £•85 •85

1-584 -584 • 464 2-71 •79

1-398 -492 •390 2-84 •79

1-218 -432 •360 2-82 •83

1.992 - 432 . 318 2-72 •79

• 943 -360 -238 2-0 3 • 80

-852 -318 •252 2-68 •79

•752 -312 •234 2-84 •75

178



TAIL- AID.

FTACTION
"415 ''274 ^293 "415:I274 i"290:_L274

5 . 332 .010 • 008 3.20 .80

7 •055 • 318 • 014 3-05 .80

8 .090 .029 .023 3-10 ,80

9 .114 . 9 35 • 029 3-17 .81

ID •145 • 048 • 038 3« 32 • 80

11 • 170 • 052 • 342 3-27 • 81

12 •212 • 055 •354 3-21 • 81

13 •246 •074 • 36 3 3-32 .81

14 • 302 • 092 • 374 3-23 • 80

15 •384 • 118 •394 3-25 • 80

15 • 501 •177 • 142 2-83 • 80

17 •593 • 215 •175 3-21 •81

18 • 845 • 255 • 237 3-32 • 81

19 •951 •294 • 233 3-23 • 81

20 1- 023 • 318 • 238 -i r\ r-
3. C-C •81

21 •994 •295 •2 37 3-35 •80

cLC •942 •294 •235 3-23 • 80

23 • 918 • 292 •-33 3-14 • 80

24 •915 • 288 • 233 3*18 • 80

25 • 888 •285 • 226 3-12 • 80

25 • 858 • 2S2 • 223 3-34 • 81

27 • 828 •257 • 215 2-95 • 81

28 • 785 •255 • 213 3-08 • 81

25 •741 • 240 •192 3-09 • 80

179.



^ T 1 ^
X--- —J - A J, _L -> «

(Jontinne l"X.

2TAJTI3K i.,15 2?4 L4i5;-274 -290Jx'274
33 *773 -234 -192 3-19 -81

31 • 398 -231 -195 3-92 -83

32 -'7' -223 -r9 :.-3 -CI

33 -334 • -12 • 17" 3-93 • Z2

34 -327 -213 -If 3 2-°n .79

187.



TAIL- All.

G.M, cellulo.°.j chromato ;raphy of hemoglobin II "by

modified combentration gradient.,mm I I...- - ... , , . ■ , — ... .. . I I. W. ■ .1 ,!■

Hemoglobin II was separated from a non-radioactive cell

lysate as in tabic .A and in--equilibrate J ana a plied to

a small J. . cellulose column as in table m5. Ihe column

was then washed successively with 51 ml. of 0*01..,

pTI 6-3 buffer, 31 ml. of 0-01.., pi 5*9 buffer and 31 ml.

of 0*0111, pi 5*3 buffer, before gradient elution as in

table A4. 3 ml. fractions collected.

1A?L . All.

FRACTION "41o "274 "290 ^415:"274 ~290:~274

9 . 128 .009 .019 3.09 • 78

10 .1.2 .041 • 133 2.98 .80

11 • 356 .125 .102 2-90 .31

12 • 570 .198 .152 2.90 .82

13 • 798 .282 t- r- H
• C. C. A 2.83 .81

14 1.135 •3al .235 2.95 .81

15 1.157 • 391 . 318 2-99 . 32

13 1.157 *390 • 313 2-99 .82

17 1.180 •353 .294 2.98 .81

18 .954 •321 .257 2.97 .80

19 .834 • 294 .234 2.34 .80

181.



sj 2

20

21

22

23

24

25

25

27

28

29

30

31

32

TAELl All.
(J cmbinuedT.

""415 "274 ""290 -415:"274 "290s"274

•726 .251 • 210 2*73 •80

.506 .210 •171 2-89 •81

•531 • 185 •149 2*85 • 80

• 450 • 150 •130 2«87 • 81

•414 • 145 • 118 2-84 •81

• 360 .124 • 104 2-90 •81

• 320 .118 •096 2.71 '•81

.284 .101 • 081 2*83 •80

.252 •088 • 070 2*85 • 80

.2 30 •084 •067 2.74 • 80

.200 •059 •056 2*89 •81

.195 •057 •054 2.91 •80

•174 •060 •048 2.92 • 80

182.



TAIL_A12.

O.J.celluloseoironato.-rnph.yofhe-noglobinIIToymodifiedconcentrationgradientatpTI5»9. FrotocolasintableAll,withtheomissionofthefinal30oil.washwith0.012.1,udo.3 buffer.
Gradiente
lutionwasas
intab
1-tll,butatpF5*9.
3ml.

fractions
collected.

ML_

All.

Flu.JTION

"415

i"274

L290

JIJMT,/1000

"415

E290

,14

M.'0-2ml.

"274

"274

"415

5

•030

•010

•008

3-00

•80

6

•107

•038

•030

2-8<:

•79

7

•282

•ogi

•074

81

3-io

•81

287

8

•513

•151

•129

172

3*19

•80

335

9

•825

•261

•209

226

3*16

•80

274

10

1-224

•396

•324

298

3-09

•82

243



ct: 11 12 13 14 13 16 17 18 19 20 21

14 413 236 238 257 271 275 282 294 303 301 3H 299 307

Ta-L_A12. (Continued).

l415

"274

"290

c._;.T.-'lrjo

"415

"290

J~..,/0*2il.

"274

i:274

3-520

1-113

•910

935

3-12

•81

ca

•

co

co

2-030

1-596

1725

3-22

-82

7-712

2-416

1-952

2058

3*19

•81

6'095

2-176

1-744

1871

3*17

•80

5-894

1-876

1-498

1527

3-14

•80

4*986

1-538

1-270

1405

3*14

•SO

4-332

1-380

1-104

1274

3-14

•80

3-735

1-197

•q70

1130

3*12

•81

3-100

•997

•j08

932

3*11

•31

2-595

•369

•704

833

3-10

•81

2-420

•758

•522

724

3-15

•31

2-130

•683

*553

553

3-12

•81



IAIL1.A13andA14.

Jcellulosecaromatoyrarvrofh^mo^lobinIIfroaaconicly-ac.-ofcellsafter incubationwit10^-glycine. Oilswereincfbatedvit12*Cl-rcin-(1jj-j.-'sil.)for8loursandl.ysedultrasonically.Trie equilibratedl^satswasappliedto2-^allJ..cellulosecoluannatp*I5»3>whichwerethen
£washedwith50al.ofj-H5*3buffer.Onecolumnwasfurtherachedwith50_ul.ofpH5*9

en

buffer.Bothcolumnsweretnenelutedasintable*.12,withI3*9buffers.3ml.fractions collected.Table113:control,nopi5*9wash;TableA14:.vitajr~ <3*9wash. T.tLLx.A13.

FUNCTION

"415

"274

^290

Cts.10.)0

"415

"290

P14

x.ec./0«2ml.
"274

"274

"415

1

•010

•015

Oil

2

•005

•005

m

0

0

•



3 4 5 5 7 8 9

13 11 12 13 14

TA~:irA13.
(-iiitinufdT.

415"274"293~ts.8U-0'415^29: ©C•,0*C-.ill•rrre—.o*7s£(4<2/^

•335

•335

•332

•334

•336

•30/!

•

s_>

CJ

CO

•337

•335

•353

•346

•337

153

1-15

•83

•225

•135

•147

316

1-22

*79

•524

•291

•237

396

2-14

•81

1*214

•438

•357

432

2*73

*82

2*14-

•738

•533

551

2*°1

•si

3*155

1*332

•£4)■

597

3*37

*81

4-295

1*392

1-128

726

3'39

*81

5*544

1-752

1*428

885

3*15

*82

5*278

1*683

1-433

8:>5

3*14

"83



:AIL7A13. (^ontinuad).

AilIION

-415

-274

"290

Jts.-'1C00

"415

"290

14

:ec./0*2ail.
-274

-274

■415

15

4*233

1*392

1-140

701

3*04

•82

135

IS

3*168

1*056

.340

534

3-00

•80

184

17

2.448

•804

-572

449

3*04

•84

183

13

1*940

•640

.540

452

3*03

•84

233

19

1*590

•?50

*430

343

2.89

•78

215

20

1*330

*453

*360

2.95

.80

21

1.150

.400

•310

2.83

*78

22

1.002

•330

•276

3*04

*84

23

•333

*294

•245

3*02

.34

24

*792

•282

•222

2.81

*79

25

.720

•252

•204

2.86

.31

26

•648

•228

.180

2*84

*79



"V.'.13.
( î~rtt.

<r,̂r*"
ivX•

X.

:74

tr.'1
' ~vr~1

sC.U*tj.1.

41; 11

"CO :74

H

CO co

5^ 573

•214 •195

13 115'

.CM
«-j•+ •94

'31 ■82

214 -415



ct:
5 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 1.5

415 194 198 189 160 151 137 144 149 151 151 174

TailA14.

•415

"274

^290

.JUi:25/100J

-41J

"290

-JL/0-2A1.

"274

-274

•121

•043

•035

2-81

-81

•386

-120

•095

75

3-22

•79

•705

-222

•180

140

3-18

-81

1-113

•348

-232

210

3-20

-81

1-986

-542

•516

318

3-18

•82

5-090

1-600

1-290

768

3-18

•31

7-396

2-492

2-044

1179

3-17

•82

8-496

2-588

2-128

1224

3-11

•79

8-288

2-576

2-196

1-37

3-22

-81

7-483

2-368

1-904

1131

3-16

-80

5-736

2-112

1-728

1037

3-19

•82

5-838

1-824

1-488

1024

3-23

•82



TilLA14-• (Continued.7

J?j%Ci!iON

il;

'274

V '290

T ../lOOO AC-2ail.

'415 '274

'290 '0-74Î

,14 '415

18

4-or8

1-554

1-274

844

3*22

•82

159

19

ar~r~-4'CCO

1-330

1-022

757

3-18

*79

131

20

3-542

1*134

*924

536

3*1-

•81

180

21

3-132

•984

•802

3-18

•81

22

2-735

•854

•703

3*17

•82

23

2-350

•740

•510

3*19

•82

24

2-000

•630

•510

3*17

•81

0

1-775

•584

•453

3*04

•80

25

1*53̂

*504

•403

3*04

•81

27

1*355

*426

*340

3*15

•80

28

1-206

*396

*324

3*05

*82

29

1*080

*350

*294

3'00

*82
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TaLL,A15.

0.ja.cellulosecnro.aat;ohrnpiiyoxnnOt.lo'binIfromaconiclyaooofcellsutterincubation wifail,lycinc. Protocolasintulleal3.3al.fractionscontainingheio.,lobiuIpeak.
5I->I1-113.

r\j

FLAGoIGK

^415

"274

'293

^jLn»ls../'lJGO _,G2/0*1ill.

"415 274

"293 "274

,14 "41o

31

•230

•375

-351

3-34

.80

32

•483

•155

•124

58

3-12

•83

143

33

•735

•238

•193

98

3-39

•83

134

34

1-548

•534

<o

0

•

195

3-37

•81

125

35

2-753

-873

•735

343

3-15

-81

124



2

36
r7

r
r

T°

r

42 43

X

45 46
47

415 121 128 127 127 133 131 133 134 130 121 127 132

aIj.

(Ooncinuecl.)

"415

"274

"290

.jUNTVIOOO

^415

"290

—02/0•1ail.

"274

"274

4*265

1-341

1-073

512

3-13

-80

5-758

1-915

1-533

738

3-01

-80

7-210

2-372

1-421

915

3-04

•81

8-560

2-877

2-330

1100

3-01

•81

9-820

3-147

2-518

1277

3-12

-80

9-550

3-113

2-522

1254

3-10

•81

9-210

2-981

2-385

1-33

3-on

-80

8-750

2-790

2-232

1174

3-14

•80

8-300

2-561

2-123

1079

3-12

•80

7-810

2-457

1-965

945

3-13

-80

7-220

2-344

1-875

917

3-08

-80

6-500

2-070

1-577

858

3-14

•81
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